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Abstract

Computational and continuum models of electrocortical activity are developed in order
to better understand the genesis and significance of the major mammalian cerebral
rhythms.

The computational model was developed to investigate the relationship between indi-
vidual neuron behaviour and population electrical dynamics. Networks of multicom-
partment excitatory and inhibitory neurons incorporating 'Tast" synaptic transmission
were coupled together using an anatomically derived scheme of asymmetric intracortical
axosynaptic connectivity. Results showed that such networks are capable of oscillating
at frequencies frequently observed in mammalian electroencephalogram (EEG). The
relationship of individual neuron behaviour to mean network activity wa.s investigated
by generating Conditional Pulse Probability Surfoces. Derived results exhibited a near
linear relationship between the probability of a pyramidal cell firing and the extant
value of the local field potential (LFP), similar to that seen in experimental studies

involving cortical neurons.

In contrast the continuum model considered neural tissue to be a continuous one.
dimensional chain of excitatory and inhibitory neurons interacting by way of short
(intra-cortical) and long (isotropic cortico-cortical) fibres. The defining non-linear in-
tegral equations were linearised such that Fourier-Laplace techniques could be applied
to investigate potential solutions. Numerical solutions revealed the prescence of, spa-

tially, weakly damped travelling waves at or near the frequencies of mammalian alpha
(8-13 I/z). Biasing the excitatory cell population was shown to have a dominant effect
in determining spatio-temporal damping of travelling wave solutions, whereas applying
bias to the inhibitory cell population had a dominant efect in specifying the corre.
sponding spatio-temporal frequencies. The possibility that such bias may be due to,
and regulated by, subcortical efferents is discussed. Finally it is suggested that the
alpha rhythm may be an important synchronising agent for coordinating widespread

cortical activity.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

L.1 Perspective

An understanding of any complex neural system requires that phenomena observed

at one scale are reconcilable with those at another scale and vice versa. Such is the

case with attempts to develop global models of brain function. Reconciling local neuron

dynamics with their behaviour in large neural aggregates is a critical step in this process.

Clearly, for such a program to be successful, we must have at our disposal means

of measuring and quantifying such "gauge" variant behaviour, and be able to define

quantitids and state variables that are in principle congruent. The measurement of

electrocortical activity (the electro-encephalogram or EEG) represents such a variable,

bridging events in the brain at multiple scales. It is clear that electrical phenomena at

the single cell are the source of the macroscopically recorded potentials, however the

exact mechanisms by which the EEG arises are not yet fully clarified. This, many

believe, requires an understanding of the mechanisms of information processing at

both the cellular and supra-cellular scales, where the effects of different modelling

assumptions can be investigated. The principle focus of this thesis is the microscopic

or cellular level. However because the supra-cellular approach has provided a great

deal of insight into the functioning of aggregates of neurons it has ultimaQfgipepgl{p{,f Arfkland Library

direction for more detailed approaches. Fllili : "-',' Liil'ilAFiY
sf;t-tc; - cF tdrD,cittE

PARK ROAq AUCKT-AAID
The field of artificial neural netrvork design is the most visible attempt at converging to



this goal despite its necessarily limited biological fidelity. Many important insights have

been gained by investigating the behaviour of large nets of simple neuron like elements.

However, most of these models are poor approximations for real nets of neurons. For

instance:

o ensembles of real neurons may not have a symmetric sigmoid pulse to wave con-

version function [75, 76]. The real wave-pulse transfer functions are largely unde-

fined and this has important implications for the sensitivity and dynamic range

of aggregates of neurons.

o The topology of the connections in such artificial nets rarely approximates that of

nature. Details of the number of units connected to other units and the multiple

scales of connectivity are often misapproximated, with the net result that it is

impossible to know how, if at all, such models relate to the real nets.

r describing connection strengths by linear weights may be inappropriate, given the

ubiquitous plasticity of the nervous system.

o effects of exogenous feedback to and from cortex are not considered.

Ignoring these features makes comparison with many of the dynamical features of real

neural nets difficult, and thus impedes the ready interaction of neural network theory

with physiological experiment.

Further support for the relevance of studying the emergent electrocortical behaviour is

found in the close correlation of the macroscopically recorded EEG (electroencephalo-

gram) with cognitive events. This is not the place to review these correlations in detail.

A few illustrative examples will suffice instead:

o [n phenomenological states of high arousal the EEG approaches a state character-

ized as desynchronisation, in which spectral power resembles 1// noise [158, 160].

o components of the ERP (event related potential), the post-stimulus time locked

EEG, have been correlated with specific cognitive events [249]

o autoregressive and wavelet decomposed EBG, recorded from patients with a va-

riety of psychiatric disorders (bipolar afective disorder, obsessive compulsive dis-

order and paranoid type schizophrenia) together with a normal group can be

used to train an MLP (multilayer perceptron) which can then be interrogated

with a different patient set, with the result that (based on the clinical diagnoses)

upwards of eighty percent are correctly classified [228].



These examples show that the EEG provides information about complex cognitive pro-

cesses which are otherwise unobtainable, even in principle, from single cell recordings.

Oscillations in cell firing frequencies and local field potentials (LFP) have been stud-

ied for many years in the phylogenetically primitive paleocortex of the mammalian

olfactory system 175,76,771 . Freeman 175,77,81, 80] has shown that the spatio

temporal properties of these oscillations to be involved in discriminating between dif-

ferent odours. He speculated that these oscillations represent the substrate on which

perceptual encoding is built [202, 81]. More recently experimentalists have discovered

the existence of semi-synchronised stimulus induced oscillations in the firing frequen-

cies (and the concomitantly recorded LFP) of neurons in the visual cortex of cats and

monkeys [93, 215, 92, 67,86] . These findings have caused theoreticians to speculate

that the temporal patterns of these synchronised oscillatory responses are important

in the binding of distributed features of objects that are present in the visual field.

Previous to these experimental findings it had been hypothesised that coherent tem-

poral phenomena in cortex are required as an agent for synchronising neural events in

and among different sensory modalities and between disparate areas of cortex 1232,451.

However, the recorded temporal frequencies in these studies were between 40 and 70

//2, frequencies not generally associated with the known electrocortical rhythms in hu-

mans. It may be the case that technical diffculties have masked this phenomena or

that other temporal frequencies may be involved in this feature binding [158, 186, 160].

In general the basis for these coherent oscillations and their physiological significance is

poorly understood, if at all. It is therefore important to develop theoretical models for

cortical rhythmogenesis as they may help us to understand the integrative functional

properties of real brains. The existence of low dimensional chaos in sleep EEG (stages

two and four) [tt, 8, 9] , spontaneous EEG 1I2,62,184,90, 178] and during petit-mal

epilepsy [10], suggests that EEG dynamics may admit the possibility of being described

by relatively simple deterministic state equations.

While the exact significance of the EEG is still justifiably in doubt, it is reasonable to

hypothesise the EEG as representing aspects of global brain function and state. It would

be desirable to understand the relationships between these recorded potentials and

their concomitant cognitive states. However, for a complete and comprehensive theory

of brain funclion to develop, rve must first understand how macroscopic behaviour



emerges from the "microscopic" (single neuron) behaviour.

With the advent of affordable and fast computer hardware it is now reasonable

attempt large scale cellular modelling and thus be able to compare these results

both those of experiment and macroscopic model.

L.2 State nariables in complex neural systems

Before we are able to explain how the dynamics at the macroscopic level emerge out of

microscopic dynamics, we first have to define the state variables that we are attempting

to relate, and devise means of quantifying them both from a theoretical and empirical

standpoint.

The microscopic variables that are of principle interest are those that define the cell's

electrical state, and thus its functional state. These include the intracellular potential

(perturbations of which from resting represent a weighted sum of dendritic influences

and ongoing axonal firing [66]) and the pulse rate or the pulse density.

These microscopic features must be scaled in order to be related to the macroscopi-

cally observed EEG, ERP and ECoG (electro-corticogram). The features of the surface

recorded activity that are of interest include (i.e. those which a "renormalised" model

or theory must take into account) include:

o propagating wave phenomena [186,248, 158, 199].

o limit cycle behaviour and chaotic dynamics 1I1,7,77).

o state dependent behaviour [154].

r frequency wave number relationships [247, 134, 158].

o steady state harmonics (eg the steady state visual event related potential or

ssvEP) [250, tee].

o stability measurements [250, 75, 79].

These features of the EEG have been observed in a wide variety of animal preparations

and, in more limited circumstances, in human recordings. The two sets of state vari-

ables combined with the empirical results form the basis for most models of cortical

electrogenesis. One model differs from the rest in that it relates the dynamics in a

to

to



mesoscopic domain to dynamics in the macroscopic domain [248]. Because of the sheer
complexity of organisation and the enormous number of neurons, all models sacrifice
physiological fidelity at the expense of tractability. These models are outlined below
as an illustration of the issues and as an introduction to our specific attempts to cir-
cumvent many of their limitations by developing analytical and neurocomputational
models of cortical electro-rhythmogenesis that implicitly include the efiects of scaling.
The resulting models are readily checked against established physiological findings.

L.3 Macroscopic theories of the EEG

Most theories of the EEG adopt what can be called a mass action approach [TS, Zg],

in which ensembles of neurons are reduced to lumped aggregates. As there are no

general ways to systematically treat the dynamics of large numbers of asymmetrically

connected neurons, macroscopic modelling offers one possible method for establishing

tractable analytic solutions. This class of theories are continuum theories, as opposed to
the discrete threshold network theories typically associated with recurrent neural nets,

and are generally known by the names neurodynamics or neural field theory. In these

continuum approaches differential and integral equations are used to describe activity
patterns in bulk neural matter. Because these theories have been of sustained impact
on the field of EEG modelling we provide a detailed discussion of some representative

exampleb. While it is not possible to describe all the present modelling approaches the
ones that we mention contain most if not all of the features to be found in others. The
most common form of aggregate or macro unit that is used roughly corresponds to the
KII sets of Freeman [75, 79] whose work has been of sustained impact on this field.

KII sets are lumped approximations of interactive aggregates of inhibitory and exci-

tatory cells which include all combinations of feedforward and feedback relationships.

The behaviour of individual neurons are not explicitly represented in such a scheme,

however the general behaviour of each type (excitatory or inhibitory) is, as are global

coupling constants between these types and other KII masses. Before discussing the
various models in some technical detail we first orient the reader by providing ageneral
overview.

The earliest rnodels of neural mass action applied to the cortex that attempted to de-



scribe the spatial and temporal behaviour of these aggregate masses dealt mainly if
not exclusively with excitatory interactions (e.g. [tZ]). Later models incorporated in-

hibitory interactions, paying more attention to the anatomical topology of connections

befween these masses, and took into account the conversion ofefferent axonal activity

into afierent dendritic activity (and the converse process), dendritic integration, wave

to pulse conversion, axonal dispersion and synaptic delay. Various forms of transfer

functions were derived, emphasising one or more of the above steps and making as-

sumptions of the linearity of such steps. The classic example is the work done in the

olfactory bulb (paleocortex) of the rabbit [75, ?9] by Freeman. Freeman's work pro-

vides an impressive account of both BEG signal dynamics, and information processing

in the olfactory bulb. A criticism of this body of findings is its necessary dependence at

critical points on parameters found from experimental curve fitting. While this model

was based on a specific part of mammalian cortex, other models were developed that

were attempts at being more general.

The well known models of Wilson and Cowan [237, 238] and van Rotterdam and Lopes

da Silva[186] were such attempts. The latter model managed to achieve a good fit

between the temporal and spatial properties of the alpha rhythm at the millimetric

scale. This model was able to make predictions about expected phase velocity of alpha

waves in dog visual cortex when supplied with parameters specifying inter-connection

weights between inhibitory and excitatory masses. A phase velocity of 0.3rns-l was

predicted. This prediction corresponded to the measured velocity of alpha waves found

in dog visual cortex using phase gradient approximation methods [134]. Such a model,

while successful in many respects, is open to criticism, chiefly that the strength of

coupling required was arbitrarily found, and results do not generalise outside the alpha

band. Furthermore

o the assumption of open boundary conditions (i.e. an infinite plane sheet of

masses) is unphysiological.

o frequencies outside the alpha range are not considered.

o wave to pulse conversion are approximated as a static linearity.

o the strengths of coupling are, in the main, arbitrary.

o the model is applicable only to the millimetric scale - because of its anatomical

assumptions the model does not scale to the centimetric scale.



This model can loosely be described as a local circuit or network model as the short

range connectivity has been emphasised.

Another model, attributable to Nunez[L58, 159, L60], which is of great interest is a

global resonance model which purports to ofer an explanation of cortical electrory-

thmogenesis based on the long range cortico-cortical fibres. This model consequently

makes predictions that are at the centimetric scale. The main similarity between this

model and that described above is that wave to pulse conversion is approximated as a

static linearity. However it differs in many important respects:

o cortico-cortical association (which are excitatory) fibres are included, as are the

efiects of axonal conduction delays. Fibre distribution functions are assumed to

be invariant with respect to the location on the closed surface, and are assumed

to be adequately described by a sum of exponential terms. It is further assumed

that, for any point on this closed surface, the number of fibres emanating from

an arbitrary volume element centered on this point falls off exponentially.

o boundary conditions are assumed to be closed. Thus standing waves will be gen-

erated, having wave numbers that are dependent on the closed surface geometry.

The behaviour of this model is given by solutions to a Fredholm integral equation of

the second kind. Such solutions are analytically computable for simple geometries,

Depending on a complicated set of constraints dispersive or non-dispersive wave phe.

nomena are generated. This model has achieved some level of empirical support:

o alpha wave centre frequency is predicted to be a function of head size. Empirical

data suggests at best only a weak correlation [158, 247].

e theory predicts that the phase velocity of alpha waves is near that of the conduc-

tion velocity of the cortico-cortical fibres, about 6 -9ms-t. Alpha wave phase

velocity has been measured by MEG (magnetoencephalography) at Zrns-1 pa].

Attempts to perform a neurocompu.tational simulation of this model have, however,

failed to generate any sustained oscillatory behaviour [129], despite the fact that an-

alytically oscillatory solutions are predicted. This may have been for a number of

rea,sons, the following of which are particularly pertinent to the current discussion:

o the assumption of exponentially decaying cortico-cortical fibre number density is

not well-justified anatomically, a Gaussian function with the mean some distance

r from the point in question would appear to describe the anatomical data more

I



accurately [87].

o the assumption of a near linear relationship between mean dendritic activity (le
cal field potential) and mean axonal activity (pulse rate) for arbitrarily small

, volumes of cortical tissue represents a gross oversimplification. The wave to pulse

conversion function is, as we shall see, highly non-linear [76].
o the simulation may have depended on sub-optimal finite element decomposition.

o the strength of long range couplings may have been inaccurately represented.

o local delays were considered negligible when in fact they may not be (membrane

time constants, synaptic rise times are of the order of rns)

Another model we need to address in detail is that of Freeman 175,76,72, gb, gl, Zg].

Fteeman's model has, for a neurophysiological model, been extremely successful as a

description of the electrodynamics of the olfactory bulb in the rabbit. The essential fea-

ture of this model consists of distributed KII sets coupled to each other by anatomically

identifiable connections. Among the novel features of this model is the functional form
describing the conversion of dendritic activity to action potential firing, inferred to exist
at or near the axon hillock . Freeman calls this process '(wave.to.pulse" conversion and

the reverse process' action potential to dendritic activity conversion, ,,pulse-to-wave'

conversionr This function, together with the synaptic and dendritic cable delays, is

critical in determining the global electrophysiological response of the olfactory bulb to
odourants.

The Freeman wave to pulse function describes how the weighted sum of dendritic ac-

tivity in a homogeneous interactive neural set is transformed into pulse action density
(firing probability or firing rate per unit volume). It is derived on the assumption of
voltage regenerative sodium channels at the axon hillock, and ignores the efiects of
rectifying ion fluxes. The function is dependent upon only one parameter e*, which

is the normalised maximum pulse density and is related to the steady state excitatory
bias that cells in an ensemble receive. Changing Q- changes both the dynamic range

and the sensitivity of wave to pulse conversion. KII sets in the neocortex can be con-

sidered as comprising a feedforward interactive excitatory set and a feedback inhibitory
neural set, and estimates of open loop gain can be derived experimentally. Each arm

lThe use of the term "wave' is derived colloquially from the fact that recorded local field potentialq,
which are a reflection of dendritic activity, are temporally "wavey'. tt is more correct to view dendritic
activit-v as a diffusive process.



of the loop introduces both synaptic and dendritic cable delays of t.3nzs and a 4.Sms
membrane time constant. A cycle in the Freeman loop has a period of 23.2ms ot a
fundamental frequency of about 43 Hz. Thus, one would expect a quater cycle phase

lag between excitatory cell firing and inhibitory cell firing. So far, such a relationship

has been identified in all areas of cortex where it has been sought [25, gb, 6s].

However Freeman's model poses serious difficulties. Most important, from the point of
view of modelling discrete neural nets, is the unclear theoretical relationship of wave

to pulse conversion in the mass and and how this is related to the transformation of
somal membrane potential to firing probability in the individual neuron. Secondly

the dependence of maximum pulse density on excitatory bias in an ensemble, while

empirically verified, is theoretically justified on assuming a maximum pulse density.

Thus it does not explain, but merely a,ssumes, the existence of the state dependent

asymptotes for pulse density as a function of the extant local field potential (LFp). tt
is for this reason that many critics of Freeman's work have discredited his theoretical

evaluation of this relationship and labelled the whole theoretical enterprise as curve

fitting.

Finally the electrocortical linear wave model of Wright [248,247) represents a middle-up

approach in which it is hypothesised that cortex consists of a large number of abstract
oscillators (each one approximated by a Langevin type equation) coupled by extremely
complex functions' Such a system has been shown to give rise to the somewhat sur-
prising emergent property of group linear non-dispersive wave propagation. These

predictions have been verified in a number of animal preparations using AR (autore
gressive) modelling. From our viewpoint these findings have helped resolve apparent

theoretical conflicts between microscopic and macroscopic EEG models.

The intention of this model, while not often appreciated, is to provide some form of
meta-theory in the attempt to determine what general features an adequate model of
cortical electro-rhythmogenesis req uires.



L.4 Microscopic (cellurar) moders of the EEG

Since the discovery that the oscillatory properties of groups of neurons in primary vi-
sudl cortex reflect specifc properties of the visual stimuli [g6, 93, g2], the study of the
dynamic properties of neural systems has become an important area of research within
the field of computational neurobiology. The tools and techniques ofered by com*
putational neurobiology offer a powerful way to bridge multiple levels of description.
They allow the researcher to investigate the cellular correlates of ensemble (popula-
tion) dynamics in networks of model neurons. Such numerical methods also provide
a convenient way to bypass many of the analytical barriers imposed by the non-linear
equations of neuronal field theory (see above discussion).

The computational models of cortical tissue that have been develo ped [244, 224, z4l,
242,226, 241,227,2251have convincingly shown how population oscillations can arise

from networks of non-oscillatory units. In particular Traub et a:1224,226] has demon-
strated, in a model of area CA3 of the hippocampus, that the firing of individual
neurons is not simply correlated with population dynamics.

Computational models of electrocortical dynamics offer great flexibility however much
of their descriptive, predictive and heuristic power can be lost due to either over par
rameterisation or because model parameters are not clearly related to physiological or
anatomical observables' Often the most ill defined feature of these computational mod-
els is the issue of cellular connectivity and the range of synaptic weights that should
be ascribed to these connections. Quantifying the nature of cellular connectivity has

implications for both complete model parameterisation as well as the resulting network
dynamics.

1.5 Overview of the thesis

The thesis addresses the following questions

o Can a general description of cortical connectivity be developed that is firmly
based on cortical histology ?

l0



r Using a derived description of intra-cortical connectivity can a neurocomputa-
tional model of electrocorticar dynamics be deveroped ?

o What general relationships exist between individual neuron behaviour and pop
, ulation dynamics ?

o Is it possible to formulate a linearisable model of the EEG that overcomes Eome

of the limitations of previous attempts and provides insight as to the regulation
and control of the dynamics of distributed neural aggregates ?

A review of the literature serving as a basis to these questions (Chapter 2) is followed
by a description of a method for stimating cortical connectivity and neuronal coupling
asymmetry (Chapter 3). The results of Chapter 3 are then used in developing a simple
simulation of homotypical cortex (Chapter 4). Based on a qitique of continuum models
of electroencephalographic behaviour, presented in Chapter 2, Chapter b introduces a
bulk model of electocortical dynamics. Finally, the significance of the results obtained
are are discussed in the thesis conclusion.

1l
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Chapter 2

Dynamic models of the

electroencephalogram

This review begins with a detailed description of the major analytical models that have
been developed to account for the functional genesis of the EEG. Only those models
that make mean field assumptions about the properties of aggregates of neurons are
discussed, as this relates directly to the use of computational models to circumvent
some of their limitations. We then discuss some of the issues involved in formulating
computational models of electrocortical dynamics. Finally we introduce some specific
examples of computational models of cortical networks. These examples are chosen
as being representative of the types of models that have been developed to describe
the electrical dynamics of the three main types of cortex: archicortex (hippocampus),
paleocortex (piriform cortex) and homotypical neocortex.

2.1 rhe theoretical details of macroscopic EEG modelling

lt is probably fair to say, that most models attempting to explain the EEG or associated
correlates of neural tissue dynamics differ primarily in the assumptions made and not
in the underlying theory on which they are based. It is the aim of this section to show
that this is generally the case with illustrative examples from Freeman [7s, Zg], Nunez

[158], wilson and cowan [2Js] and van Rotterdam and Lopes da silva [1g6].

t3



For simplicity most models assume that only two neural cell populations are of interest
- excitatory and inhibitory. Though in principle each model can be trivially extended
to the case where there are more than two types of cells.

Each ensemble of neurons (excitatory and inhibitory) is assumed to carry out the
following operations (not necessarily rn seriatim):

o axonal propagation and/or dispersion.

o synaptic translation of afierent pulse activity to postsynaptic depolarisation (pulse

to wave conversion).

o Dendritic smoothing and summation of afferent activity.
o the conversion of neuronal depolarisation to efferent pulse activity(wave to pulse

activity).

All models make reasonable assumptions about what features can be lumped, and

depending on over what scale the model is to be evaluated what simplifying a,ssumptions

can reaEonably be made.

The state variablesl that describe the dynamic state of the neural mass are usually the
local field potential, which is a measure of the mean somatic membrane potential 2,

and the pulse rate per unit time of an appropriately identified population of neurons.
These variables are both reflections of the active state of a neural mass. However it is

noc uncommon to see the use of the fraction of neurons that fire at a given time t and

the number density of active synapses[158], used to define the active state of a neural

mass' The problem with using the former variable is that it is not measurable in any
conventional sense. If action potential firing is described by a point process then the
number of firings at time t will be vanishingly small. Similar problems occur with the
latter, particularly if the process of synaptic activation is distributed in time. Thus the
use of these latter state variables in characterizing the dynamics of neural tissue mav
be fallacious.

I which of course musl be measurable, otherwise there can be no connection between theory and
experiment.

2where it is freely admitted that issues of architectonics, neuronal topology and connectivity will
complicate this simple assumption[i5, 79].
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z'L'I A general model of the functional dynamics of cortical and tha-
lamic nervous tissue

The first model we will take a closer look at is the spatially distributed model of
Wilson and Cowan [238] as it embodies almost all the features that are to be found in
the others' Their first model dealed exclusively with spatially non-distributed lumped
approximations to neural aggregates studying the properties of stability and oscillation
using phase plane analysis and numerical simulations. Later they considered the case

of neural tissue having a one'dimensional extent. For the purposes of generality and
for subsequent comparisons with later models we choose to outline the latter ca,se.

We define a state variable for the activity of each neural populations. For the excitatory
cell population we choose E(x,t) which is the proportion of excitatory neurons becom-
ing active at time f at c per unit time{ . similarly we define I(n,t). Thus pu.E(r ,t)6x6t
is the number of excitatory neurons becoming active during the interval ttt + 6t at
x,,x* dc, where p, is a one dimensional cell density. In general E@,t) and ^I(c,t) will
be random variables, however given the temporal and spatial smoothing by the den-
drites and under the assumption that local connections being probably pseudo-random

have a suffciently small variance and are generally spatially well ordered is taken to
imply that E(c,t) and I@,t) will be sharply peaked around their mean valueb.

The mean rate of arrival of impulses at excitatory neurons located

excitatory activity, in our one dimensionar cortex, at the instant I -
segment of length dx at x from Jr(u) fibres with conduction velocitv

u*duis

at o caused by

$! within a

between u and

(2.1)

where 9""(t,X) is the expected number of synapses received on excitatory cells at c
from excitatory cells located at X. Other subscripts are introduced as necessary and
are self explanatory. The distribution function for propagation velocities is defined bv

"The problem of whether such a st'ate variable is open to experimental measurement is crucial for
model validation. In general some (linear) iransformation of the stat,e variable is measurable.

ai.e the expected instantaneous pulse rate per cell taken a! time f about r.
sThis point will be returned to when we discuss local cortical connectivity in the next chapter.

f.(u)p"E (*,, - #) g",(x,x)d,xdu
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f.(u)- In wilson and cowan's originar treatment fzls) f"(u) was defined as /"(u) =
d('-4")' where ou is the mean axonal conduction velocity in excitatory axons. i.e axonal
conduction velocity was a-ssumed to be sharply peaked about d". Similar considerations
apply to f;(u).

Thus the mean rate of arrival of excitatory and inhibitory
located at o from all excitatory and inhibitory cells in the

by the following convolutions

impulse at excitatory cells

tissue is given respectively

for synaptic delay. A similar equation can

at c. We next assume that all activity, as

that input to each neuron is assumed linear

Thus the mean spatially integrated excitation

tity" that is transformed by some non-linear

given by

for excitatory neurons at c (i.e the .,quan-

process at the axon hillock 7), lzu(c, f), is

h"(x,t) = | v61a, I,' [l I r,@)0", (*,r - # - ,) F""t,, x)dxd.u -

| | r,ov,r (", , -l' ;*l -,) 0,"t,,x)d,xdu p(o,r)l

o(t - T)d,T (2.3)

where P(x,t) is local exogenous input and a(t) is the membrane impulse response

6lt' is important to note that the details of mechanisms of synaptic transmission the ionic species
involved and the distributed nature of the dendritic tree as a continuous distributed RC network have
not been taken into account. This is primarily to preserve the mathematical simplicity of the original
treatment.

?assumed to be proportionar to the membrane potentiar at the cells soma.

t6

I v.gya, | | nroo"" (*,, - l' ;*l) F,"t,,,x)d,xd,

lv,tta, | | r,@)e,r (*,,-#) ei"(,,x)dxd,u (2.2)

Where iD"(") is the distribution function

be written for the inhibitory cells located

previously defined is spatially localised and

time invariant summable6



Figure 2'l: Diagram illustrating the topology of connectivity used in the spatially dis-
tributed model of Wilson and Cowan

and tF(r) is a normalised distribution function for synaptic delays 8. The topology of
connectivity used in their model is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

At this stage it is propitious to introduce a few simplifications. If at this stage we are

only interested in local tissue dynamics then axonal conduction velocities will be sharply
peaked around a mean value because intracortical axonal fibres are not myelinatedg.
Also local axonal conduction delays are probably an order of magnitude less than syna*
tic delay. Thus the functional effects of axonal conduction can be safely eliminated, iff
we are confining ourselves to areas of tissue that have linear dimensions small compared

to the shortest cortico-cortical fibres. Also we assume that synaptic delays are fixed
and are significantly less than the delays attributable to PSP rise times and membrane
time constant i.e ![(z) = 6(0).

Up till now we have left 0i3, analytically undefined. If, as mentioned above, we are
confining ourselves to areas of cortical tissue that are small compared to the short-
est cortice.cortical fibres the the fjj,'s *ill represent intracortical connections forming

o Nobe all couplings are additive. Multiplicative effects due co the presence of neuromodulators and
the distributed nature of synaptic input on the dentlritic tree have not been included. AIso lhe post-
synaptic response is assumed to be independent of the neurons state. Using an ionic interpretation of
transmembrane current flow in response co a postsynaptic event, the amplitude of the response will
be proportional to (8r - v^),where 6r is the equilibrium (reversal) potential of the ionic species t.
When t'hese neuronal field equations are linearised for small perturbations this ,,field' becomes static.
Later we will see this is equivalen! to, in Freeman's terminology, a linear ,,pulse.to-wave' process.

ean exception is the slrice gennariin layer IV.
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between cells of type , and j'. Based on the local branching patterns of cortical pyra-
midal and stellate cell axon and dendrite [197, 240] it was assumed that the number
of synapses forming between separated cells was dependent only on the magnitude of
thg distance separating the respective cells and not the exact locations of each cell
in the cortical milieu i.e 86,@,x)= Fii,(r-xl). For reasons that will be covered

in a subsequent chapter they assumed that the fall off of connections with increasing

separation would be well described by an exponential of the form

0ii,@) = bii' exp[-,\i;,lcl] (2.4)

where gii'@) is the expected number of synapses given to a cell j'by a cell j separated

by a distance c, and l/)ii'is an effective space constant for the interaction, and 61i, is
dependent on the normalisation condition,

,t' l:Lii'@)d'x = Nii,=ry (2.5)

where N;;, is the total number of synapses given by cells of type , to allcells of type
j', and Pi' is the number density of cells of type t'. An arbitrary weight term is easily

included.

We are now in a position to look at a functional specification of the translation of
afferent dendritic activity to efferent axonal pulse activity. If at the onset we make the
assumption that subpopulation sensitivity lo is norcorrelatedll with with the currenr
level of excitation then the number of excitatory cells in dc about s becoming active
in 6t about t is

r'i.e the likelihood of an inhibitory or excitatory cell being above threshold.rrFor low firing rates this is probably true. For high firing rates sensitivity will generally be correlated
with t'he level of excitation. lndeed this js a partial basis for the state dependent asymptotes for ,,wave-

to-pulse' conversion theoretically predicted by Freeman and putatively identified in che neocortex of
cat and rat [64, 85]. The eflect of this correlation 7 is to reduce the value of 6his expression by a factor
(t - r) - as cells that are above threshold at t are likely to have been suprathreshold at a previous
bime and hence refractory. The correlation time will be of rhe order of the membrane time conslan[ as
lt 1t.
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E(t,x)6r6tp"= (L - E"(g, t))G(h(a,t))6x6tp" (2.6)

where G(h(c,t)) is the fraction of cells receiving at least threshold excitation per unit
time in response to an expected level of excitation h(o,t) and (1-g"(c, t))Lap"is the
number of cells within dc about c that are not refractory. R"(x,t) is the fraction of
cells at c that are refractory and is given by

R"(r,t) = I:_,o(x,r)dr

where r is the absolute refractory period 12.

(2.7)

We expect G(c) to be monotone increasing with c and bounded above and below bv
fixed asymptotes for the following reasons

o pulse rate cannot be less than zero and hence cannot decrease indefinitely, as

when a group of cells is maximally depolarised there is no response other than
that due to random fluctuations in presynaptic transmitter rerease.

o pulse rate cannot increase indefinitely as the maximum pulse rate capable by a
cell or group of cells wirl be set by the absorute refractory period.

Wilson and Cowan asisume that an approximate form for this function can be derived by
considering the variation in the number of afferents per cell in a population of neurons
with a single fixed threshold or by considering the variation of neuronal firing thresholds
in a population of neurons in which the number of afierents per cell is fixedts.

The authors defined G(h(x,t)) to be of the following form

o(p)dp (2.8)

where O(p) to is the distribution function for cell threshold in the ensemble. They

" An earlier treatment of wilson and Cowan [237] included the effecis ot an arbitrary relative refrac-
iory period.

rsMinimally they expecLed that both factors will probably contribute to equivalent population thresh-
old distribution functions.

l{This may be seen equivalent to the mean number of excitatory inputs required to bring the cell

G(h(x,t)) = Ioo''''
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further assumed that

G(0) - 0. The above

the distribution

integral can then

of thresholds is distributed

be approximated to within

normally

LVo by [2]

and that

G1(h(x,t)) - 1+ expl-yi (hi@,il -A)] 1* exp[upi] (2.e)

where F; is the mean threshold and threshold variance is given by 2/vj.

It should be noted that the specification of G(ft,(a, t)) as given is incomplete. The defi-
nition as given ignores the fact that G(lz(a, t)) must be a time density, as it represents
the fraction of cells reaching threshold per unit time independent of whether they are
refractory. Such a time density clearly need not be bounded below by zero and above
by one' Its definition will depend on the units of measurement used as well as the
voltage dependent rates of potassium and sodium activation at the axon hillock.

Taking the

densities we

limit in

get the

equation (2.6) as 6x -+ 0,6f -r 0, and cancelling out the surface

following two equations for E(a,t) and .I(c,t).

tt fir
J,_, 

r(r,r)dr)G 
"( Jol J o"E(x,T)9",(, - x)dx

p;I(X,T)F;"(x - X)dX * p(o, t)la(t - ndr)
1t fir

J,_,, 
(r,r)dr)GJ 

Jo[J o"E(x,r) A";@ - x)dx

p;I(X,T)A;;@ - x)dx *Q@,r)la(r -u)dr) (2.10)

E(x,t)

I (x,t)

= (1 -

-l
= (1 -

_I

In their present form these equations are impossible to analytically solve. However with
some appropriate manipulations useful qualitative features can be derived. The key to
these manipulations are the integrals involving time. Because of the membrane impulse
response only dynamical behaviour oh the time scale of the membrane time constant will
be resolvable- This can be intuitively seen from knowledge of the spectral components of
the electro-encephalogram (or EEG) where it is uncommon to see frequency components

much in excess of 40 H z [81]. This implies a time scale of the order of 25 ms which is a
factor of 4 or so greater than typical measurements of pyramidal cell time constants in
to threshold' For instance based on work done by Eccles, motorneurons require the equivalent of l0
excitalory inputs to fire, whereas similar estimates in cortical neurons reveal a figure closer to 200.
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intact cortical preparations. Thus in the spirit of statistical physics fl1fl we can apply
some form of temporal coarse graining. Thus if we define

F(x,T)a(t - ndT (2.11)

and the postsynaptic response is approximated by a first order process l5 i.e

a(f - ?) : aexp((? - t)/ tt) (2.r2)

Where o is the peak value of a PSP in say mV and p is the membrane time constant.
If it is further assumed that the absolute refractory period is significantly less than the
membrane time constant, ;.r, 16, then equation 2.9 can be rewritten in the following
integro-differential form I 7,

_0(E(x,t))'--at - : -(E(', r)) + (r - r(E(x,t)))c"( p,@(x,T))g*(, - X)dx

- | o;Q6,rDA;"@ - x)dx+ (P(c,t)))

-(I(r,r)) + (r - rg(c,t)))c,(l p"@(x,r))F"i(* - x)dx

- | e;U6,r))9;;(, - x)dxt (Q(c,r))) (2.13)

These equations are the widely regarded neural tissue equations of Wilson and Cowan rs.

The efect of the temporal averaging is to filter out any activity of a freqency greater
than p-L. This effect is shown in Figure 2.2

These equations can easily be extended to take into account finite synaptic delays
and more general forms for postsynaptic response. These equations have no analytical

"Other lorms can be chosen eg second order functions like the alpha function. Doing this resu]cs in
2nd order integro-differential equations.

l6This is likely to be valid for most cortical neurorxr as a typical absolute refractory is of the order
of I rns and a typicat membrane lime constant is of the order of 5 rnsrTlt should be noted that autoexcitation and autoinhibition become become insignificant upon spatial
integration.

r8A similar result was obtained by Beurle [14, but did not include inhibitory cells and dealc improp.
erly with the effects of a refractory period.

(r(c, t)) = t/p 
lo
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parameter typical value

va 0.5

v. 0.31

d. 9.0

e; L7.Ol

b". 1.5t

bi; 1.8r

b,i 1.351

b;o 1.35t

I,"(p*-t) o.o2s

I,,(p--t) 0.091

,\.i(grn-t) O.0lz

li"(p--t) o.o1z

p(ms) 10.0

o(dimensionless) 1.0

Table 2.1: Typical parameter values used in the model of Wilson and Cowan.The parame.

ters F and v are all in units of o. Changes in the values labelled t give rise to qualitatively
different model dynamical behaviour

solution but can be solved numerically and yield some phenomena that are qualitatively

in agreement with what is found physiologically. Specifically these equations reproduce

phenomena such as temporal and spatial hysteresis, edge enhancement and limit cycle

activity with appropriate choices of parameters. Table 2.1 presents typical parameter

values used in this model.

However despite the qualitative success of this model the formulation is problematic

with respect to

o the exact form and significance of the sigmoidal non-linearity is left incompletely

specified.

o the expected anatomical coupling strengths between the various neural popu-

lations are 1-2 orders of magnitude less than what is expected on the basis of
histological measurement in cortical tissue.

o the magnitudes and time courses of the postsynaptic responses are the same for
both populations of cells.

o the resulting equations are only applicable to areas of cortex which have linear

dimensions small compared to the shortest cortico-cortical fibres.
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2.1.2 A global model of electrorhythmogenesis

It is apposite at this stage to consider an important model attributed to Nunez [1Sg].
This model is interesting for a number of reasons. Firstly it is a model that deals

almost exclusively with long range (corticocortical) connections between areas of cortex.
Secondly it makes linear assumptions that allow the resulting model to yield analytic
solutions for a given set of parameters. Thirdly it provides the experimentalist with
a set of testable hypotheses that can be putatively assessed using animal and human

EEG recordings.

The model while in principle similar to the above formulation of Wilson and Cowan,

is sufficiently diferent to require some new terminology. The state variable of interest

the radial cument density in a volume of cortical tissue is assumed linearly related to
the scalp EEG or ECoG 1158]. The model does not make any explicit division between

functional cell types and indeed is to some extent problematic in this regard. Inhibitory
cell firing and excitatory cell firing are assumed to arise out of the same neural subset.

Instead he subdivides the cells in the cortex into two groups

o Type I cells: Those cell types that contribute significantly to the surface recorded

EEG. Due to their geometry in cortex the majority of these cells are likely to be

pyramidal and hence excitatory re.

o Type II cells: because of the random orientation of synapses on these cells they

unlikely to contribute in any substantial fashion to the surface EEG however in

Nunez's theory are likely to contribute to local delays. The majority of these

cells because of their morphology and geometry are thought to be inhibitory and

hence putatively stellate.

As mentioned previously the state variable of interest in Nunez's treatment is the radial

current density in a volume of cortical tissue. That is

o[actorybulbwheretheEEGisgeneratedbyaninhibitory
subset composed of granule cells [75, 7a]. Each granule cell has a small cell body with a few short basal
dendriles and a single sparsely branched ascending dendrite oriented normal to the surface of the bulb.
These neurons have no axon and thus do not generate action potentials. Inleraction between other
neurons (principally the mitral-tuftedcell) in the bulb is via ilendro-dendritic(ephaptic) synapses

2.4



J (a, t) - qal as(c, t) + I Bhs(o, t) - I ft1(x,t) (2.14)

where J(z,t) is the radial current density at c at time t, Ia is the current due to a
single action potential, g(x,t) is the number of action potential firings per unit volume

at c at time f, ^[s and .I1 are the currents generated by one RpSp or IpSp respectively,

and h6(o, t), h1(r,t) are the number of active inhibitory or excitatory synapses per

unit volume, and 4,a is the number density of type I neurons.

Thus since the surface EEG represents space-averaged neural activity, the intent of his

model is to describe the patterns of excitatory and inhibitory synaptic action densities,

he(e,t) and h1(x,t).

Nunez's model is best described as a centimetric model in that it focuses on the long

range cortico-cortical fibres. It is assumed, for good anatomical reasons that that
cortice'cortical interactions are exclusively excitatory and that the surface recorded

EEG is a result of perpendicular current flow along the extent of Type I cell den-

drites (pyramidal). Neither neuronal geometry or cortical lamination are taken into
account. The contribution of the aferent synaptic input on type II cells to the EEG is

ignored because their near spherical geometry of the dendritic tree implies the random

orientation of of current flow in response to synaptic events20

In contrast to the previous model the variable which defines the active state of a mass

of neurons is the number of excitatory action potential firings at time t at x, E@,t).
i(x,t) is similarly defined. While other variables defining the electrocortical state are

also different between the theories of Nunez, and Wilson and Cowan, the form of the

resulting integral equations are similar. Thus it is sufficient to begin our consideration

of Nunezns theory with equati on 2.2. Table 2.2 summarises the redefined variables.

Thus the first half of equation 2.2 gives the excitatory synaptic action densities for
excitatory cells in a one dimensional cortex. i.e

husonlycontributeatmostareIativelyinsignificantmonoPo.

lar term to the surface EEG.
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Figure 8.81 Diagra,rn illustrating tbe topologr of cmnectivity assunnd in tlic nodel of
Nun€g. Without, induding local delays inftibitory cclls n tbie nodel providc atatic gain only.
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. f | | | ^ lr-YlhB(a,t) - J v,(r)dr J a(t-ndr I f,@)du J E1x-4.-r)0""(x, x)4x+n@,t)

(2.15)

where ri(t) has been redefined as the normalised postsynaptic impulse response in say

s-1, and consistent with Nunez's definitions I i. dimensionless. Similarly the second

half of equation 2.2 gives the inhibitory synaptic action density (on type I or excitatory
cells)

. f f I f ^ l+-Ylh|(x,t): J ut;(r)dr 
J a\_T)dr J f;@)du J i(x_,' ;^t_r)p;"(a,x)dx*{x,t)

(2.16)

This is not yet the form of Nunez's equations. He now implicitlyasisumes that inhibitory
activity, l, and excitatory activity, .&, arise out of the same neuronal mass which implies

that they are linearly related to each other 21. Further he assumes that synaptic delays

are significantly less than delays attributable to axonal conduction, and that the fall off
of inhibitory connections with increasing separation is sufrciently great that conduction

delays attributable to the action potentials leading to inhibitory PSP's, considered

primarily intracortical, are effectively zero (i.e the conduction velocity is near infinite).

Thus we end up with the following two equations

he(x,q: I&U-r)dT I r"ola, tE1x,r-r* ,"rrL""(x,x)dx+p@,t) (z.LT)

h1(x,t) = | ^r, 
- ndr I E6,q96, x)dx r q(r,t)

where F:.onrtuntx Bi".

(2.18)

In their present state these equations are no more soluble than those of Wilson and

Cowan us I : |ft",h1) will be a function of both inhibitory and excitatory efferent
2lFurther it implies that inhibitory and excitatory activity (local field potentials, mean soma mem-

brane potential or average pulse densities) will be in phase. We will retu-rn to this point at the end of
Chapter 5.



activity. However for small fluctuations around some local equilibrium 22, theequations

are soluble and can admit analytical solutions under a restricted set of conditions.

This is an approximation commonly used in neuronal field theory. Thus for small
perturbations d-8, we have

6E: 6ha *

= Qs6he - Qfihr (2.1e)

as increased inhibitory activity will reduce the aggregate firing rate, and the opposite

will be so for excitatory activity. The exact form of E&",h1) does not need to be

specified, though often assumed a monotonically increasing function with respect to

hs and, a monotonically decreasing function with respect to hy.

The partial derivatives in equation 2.19 indicate the responsiveness of aggregates of
neurons to inhibitory or excitatory action potential firing.

Thus equations 2.17 and 2.18 can be linearised about E : Eo under the following

assumptions

o the dendritic time constant and the rise times of the PSP's are considered negligi-

ble compared to the delays attributable to axonal conduction delays i.e &(f -?) :
d(,).

r the cortico-cortical connectivities are also functions of the axonal conduction ve-

locities.

o based on anatomical evidence the input to a given area of cortex is predominantly

sensory and hence excitatory. The effects ofnon-specific subcortical afferents, due

to considerable uncertainty of tle anatomy and physiology are not included. Thus

only the equation describing the spatio-temporal behaviour of excitatory action

density contains an inhomogeneous term.

Thus.

( ar\
\ohr/ e=n"

(#)E=8"6h'

22The exis[ence of a local equilibrium

that hs(r,t) and h1(e,t) will not varl'

is assured as we can always choose inhomogeneous terms such

with time.
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H s (x, q = I au I g""(r, x, u) {e sH s{x, t-E --x 11 -e fi ilx, r-r, ;r, )} d,x + p (x, t)

(2.20)

H ilr,rl = | B@, x){e 
"H 

s(x,t) - e rlilx,t)}dx (2.21)

where for notational convenience, ala Nunez, we have defined 6hs(a,t) = Hs(a,t)

The topology of the connectivity used in Nunez's model is illustrated in Figure 2.3.

Like the previous model Nunez considers 9""(a,X) = F*(, -Xl) and. B;,(x,X) =
0;"(1, - Xl). In contrast Nunez considers 9"" to be ma.de up of the contribution of a
number of different fibre systems, i.e

where N is the number of fibre systems, fe,^(u\ is the distribution function for action
potential propagation velocity for the nth fibre system, and ),f \s,.is a characteristic

space constant for fibre decay and pg,n is the number of synapses per unit volume

(or in this case per unit length) of cortical tissue attributable to the ruth fibre system.

Hence 9""(xrX,u)d,xd,Xdu, is the number of synapses received on excitatory cells ly-
ing between o,r * ds received form excitatory cells lying between x,x + d,x, with
conduction velocity between a,u* du. Because of great variability and specificity in
cortico-cortical fibre projections this may not be the best functional form.

The intracortical fibre distribution function, ;i (linearly related to but not identical to

F;"), is assumed isotropic and is given by Nunez as

1N
1u.(r, X,u) - iD pt,^l1,nf E,n(u)exp[-.\s,,,lu - Xl]

o n=l

^1
0(r, X) -- ]oir exp[-.\1lc - Xl]

(2.22)

(2.23)

Symbols are similarly defined as for B"" (equation 2.22). Because these fibres form short

range connections conduction delays are presumed negligible [lbg, lsg, 160].

Clearly



L L1""(n,x,v)d,xd,u

lioo,x)dx

N

D pr,^
n=l
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F,quations 2.20 and 2'21 represent a coupled system of Fredholm integral equations of
the second type and can be solved using Fourier methods to yield theoretical dispersion

relationships for an infinite one dimensional cortex. The implications of these dispersion

relationships are important for an appreciation of the theory and explain from where

the name "global resonance" arises. If the inhomogeneous term is composed of many

frequencies and wavenumbers (i.e a random input) 23 there will be certain resonant

contributions to the solution given by the dispersion relationship. By using values of
parameters that are within the domain of physiological and anatomical plausibility

resonant contributions are expected to be seen in mammalian EEG. Thus given the

existence of travelling wave phenomena and the fact that the cortex forms a closed

surface, it is not hard to imagine that standing waves may form due to the evanescent

nature of the boundaries. The existence of such standing waves would be expected to
depend on the extant spatial damping. Spatial damping is determined by such factors

as anatomical connectivity and the gradient of wave-to.pulse conversion. The latter
would in turn depend on physiological state. An interesting hypothesis concerning the

role various neuro-transmitter systems may play in this modification has recently been

suggested by Silberstein [198].

Extension to more realistic geometries is possible and solutions have been obtained

analytically for the case of a closed spherical surface [1lb, 110]. Solutions for more

complicated, yet realistic, geometries become problematic.

Attempts to include a more accurate representation of local circuit phenomenon [15g,
160] have resulted in a partial synthesis which includes features of this global resonant

model with a local circuit (intra-cortical) theory attributable to Lopes da Silva [f34,
1861.

23a nol unreasonable assumption given the detailed and variable nature ofaffereni input to the cortex.
Thus cortical tissue may be loosely viewed in t,his interpretation as a bandpass filter for subcortical
activity.
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The principle predictions of the global resonance theory of Nunez are,

r well defined dispersion relationships are predicted to exist (i.e there are fixed

relationships between temporal and spatial frequencies) 2a.

, o The EEG frequencies, the normal modes, will depend on the exact geometry of
the cortex and the details of anisotropic and isotropic cortice.cortical connec-

tivity. As an example it is is predicted that as head size increases peak alpha

frequency 25, would be expected to decrease. This can be seen if we consider

non-dispersive EEG phenomena (which occurs in Nunez's model under certain

physiologically reasonable choices of the parameters) propagating around a closed

loop of circumference .L. Because of these evanescent boundary conditions the

wavenumbers will be restricted to k,, = 2trn/L and thus EEG frequencies will
be restricted to wn - 2nncf L when the dispersion is given by w : clc. Thus

increases in brain size will decrease a.rrr. Similarly increases in axonal conduction

velocity, c, will result in increases in observable an. Experiments have putatively

confirmed that such a relationship exists. However the correlation of peak alpha

frequency with head size is weak, possibly suggesting that the closed boundary

conditions are of only relatively small importance in normal physiological states.

o The peak frequency of the EEG is expected to slowly decrease, and the magnitude

of lower modes is expected to increase with decreased neuronal firing probability.

The latter case is effectively realised by reducing the synaptic gain, which is seen

in the halothane rhythm. In humans variations of halothane blood concentration

ftom 0.470 to 3 - 4% results in a shift of the peak EEG frequency ftom L4-I6 Ez

downwards to t-3 Hz lZI3l.
o Long range connections are the principle determinants of EEG frequencies. This

assertion is supported by the empirical observation that white matter rnust be

cut before in observable changes in the EEG are seen. Though this depends on

the comparative size of a corresponding grey matter lesion. A corollary associ-

ated with this assertion is that changes in axonal conduction velocity should be

manifest in EEG spectral changes [158, 159]. Attempts to verify this have used a

2{the possibility of a series of characteris[ic frequencies (the resonant contributions) being associated
with each spatial normal mode cannot be discounted, and will depend on the parameter values chosen

as well as che boundary conditions under which the equations of Nunez are solved. This corresponds
to multiply branched dispersion relationships.

tt"g. * determined by a peak in the periodogram estimate of spectrat density.
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fetal sheep model' In the unborn sheep cortico-cortical myelination occurs over a

relatively narrow time window while the head size changes negligibly. using sub.

dural recording electrodes no changes in the spectral properties of the recorded

EEG were seen [193].

The local delays attributable to PSP rise times, synaptic and dendritic cable

delays are predicted to little afect the form of the dispersion relationships when

the neural mass is perturbed from a state of low firing.

Pacemaker effects due to subcortical activity will only be of minor importance,

However the exact nature of spatiotemporal input to the cortex uill determine

the relative contributions of each mode in the EEG.

While there is a reasonable amount of supporting evidence for the global resonance

model of Nunez, it must be emphasised that this formulation is only applicable for
the case of low firing. Many of these predictions are also true of similar models. As

mentioned in the introduction attempts to instantiate these equations computationally

have failed to reveal cny oscillatory phenomena [l2g].

2.L.3 A local model of the alpha wave(spindte) rhythm

Rotterdam ef c/[1S6] formulated a linear spatially distributed model of a chain of neu-

rons and interneurons in relation to the investigation of propagated alpha rhythmic
activity. The topology of their model is shown in Figure 2.4. The original model

was formally developed in two phases: lumped and spatially distributed. Both cases

are easily derived from the more general case of Wilson and Cowan. We describe the
spatially distributed case, which is the most general. The following assumptions are

made:

o as the model is for isolated pieces of cortical tissue, axonal conduction velocities

are considered negligible.

o action potential firings are linearised about eu,e;.
o the only significant local interactions are e -| i,, i + e.

o the impulse response functions for excitatory and inhibitory postsynaptic re.

sponses are well described by functions of the form atexp[-bt].

o input occurs only to the excitatory cells.

o the model cortex is extensive only in the .r direction.
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Making

hibitory

rise to

the distribution of connections is approximated by equation 2.4.

the neglect of refractory periods - absolute or relative.

these assumptions equation 2.3, with a corresponding equation for the in-

cell population, can in the wavenumber-frequency domain, be shown to give

= T(k,w)P(k,w) (2.24)

Where A, B arc the amplitudes of the excitatory and inhibitory pSps, and, Lf a,L/b arc
the corresponding time constants, -I(u = 2b";A"ip"Aoe", K; = Zb;u\;rp;Bbe;,

For k: 0 we recover the lumped model,

Ir (0,r) : P(0,c..')

= T(0,u.')P(0,ar) (2.26)

If it is assumed that the input, P(0,c.r), is uncorrelated white noise, then for *ap

propriate" choices of parameters the power spectrum lH"(Znf,0)12 has a peak in the

alpha range (8-13 Ht)26.Further the spatially distributed model, again for propitious

choices of the constants, shows phase velocities in agreement with those measured ex-

perimentally. It is also concluded from the model, that frequencies in the alpha range,

8-L3 Hz, are the least damped, a coirclusion supported by coherence analysis of EEG

in which higher point-to-point correlations were revealed for frequencies in the alpha

band. Table 2.3 outlines typical parameter values used in this model.

Despite the apparent simplicity and elegance of this model it is problematic in the

following areas;

26Similar to Nunez's model, corbical tissue is seen as a filter of subcortical activitv

(jr+a)2(jr+b)2+rCKj
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parilneter typical value

A (rnv) 3.2s

B (mv) zz.o

o (.e-t) 1oo.o

6 (r-') so.o

2b.ip"/\.; 10

2b;.p;f\;. lO

Q.Qi (mv-2 s-21 t.gs

Table 2.3: Typical parameter values used in the model of van Rotterdam et ol [1g6]

o Local excitatory-excitatory and inhibitory-inhibitory connections are ignored.

o The determination of I{"1{;, in this model, is largely arbitrary. when they inte.
grate their connectivity functions over all space they estimate a value of 10. This

suggests that the maximum number of synapses that an excitatory or inhibitory
cell gives or receives locally is 10. Even using the crudest anatomical estimates

of local connectivity available implies that the strength of connectivity used here

is 2-3 orders of magnitude less than what would be reasonably expected.

r The peak amplitudes of the excitatory and inhibitory postsynaptic potentials are

3-25 rnV and 22 rnV respectively. These are almost certain to be exaggerations

and are much larger than is generally measured in intact cortical preparations

[125, 142, 188].

o The existence of any form of travelling wave phenomenon is predicated on the

grounds that the ratio of wavenumber (&) and spatial damping (a) is much greater

than Ztr. For this model at a frequency of w : g}rad, s-r , lcf a = 0.83, too small

for there to be any wave-like propagation of activity.

2,L4 A local-global synthesis

We have briefly described two theories of cortical electrorhythmogenesis that explain

electrocortical oscillatory phenomena from two different perspectives: local (section

2.1-3) and global (section 2.I.2). One deals with case where the characteristic lengths

for neuronal interaction are sub-millimetric/millimetric, and the other where neuronal

interaction is dominated by long-range cor centimetric connectivity. Ostensibly both
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Figure 2.4: Diagram illustrating the topology of connectivity in 0he model of Rotterdam

et oL spatial extent is indicated by the arrows on either side of the diagram.

are capable of explaining some of the features of mammalian EEG. It is for this reason

that Nunez [159, 160] has attempted a synthesis of these two models by developing a

theory that incorporates both local delays (PSP rise and decay times) and global delays

due to a finite velocity of action potential propagation in long-range (cortico-cortical)

fibre systems. His approach is readily described by referring to section 2.I.2 and,2.L.3.

Substituting equation 2.22into equation 2.20 and taking the Fourier transform 27, gives

for small perturbations [100]

Hp(k,u) = P(k,ar)+ F(,t, w)68(k,w) (2.26)

where

Nl
F(u, a';) = : 0",^ 

fo* ffi fs,^(u)d,u (2.27)

and dE(&, ar) is the Fourier transform of equation 2.19. Nunez then considers the case in

which inhibitory synaptic input (I/1(&, c.r)) to each neural ma,ss causes an immediate lin-

ear reduction in action potential output (68(k,ar)), but excitatory synaptic input pro-

duces both positive and negative feedback within the mass (given by Hs(k,w)77(k,w)).
If this feedback is approximately linear then dE(&,ar) can be redefined as

2?where it is assumed that Re(jur/u + le,.) > 0 for all n.
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6 E (h, wl = Q'6 H E(k, uJT(h, u) - e fl ilh, ul (2.28)

wbere ?r,(k,u) b the "loeal" trangfer function deecribing the conversion of excitatory
input to local excitatory output due to loca"t positlve and negative feedbaek betwen
inhibitory interneurons.

Using equation 2.23, the Fourie transform of equation 2.2L is

H1(k,u) = ffi# ^' pytE,(k,u) (2.2s)

where it h€ been assumed that h2 /A7 K 1 because of the rapid decrease in inhibitory
eon-nection density betweon neurons Fg?, B0l.

Subeti.tuting equations 2.211and,2.29 into equation 2.36 and rearranging grvesza

IIs(k,r1:$' 1- ffir4x,w)F(k,u)
(2.30)

If it h assurned that only one excita0ory fibre eystem (il = 1) has eignifiea,nt delays

attributable to axona,l conduction (i.e the other fibre slrutems are considered to have

near infinite propa,gation velocitiee) we have,

F(&,') = _f,** | ps,r 
1"* ffifp,1(aldaa:2

Nunez [f59i l6gt. Tho original treatmest sontaited some

significar,rt algebraic errors which we have taken bhe liberW to correct, His origiaal iuput output
relatirinship for locally and globally .*pf*i cortex war

Hs(k,u)=ffi

B- QN
il

Q,tp'_Qrlor*

where B w,ers defined as
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/v
sa= lPn," { PB;FB;(k,u)
n=2

Thus the modulation of excitatory action density, Hs(k,w),is

(2.31)

H6(k,w) = P(k,u)

P(k,a)
D(k,u) (2.32)

where G is a control parameter defined as

Q: QB
(2.33)

7 * Qrpr

Nunez then sets Tpft,w) = ?(0,ar) (equation 2.25). The complex solutions of
D(k,w) = 0 are then expected to yield the oscillatory frequencies in a cortex with
the local and global connectivities outlined. Nunez solved D(k,,u):0 for N: lr us-

ing his original equations, under a variety of restricted cases [lbg, 160]. The solutions

showed that the principle contribution to the low frequency EEG range occurred as

a result of local delays. These solutions are dependent on two control parameters: a
global cpntrol parameter G ( or B as originally defined by Nunez - see footnote) and
a local control parameter l(rlrl (or Q as originally defined by Van Rotterdam et al

[186]). Nunez suggests that a variety of neuromodulators may selectively alter these

control parameters such that EEG dynamics can switch between being principally local
or global. Silberstein [198] has outlined the roles diferent neuromodulators may have

in effecting such changes. While this formulation may be seen to be an improvement on

both local and global theories of cortical electrorhythmogenesis it is still problematic.

In addition to the problems identified for local (section 2.1.3) and global (section 2.L.2)

models the synthesis is deficient for the following additional reasons.

o Equation 2.26 implies the existence of a short-range inhibitory-excitatory fi-
bre system with negligible local delays. This is in addition to the short-range

inhibitory-excitatory fibre system with local delays already implied by the trans-
fler function T7(0,w) (equation 2.25). Subsequently equation 2.12 similarly implies

ps,1Fs,1&,qjL - G r*(k,w) {t*," *
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the existence of short-range excitatory-excitatory connections with negligible lo-

cal delays. While these zero-delay short-range fibre systems may correspond to
some form of local ephaptic connectivity, it was never explicitly stated.

, o Delays associated with the PSPs, membrane time constant and synaptic delays

have been ignored for long-range fibre connectivity. Irregardless of the scale of the

fibre systems involved these delays are expected to be present. It is not necessarily

true that for long cortico-cortical fibres conduction delays will dominate. For

example taking ,\8,1 = 4 d,m-r [158, 160] and a mean axonal conduction velocity

of 6 ms-l we are looking at a maximal conduction delay of the order of LT rns.

This is certainlg order of magnitude equivalent to the delays contributed by pSp

rise times and synaptic/dendritic delays.

o The local (r("K; in equation 2.2s) and global (G or B) control parameters appear

to be unrelated and for the purposes of numerical solutions to D(,t,ar) : 0 are

assumed independent [159, 160] i.e local and global electrocortical responsea are

assumed to arise out of different neural subsets. However the majority of neurons

in the cortex participate in both short and long range connectivity (e.g pyramidal

cells which make upwards of 70To of all cells in the mammalian neocortex have

both basal (short-range axo-dendritic connections) and apicat dendritic (long-

range axo-dendritic connections) trees [30]), so local and global input should be

subject to the same linearisations about a fixed level of afferent dendritic activitv.

Local inhibitory-inhibitory connections have been ignored.

The original control parameter B of Nunez (see footnote) is undefined for certain

values of Qs and Q7.

2.1.5 Neural masses, neural hierarchies and K sets

In contrast to the previous treatments, Freeman's [75] approach to describing and

explaining the dynamics of aggregates of neurons is unusual. Motivated by the desire

to explain the electrocortical dynamics of olfactory bulb and pre-pyriform cortex he

developed a hierarchy of neural interactedness - the well known K set hierarchy. The

supposition of the existence of this hierarchy underlies his theoretical explorations into
macroscopic neural dynamics.

While Freeman's work on modelling of the olfactory system is important the full details

a

o
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Figure 2.5: Representation of Wilson and Cowans model in the liuear system$ terminology
of Freeman. Attention should be drawn to the extent and components of the equivalent KI
and KII sets. section 2.1.5, equations 2.3s and 2.36 define the symbols used.

of his work are outside the scope of this introduction. We are primarily interested in his

theoretical approaches to modelling the bulk electrophysiological behaviour of cortical
tissue.

The simplest form of neural set that Freeman considers is the non-interactive set or -I(0
set. Members of this set have a common source of input and a common sign of output
(exeitatory or inhibitory), but do not interact synaptically or by any other means with
co-members. Differences in cytoarchitecture and biochemistry serve to define subsets

within this set. While the definition of this set, as given by Freeman, is strict, it appears

fallacious to pursue this definition in.characterizing non-interactive neural populations.

This hierarchy is next extended to include .K0 sets in which there is a non-zero level

of functional interaction between members of the set. This defines the I(f set, and

is broadly divided into two types - the mutually excitatory IiI" set and the mutually
inhibitory .I(ft set.

When there exists dense functional interaction between two /t / sets, a .I{/1 set is
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formed. All possible interactions are allowed to occur between member I(/ sets. Locally
neocortex can be viewed as one or many interconnected, I{ I I sets. Figure 2.1.b(a) shows

schematically the topology of the,K sets discussed. The KII set of Freeman is equivalent

plUrsiologically and anatomically to the topology of cortex considered by Wilson and

Cowan.

The purpose of the /( set hierarchy is to facilitate a systems oriented description of
electrocortical dynamics. However before we can see the.role such an abstraction is
intended to play we need to introduce one further concept, that of ,.transmitting" and

"receiving" neural subsets. Freeman assumes that the dynamics of interaction in a
KI set can be viewed as the feedforward-feedback interactions between a transmitting

I(0 subset and a receiving ,I(0 subset. These receiving and transmitting subsets are

predicated on the assumption that the refractory period of a neuron is sufficient to
determine which set a neuron is currently a member. It seems that Freeman introduced

this division as a way of naturally dealing with the efects of a non-zero refractory
period. Such a subdivision would be reasonable if the total refractory period was

large compared to the time constants associated with transmitter kinetics of synaptic

transmission, the passive membrane time constant and any fixed delays contributed by

dendrite, synapse or axon. However if we equate the total refractory period with the

absolute refractory period only, which is of the order of say 1-2 rns, we see that this is
small compared to the time course of postsynaptic channel activation and membrane

time constant. Thus a neuron can reasonably be a member of both the receiving and

transmitting sets, i.e it is still receiving incoming axonal activity which will determine

later behaviour once the neuron is no longer refractory.

Figure 2.6 shows diagrammatically the K set hierarchy (up to and including the I(II
set)' Each K0 set consists of essentially 4 processes operating serially at the level of
the neuron, but clearly parallel at the level of the set. They are,2e

o incoming axonal activity is converted to dendritic activity by a non-linear process

at the postsynaptic membrane (p -l u)30.

o this synaptic activity is then integrated and "delivered" to somatic trigger zones

zeThese processes are defined at the level of the neuronal aggregate, but depend on mechanisms at
the level of the single neuron.

3oThit non-linear process, as previously mentioned in Witson and Cowans model, was considered

static for small perturbations around some steady st,ate. See footnote g for further details.
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by a linear operation, F(s),

this somatic activity is then converted to axonal activity at the trigger zones by

another non-linear process (, -l p)tt

, o this axonal activity is then linearly

propagation and spread (multiplied)

dispersed and delayed in time by axonal

by axonal branching (/ii,)"r.

The I(0" and I(0; sets are then configured as feed-forward and feed-back components

of a loop, the I(-I set. Each member ,I{0 set is meant to represent a continuously

reconstituting (in time) transmitting or receiving subset. The means of interaction
between I(0 sets is predicated on some forrn of synaptic or ephaptic connectivity
(F""r,0""2,0;t,f;;z). These.I(r sets can be formed into a KII set by virtue of synap
tic/ephaptic connectivity between sets (B;";,0";i). Freeman in his original treatment

"folded" the effects of anatomical connectivity and the non-linear p -f u process into
his definition of the non-linear u -+ p process. He never explicitly defined a ,,pure,t

anatomical connectivity. Further he assumed the following connective equivalencies33

0oet

F;;r

0;"r

F.ez

Fi;z

9;"2 : 1i"s = geit : flei2 : feis (2.34)

While Chapter 3 will show that in homotypical neocortex such an equality is probably

true, asymmetries in total dendritic and axonal mass between the different cell types

making up the respective subpopulations, makes this a specific rather than a general

feature of I{ I I sets. The reasons behind including one pair of diagonal channels between

the inhibitory and excitatory subsets in Figure 2.1.5(a) are not clear. Why there should

be none, one or two diagonal pairs of channels between the subsets of the I(.I sets is
also not clear. It is possible that the-existence of these diagonal channels is for reasons

specific to the architectonics of connectivity of olfactory bulb and pre-pyriform cortex.

The 1(I/ set, as defined by Freeman, should be compared with the equivalent topology

arising form Wilson and Cowans model in Figure 2.1.b.

3requivalent in principle, though not form to G(u) in equation 2.9
32We have only diagramed the effects of axonal branching.
33bhough never explicitly stated
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The linear operator, F(s), is approximated by adelay in onset and twofirst order rate
processes. The two first order rate processes are equivalent to a membrane impulse

response 3a, that has two real zeros (in the Laplace domain). This should be compared

wiih the first order membrane impulse response used by Wilson and Cowan and Lopes

da Silva. Thus the linear equation relating dendritic (or somal) activity to incoming

pulse activity is

Itu(t*r) = Jo ftt-T)p(T)dr (2.35)

where /(t) is F(s) in the time domain, in say rnV, p(t) is the rate of incoming axonal

activity, in say pulses per second, u(t) is the "integrated" dendritic activity3s and r
represents fixed delays due to the combined effects of synaptic and dendritic delay36

Thus Freeman gives .f(f) as37,

f (t): c(exp[-ot] - exp[-bt]) +r F(s) : c(b - a) b>a (2.36)(s*a)(s+b)

where c is

(2.37)

and Vp.ak represents the peak amplitude of the linear impulse response. This functional

3aCorrectly this includes the efiects of a passive membrane impulse response togeiher with the dy-
namics ofsynaptic current flow in respons€ to one action potential event.

3sln a one compartment model this is equivalent to the mean somatic mernbrane potential.
36Dendritic delay is a misnomer. Real dendrite contains no specific inductance. The delay is more

correctly a delay to peak and results from the extended cable properties of the dendritic tree. The
effects of a passive membrane time constant are "folded" into the one basis function. Because the

impulse resPonse of IiO sets, resulting experimentally from suppressing pulse formation in a I(/ set

with a local or general anaesthetic, contained a long lasting, but small, negative overshoot, Fteeman

chose to add a zero and a pole of the form s/(s *d) to the definition of F(s). How such a modification
affects subsequent definitions of equations describing I(// set dynamics is not made clear. eualitatively
it represents some form of restorative den&itic process.

37This is not ihe form originally given by Freeman. We have modified his original definition for
dimensional consistencv.

":ffih@/b)
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form was originally motivated by the soma membrane potential expected in response to
one presynaptic action potential event. The rate coefficients a, 6 and the amplitude ce
efficient c were evaluated for I(Iu sets in which pulse formation had been suppressed by
general or local anaesthetics, such that a I(O" set was generated. Further, single shock

trials in anaethetised rabbit pre.pyriform cortex were also used to establish the domain

of linearity over which F(s) is valid i.e time invariantss. Typical mea,sured values of a
and 6, in rabbit pre-pyriform cortex werc 220 s-l and 720 s-r respectively[zb].

In contrast to previous models, a unique feature of Freeman's work is the form of the

function specifying the conversion of dendritic or somal activity, to action potential

density, u -+ p. Like Wilson and Cowans definition of G(lz(t)), this is a function

that can only be attributed to the neuronal aggregate and notindividual neurons. As

defined by Freeman it is an attribute of a I(.f set. The form of this function was

initially determined experimentally from measurements of the firing probability per

unit time interval of a neuron or neurons (multiunit activity, MUA) of the member

I(.I set conditional on a given value of the local field potential (LFP). These are the

so called normalised conditional pulse probability distributions described by Freeman

[75, 76]. The details of constructing such a distribution are deferred until Chapter 4.

Here we will only present a derived form [76] and discuss broadly it's implications in
determining the behaviour of neural aggregates. It is ostensibly derived on the basis

of regenerative sodium activation as implied by Hodgkin-Huxley dynamics. Further

details can be found in Freeman[zO]. fne functional relationship is between the recorded

EEG amplitude, u, (over the 1(/ set) and the pulse rate, p in the mass. It is

p(u) = luo{Q^+ I - Q*exp[-(exp[B(u - r.)])/e;]

where p=.0for u(0

uo = -ln[t-Q-tn(1 +r/e;) (2.38)

with pin units of say s-l and u in say p,v. Asteadystatein (p,u) is posited toexist at
ttThi. is an indirect way of assessing the linearity of the process, p J u, in which action potentials

are converted into dendritic (or somatic) current.
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(Po,uo). 7 represents the coeffcient describing the linear relationship between a steady
state pulse rate and a steady state LFP (local field potential) in say s-r pv-r implied

by experimental [91, 104] and theoretical [59, 70] investigations. B is an arbitrary scale

copstantn not related to previous definitions of B. Q^ (W is an indication of the
prevailing maximum possible pulse rate (p-) in the population. While qualitatively

this functional form can be shown to be reasonable, it does not allow any easy quan-

titative relationship3e between the physiological properties of individual neurons and

that of aggregates. The existence of a single p- is reasonable, however the important
feature of Freeman's non-linear gain function is it's dependence on Q^ and hence p-.
Physiological reasons for how pm can vary are lacking. Variations in Q^ are hypothe-

sised to be associated with differing physiological states. Figures 2.7 and 2.8 show the

dependence of p(u) and its derivative on a range of values for Q^ respectively. The

important features to note about equation 2.3g are

o bilateral saturation.

o the near linear behaviour for small values of the LFp.

o increasing asymmetry, with respect to the point of inflection, for increasingQ*.
r increased dynamic range for increasing e_.

Generally the effects of increasinE Q^,, which is hypothesised to occur in states of
increased arousal, are the increased dynamic range and sensitivity for u + p conversion

about the steady state (po, uo). Non-linear curve fitting has shown that this theoretical

non-linear gain curve replicates experimentally derived gain curves from rabbit pre-

pyriform cortex [76], and more recently the rat olfactory system [6b]. The fact that
this non-linear relationship may be due in part to interaction with /(I; (inhibitory I(I)
sets appears not to have been considered.

Dynamical equations fot I{ I I sets are formulated under the following assumptions [Zb]
o the dynamics of each equivalent I(O set in the /f f/ set are described by a time.

invariant linear differential eqriation derived from equation 2.8b.

o the amplitude dependent non-linearity, p(u), is assumed to be equal for each

equivalent I{O \n the /(.11 set.

o the strength of interaction in each minor loop between equivalent I{O sets is

equal.

3eFor example, related to t,he distribution of neuronal thresholds in a neuronal aggregate.
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o the strength of interaction in eqch loop containing a KI setset iB assumed equat

(p* = pi,).

r the effects of axonal, sf,haptic and dendritic delay can be hrmped.

Thus from Figure 2.6, equatioa 2:S-5 and equation 2.36, the KII mt ciln be ahown to
be described diflere.ntially as [ZQ

# *^W+"i.ff*,osod =: ^e- fflU"t ,rl-p.e(oir) -n"(uic;*pp-l

W * ^W * or#* 
""'os = *e - *){p"(o"rl - pa"(util}

ffi*"'#*,off*asui1 = ,e- $l{*o{r,r) -n(uiz)}

ffi * ^W * *#*osu;e = rn(? -$Xr'tu"r) * p*(v"z)- p;(r41)[2.89)

where

a1 = o+ta?
T

0n = 
2(a+ul'

T

Ag :=: ?Ab
T

e4 = c(b - a) (2.40)

Important features to be no.ted about equatlon Z.Bg are

r the equations are lurnpd with respect to :the spatial extent of eacfi Kf set.
o the amplitudes aad time courrffi, of Epsp,s and lpsp's are assurred equal.

o tbe lumped anatomical conneciivity parameter$ (prg') and the proceos of csn-

vensisn of'preoynaptic pulse aelivity into dendritic curront (p -r ,) are con-

tained ln th,e definitions of the amplitude dependent non-llnearity. e.g p"(u.a) =
Fe(o"2, Feeril"t).

r the amplitude dependent non-,linearity- p"r(u) is asgumed symmettic i.e p--(u) :
P;"(u)
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. anlZ phase shift ie expected in activity berinveen KI" and, K!*.
r fixed phase r.elationahip betw,een pulse activity and membrane potential (and by

infereuce the LFP).

tn'ord., to see how these equations a,re us€d to infel the propertiee of K.If sets ex-

perirnentally we present detnils of the linearfuation of these equations as performed by

Fleeman. It is asserted that equationo 2.89 can be linearised about eome steady state fi

4r=4
a?z = u{ (2.41)

At this eefectivetr operating point4l, withfui r*rc,b KI set

uli =
a$=

Furtherthe interactive gains between the K.I sets, pri(u), fr"lvlrare also linearis€d sucll

that

ldpr\ ,

\fr),=* - kc = koa

(4e;1 L. -

ldP";\ ,
\T)"=,2 = Eei = s&

(dp*\ L.ti--/,=,r: ki"=Yb

@"4a)

(s.43)

with &"i = &.rt (as mentioned prwiously). Fleemat then nmits thefo.llowing relationship

between ho, ki and &a(- kiu\lz

{oThe exietence of thig steady sta6e is based ol experiment and ic not analytic.
{lThe eymbols q and bare not related to any previoue deGnitioas.
azFleenarr 

F5l origlnally defined &; = &3,,t = fr,3 arrd &oi = *31 on thc basis of the feed-forward
feed'bac& topolqgies of the KI @d K I'I oets. Tbls urae, because th" s"in of the &ed-forward chaanel

from eadl equivalent KO set is equal to the gain in the feed-bac.k dann€l of eacb feed-back loop, and
ihe feedbarcft gain in such a configuration iE eErat to the sqqrp pf the gain of either drannel.
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Ic. = h";(k";fko)a"

k; : k,;(kof k";)6i (2.44)

where c and y were arbitrarily defined as

s, : ko(ko/k";)6'

y: ko(lc.;fko]}6i (2.45)

When transformed into the Fourier or Laplace domains, equation 2.3g results in a 12th

order polynomial. The resulting expression is evaluated (fitted) with respect to ex-

perimental data (LFP recordings) by determining the values of the four coefficients:

ko, kui, du and d;.43 Freeman attributes the meaning of the coefficients, do,6;, to a
bias control of the characteristic frequency of oscillation of KII set dynamics. Despite

it's sophistication Freeman's work poses significant problems of verification. Without
exception all of the parameters used in Freeman's model can only be assessed within

his formalism and do not readily allow the possibility of independent experimental or

theoretical confirmation and validation. For instance knowledge of anatomical connec-

tivities between various cell groups and types are incapable of being incorporated into

his lumped theoretical framework. There are also issues of the independent justification

for the form of the non-linear relationship between LFP and output pulse rate.

Freeman's theoretical description of ItI and I(II set dynamics has been instantiated

into a complete dynamical description of the mammalian olfactory system [27]. The

model consists of the three main components of the mammalian olfactory system

o olfactory bulb (OB)

o anterior olfactory nucleus (AON)

o pre-pyriform cortex (PC)

Figure 2.9 shows diagrammatically the relationship of these components. The toplogy

of the mammalian olfactory system is reduced to three .I(.I.I sets and one /(f coupled

a3ln addition to the linear rate constants already mentioned. UnlwrsltY gf 
'Qr'111q!rn'r' 

"
Pl-tt, :. r." ,.i.,.

{''i ". '' 'L OF l'i:
FAfiK iiOAD, AUCt"'r-lr '':r '
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by the lateral olfactory tract (LOT), the primary olfactory nerve (pON) and the medial

olfactory tract (MOT). Freeman naturally calls the resulting topology a I{III set i.e
an interactive I{ I I set. The resulting model is capable of simulating the basal EEG44

activity of the olfactory bulb and pre-pyriform cortex of the rabbit under a range of
'oexperimental" circumstances. Recorded local field potentials from the olfactory bulb

and prepyriform cortex reveal the occurrence of bursts ofsinusoidal activity with each

inspiration [1' 75]. The frequency of oscillation in each burst is centered at 40 Hz.

Freemans K set hierarchy can supposedly account for this common frequency. A K I I
set comprised of a .I(I" and a K I; set in a feed-forward feed-back configuration with

neurons in each set having a passive membrane time constant of about 4.b nrs and

dendritic cable and synaptic delays averaging 1.3 nrs, results in one oscillatory cycle

having a period of 4 x 5.8 - 23.2 rns or a frequency of about 4J ltz,

Because of significant conduction delays attributed to LOT and MOT conduction, a

system of delay differential equations arise4s. Simulation of this dynamical system

reveals chaotic behaviour in the simulated basal EEG, which has been putatively iden-

tified experimentally [77]. Freeman's simulation suggest that chaotic behaviour arises

because [77, 82] of

o incommensurate characteristic frequencies of the coupled r(^I1 sets.

o delays due to LOT and MOT conduction.

o the existence of inhibitory feedback.

There are many extensions and subtleties to Freeman's work which lie outside the

scope of this introduction. Later work has seen attempts to use similar techniques and

theory as applied to paleocortex to the study of the more phylogenetically advanced

and complicated neocortex [81, 80, 84, 83]. We have attempted only to define his basic

theoretical rationalfor describing the "electrical" dynamics of bulk neural tissue. Based

on his work Freeman has made some interesting philosophical speculations concerning

consciousness, perception and cognition 1202,7g, g0, gB].

4o more correctly ECoG (electro.corticographical)
as which are infinile dimensional. This is because expanding u(t + 7) about I as a Taylor series has

an infinite number of differential terms.
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2.L.6 Summary

We have outlined the principle mass action models of cortical electro-rhythmogenesis.

Models which attempt to describe bulk dynamical properties attributable to neurons

have achieved some degree of analytical tractability at the expense of neurophysiological

veracity. However these models are problematic in one or more of the following

t The form of the postsynaptic rcsponse. Some models incorporate a form of post-

synaptic impulse response that is not well supported by neurophysiological data.

Por instance Wilson and Cowan [237, 238) assumed a first order impulse re.

sponse that was the same for both excitatory and inhibitory cells, whereas Nunez

[158, 159, 160] did not consider a postsynaptic impulse response at all.

o Poorly defined neuronal sub-populatfons. For instance Nunez [1S8, 1Sg, 160] con-

sidered only one neuronal subpopulation out of which excitatory and inhibitory

activity arise. Freeman [75,77,8I,79] considered both inhibitory and excitatory

populations of cells, however each subpopulation consisted of feed-forward and

feed-back interactions between mutually exclusive "receiving" and "transmitting"
subsets. These definitions for "receiving" and "transmitting" subsets were argued

to be overlapping.

o Incomplete local connectiuity. Nunez [158] did not consider local i -+ i connec-

tions, while Lopes da Silva [186J appeared to ignore the existence of local e -, e

as well as the local f -l i connections.

o Difficulties in independent estimates of mod,el parameters. Practically all of Free.

man's model parameters (for the generalcase of defining the K set hierarchy) only

have meaning within his formalism (mathematical). Similarly Lopes da Silva's

model of the alpha rhythm suffers from the problem that the constants defin-

ing anatomical/physiological connectivity between the neuronal sub-populations

appear to be arbitrary for the model to produce alpha like behaviour.

All models make a linear assumption such that analytically tractable properties of
the solutions to the equations can be elucidated. Given that the deficiencies of these

models have been identified, it should be possible to construct a general model of
electro-rhythmogenesis that addresses many if not all of these deficiencies.
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2.2 Discrete (microscopic) computational models of the

EEG

Macroscopic theories of the dynamics of EEG (electro-encephalogram) are limited.

Listed below are some of the reasons.

o the discrete nature of real cortical tissue is lost.

o areal variations in cell density are not easily included.

o asymmetries in connectivity between excitatory and inhibitory cells cannot be

included.

o tractable solutions are only obtained if the non-linear processes of ,.wave-to-

pulse", and t'pulse-to-wave" conversion are linearised about some homogeneous

steady state.

o most ignore the effects of relative and absolute refractory periods. Even when

they are included short order correlations in time between suprathreshold and

sensitive cells are lost a6.

o macroscopic theories do not allow any real connection between phenomena recorded

across multiple scales. e.g the relationship between local field potentials (LFPs)

and single-unit or multi-unit action potential activity.

o the effects of intrinsic neuronal rhythmicity are not easily included.

In contrast discrete computational models of neural tissue can circumvent many of

these problems. More particularly the essential non-linearities of real neurons and the

asymmetry of connections between them can be easily included. Discrete computational

models of neural tissue can be broadly divided into three main areas

o models of neural tissue that attempt to explain psychological or cognitive brain

like behaviour eg the PDP models of McClelland and Rumelhart [182, 145, 144].

o models of neural tissue that attempt to describe/predict physiological phenomena

only eg. single unit activity, hulti-unit activity, local field potentials (LFPs),

mean soma membrane potentials etc.

o models of neural tissue that attempt to bridge both levels eg Attractor Neural

Networks (ANNs or recurtent networks) initially motivated by the desire to re-

produce brain-like associative memory have, for purposes of model validation,

a6see section 2.1.1 for further details.
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attempted to encompass and describe the activity patterns of real neurons.

As our principle concern is with the generation of cortical rhythms we will confine our
discussion to the last two categories.

2.2.I Physiological neuronal network modelling

Prior to the mid nineteen eighties only intermittent attempts had been made to model

discrete neural networks that were both physiologically and anatomically veracious

approximations to cortical tissue. However only relatively recently have technical de-

velopments in both measurement and computational implementation made this episte

mologically sound and logistically feasible lZ4Z,4Tl.

In addition to circumventing many of the problems associated with macroscopic mod-

elling, biologically accurate simulations have the advantage of readily generating output
variables that bridge multiple descriptive scales. This allows simulation results to be

compared with a wide range of experimental measurements, for instance single cell

recordings of spike activity, multi-unit recordings of spike activity, cortical depth elec-

trode measurements of local field potential, ECoG and EEG. Thus modelling finite

networks of neurons ofers a powerful way to study the cellular correlates of the cortical

rhythms.

The major task in simulating large scale realistic networks of neuron like elements is in

determining the appropriate modelling approximations and constraints. The basic test

of these approximations and constraints will be whether model behaviour is capable of
reproducing measured electrocortical phenomena. It is a generally unstated assumption

that models of the "electrical" dynamics of cortical tissue only include details of the

neurons and their connections with other cortical and subcortical structures 47. Thus

a way of approaching electrocortical modelling is to consider aspects of cellular and

network complexity.

{'This is also true for the macroscopic models of electrocortical dynamics
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Cellular complexity

In general when modelling single neurons three factors are considered in determining

the complexity of the ersatz neuron

o the desired simulated physiological responses.

o the availability and reliability of experimentar measurement.

r the total number of neurons in the simulation and the available computational

resourcqs.

Some of the major modelling issues this schema defines are

o multi-compartment vemus single compartment neurons.

o continuous versus discrete axonal output in characterizing the neuronal state.

o deterministic versus stochastic intrinsic and synaptic transmembrane currents.

By way of introduction we present a brief, admittedly incomplete, overview of some of

the approaches that have been taken to model single neurons in the central nervoug

system. It is probably fair to say that most models of single neurons assume one or

more passive R-C compartments onto which transmembrane ionic currents (intrinsic

voltage or concentration dependent and transmitter activated) are added (see equation

4,1 and Figures 4.1 and 4.2). For instance Destexhe et al[54] modeled the oscillatory

properties of the isolated reticular (RE) thalamus by using single compartmental models

of RE cells' Hodgkin-Huxley type kinetic models of ionic channels were derived from

voltage and current clamp data from isolated RE cells. The non-linear equation used

for describing the dynamic evolution of a single RE cells membrane potential was

= -sL(V - Eil-sc"(V)(V -Ec")- 9x1c4(V - Ex)-scAN(V -Ec,4w)

-qN"(V)(V - Eiv") - s.K(V)(v - Ex) - goeaa(V - Ecaee) (2.46)

V is the membrane potential of an RE cell, C- is the specific capacitance of the

membrane, E1 is the leakage reversal potential and gr is the leakage conductance. A

low threshold voltage dependent Ca2* conductance, gco, is responsible for the intrinsic

bursting properties of RE cells [54, 5, 13], and is similar to that found in thalamo.cortical

neurons. Cortical neurons have also been shown to demonstrate a less sizable rebound

u^E
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calcium conductance [89]. The conductance , gx1co1, mediates a slow Ca2+-dependent

K* current that is believed to be responsible for the marked hyper-polarisation fol-
Iowing each burst of an RE cell, whereas an after-hyperpolarisation has been shown

tole mediated by a non-specific cation conductancet gcANr activated by intracellular

calcium. The fast spikes seen in RE cells were modeled using voltage dependent Na+

and K+ conductances. Finally gc.aa.a is a GABAergic activated synaptic conductance.

As is seen the transmembrane currents are given by the product of a concentration

or voltage dependent conductance (or ionic mobility) and a driving force equal to the

difference between the extant cell membrane potential and the equilibrium potential of
the ionic species mediating the transmembrane current. In this model, and as is done

in almost all computational models of neurons, a propagating action potential occurs

when the cell membrane potential exceeds some predefined value. In this model of
an RE cell this value wa^s 0 mV. The occurrence of these spikes is indicated with an

impulse "pasted" onto the actual cell membrane potential at the appropriate time.

Many models of single neurons are similar to that outlined above, but may contain

many more compartments and differ in the exact specification of the transmembrane

currents. For example a detailed model of a cerebellar Purkinje cell containing of the

order of 4000 linked compartments has been simulated for the purpose of determining

the effect of of the location of specific synchronous and asynchronous synaptic input

on cell firing behaviour [48]. Chapter 4 outlines in detail one modelling approach for

multicompartment neutons in which axial resistances connecting the compartments

now have to be included.

In contrast to modelling the output (or state) as a discrete process another common

way to represent the output (or state) of a neuron is by either phase or rate encoding of
the action potentials. For instance Destexhe [51, 52] considers the output of a neuron,

or a population of neurons, a contiytuous function of the soma membrane potential.

Typicalty this function is sigmoid in shape and is a first order attempt to describe the

non-linear properties of neurons such as the variable firing threshold and the saturation

of the firing rate with increasing depolarisation. Such a sigmoid type of transfer function

is commonly used in abstract neural network models [106, 107, g7]. Such a transfer

function does not account for either the relative or absolute refractory periods of real

neu rons.
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In a study of phase locking in one and two.dimensional networks of oscillating neurons

[113' 157] each neuron in the network has an associated variable, the phase 0;, charac-

terising it's state. Specifically it is a.ssumed that #. - tr;, where r*.r; is the frequency

of "action potentials in response to some level of suprathreshold synaptic and/or in-
jected current. This represents an example in which neuron state (or output) is phase

encoded.

Network complexity and scale

The principle factors determining the complexity and scale of a model neural network

are

r the size of the cortical region to be modeled.

o the complexity of local connectivity .

o the desired resolution of the state variables.

Often it is impossible to model all the neurons present, even in a small cortical area.

For instance piriform cortex contains over 106 neurons, and it may be possible to only

model accurately 103 - 104 cells [242, 239]. Thus the modeller can either model a small

part of the cortical structure or use sparce samples of of single cells over a broad cortical

area. This latter approach may be applied to ensembles of neurons in which non-local

interactions dominate where high spatial resolution is not demanded. Thus if we have

sparsely sampled our cortical area we can use model neurons that represent the average

behaviour of a group of neurons. In this case the output, or state, of the modeled cell

would consist of some continuous measure of spatially averaged activity. For instance

this continuous state measure may be instantiated as either a phase or rate of action

potential firing. Alternatively the single spike nature of the cell may be preserved, but

where the synaptic strengths between model neurons have been adjusted to compensate

for the missing cells.

In addition to specifying the size and scale of the modeled network, the modeller also

needs to specify the patterns of connectivity. Most schemes of connectivity used in

modelling are, at best, only loosely based on anatomical measurement. This is in part

due to the difficulty in obtaining empirical data and to the paucity of knowledge of the

mechanisms involved in synaptogenesis. The most parsimonious connection schemes
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are seen in the more abstract neural network models and simulations. Admittedly
biological veracity has been eschewed in favour of dynamical novelty. For instance in
the basic Hopfield model all participating neurons connect symmetrically with every

other neuron. That is the network is densely connected [106, 107]. This simplicity
was neccessary for defining a network Lyapunov function. However in Attractor Neural

Network (ANN) modelling there have been many variation on this scheme. For insrance

Hopfield networks have been considered where a finite fraction of the connections are

removed randomly (weak dilution) [203, 38], where only an infintesimal number of the

original N2 connections remain (strong dilution) [50], where all the connections are

allowed to be asymmetric [101, 102, 46], where the connections are unipolar and hence

asymmetric [49] and where there are symmetric 'fast" connections and asymmetric

"slow" connections [205, 118, 119]. In general if the asymmetry is systematic or very

strong, limit cycle and chaotic behaviour is capable of being produced in model neural

networks, which has been shown in part to be due to the active state of model neurons

[20a]- For the case of random asymmetry that is relativly weak, compared to the former

case, it mainly plays the role of adventitious noise [i06, 100].

Networks of more realistic neurons are coupled together using slightly more realistic

schemes, but in doing so often do not make a distinction between the strength of an

individual synaptic connection and the number of synapses forming between connected

cells. In the model of the oscillatory properties of the reticular thalamus Destexhe et a/

[54] considered a two dimensional square lattice with uniform connectivity. The same

pattern of connectivity was used for each neuron in the network and, all values of the

GABA coupling synaptic conductances were identical. Three types of connectivity were

considered. "Nearest neighbour" in which every cell is connected to it's four nearest

neighbours, "dense proximal" in which every neuron connects to every other neuron

within some radius and "fully connected" in which every cell is connected to every

other cell in the network.

When the network consists of more than one modeled cell type the patterns of con-

nectivity, dependent on the extant histology, become comespondingly more complex.

They range from regular trvo dimensional lattices of neurons with uniform connectivity

for each modeled neuron ['lZ], to irregular trvo dimensional networks in which neurons

are connected to each other with a probability proportional to some monotone de.
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creasing function of intercellular separation. For instance, in a computational model

of the origin of rhythmic oscillations in the hippocampus g000 pyramidal cells and g00

inhibitory interneurons were simulated [224, 226]. The probability for an excitatory

cognection from a cell was proportional to exp[-o/3O], where o wa.s the intercellular

separation in cell diameters. For an inhibitory connection this probability was propor-

tional to exp[-c/6]' The estimates of the characteristic scales of interaction were based

on anatomical studies of hippocampal slices.

An example of the relevance of determining the probabilistic laws of neuronal con-

nectivity (if they exist) is in a study by Niebur et aI [157] of phase locking in two

dimensional networks of oscillating neurons. The probability of connection between

two neurons (only coupled excitatory neurons were modeled) by a synapse of unity

weight was a monotone decreasing function (Gaussian) of intercellular distance. This

function was not derived on the basis of physiological or anatomical data. Thus the

neuronE were systematically asymmetrically coupled. They found, when compared with

a variety of deterministic connectivity schemes, that this sparse pattern of connectiv-

ity was remarkably powerful in synchronising activity in large networks of their model

neurons.

In cerebral cortex it is well established that there is substantial laminar and areal

specificity with regard to synaptic organization and input. Correspondingly at the

Ievel of the single cell, particularly the pyramidal cell with it's relatively well defined

apical and basal dendritic trees, synaptic input may be topologically organized. For

instance it is often assumed that local inhibitory input onto excitatory cells in cortex

is more proximal with respect to the soma than excitatory input [172, 63]. The use

of multicompartmental representations of the dendritic tree of a neuron is one way of

modelling this post-synaptic (dendritic) specificity. For instance in a computational

model of piriform cortex 1242,, 239] three cell types were modeled: feed-forward in-

hibitory interneurons, feedback inhibitory neurons and excitatory pyramidal cells. The

model pyramidal cell consisted of five compartments: a somatic compartment, a basal

compartment and three co-linear apical compartments. The dendritic location of lo-

cal (intra-cortical) connections between pyramidal cells was the basal compartment.

Long-range association fibres from distant p.yramidal cells were located in the two most

proximal apical compartments. Feed-forward inhibitory connections were located in
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the most distal apical compartment and feed-back inhibitory connections resided in the

somatic compartment. Feed-forward and feed-back interneurons connected all pyrami-

dal cells within some specified distance. Pyramidal cells connected nearby pyramidal

cells within a radius of 2 mm. The strength of long-range coupling decreased expo-

nentially with increasing cellular separation. The possibility of inhibitory-inhibitory

couplings appears not to have been considered. In this model connections between

modeled pyramidal cells were homogeneous (uniform) and symmetric.

2.2.2 Some specific neuronal network models of cortical electro-rhythmogenesis

It would be both impossible and unnecessary to outline all the specific approaches

that have been taken to model the electrical population oscillations of interconnected

networks of neurons. Our goal is to provide some background for our own attempts at

modelling as well as to illustrate the fact that computer modelling, far from being just

purely descriptive, is capable of providing neurobiological insight through hypothesis

generation. We begin our discussion by considering a model of the theta hippocampal

rhythm attributable to Traub et a1f224,226,227,225]. This model generates rhythmic

population activity at a frequency faster than the individual cells. We then consider

a computational model of piriform cortex [239, 244. Finally we consider a general

model of cortical tissue in which novel types of spatiotemporal network behaviour are

generated which are found to depend principally on the magnitude of the mean synaptic

weight [52, 51, 53].

A computational model of population oscillations in the hippocampus

Hippocampal theta, or rhythmical slow activity, is a local field potential rhythm recorded

in rodents, rabbits and many other species [3?] of between 4 and 8 Hz. ln many respects

it represents a stereotypical example of a synaptically induced population oscillation

in cortical tissue. Many of its features have been successfully computationally modeled

using a detailed model of hippocampal tissue that includes many of the known physie

logical features of the excitatory pyramidal cells, local interneurons and the dynamics

and kinetics of neurotransmitter mediated neuronal interaction. The critical features

of this model, attributable to Traub et a/, include the intrinsic burst activity of hip
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pocampal pyramidal cells, powerful excitatory-excitatory connections and the presence

of "fast'and "slow" inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSP) activated by recurrent

local inhibitory circuitry.

The goal of this model was to analyze spontaneous "background" activity under dif-

ferent conditions of inhibitory blockade such that model behaviour could be compared

with the behaviour of real hippocampal slices that had undergone some form of phar-

macological modification. In order to study this spontaneous activity some of the model

pyramidal cells were endowed with the capacity to fire without any external stimulation,

using a random distribution of periodic burst properties. This was accomplished by

assigning to each cell within the chosen fraction (x JlTo) a randomly chosen depolaris-

ing bias current and a randomly chosen time constant for the relaxation of an intrinsic

slow K+ current. In all 9000 pyramidal cells and 900 inhibitory interneurons were

modeled. Of the 900 inhibitory neurons 450 produced "fast" IPSPs and the remaining

450 produced "slow" IPSPs. Networks of these model neurons were connected together

using probabilistic rules based on known hippocampal anatomy and physiology. The

probability of a cell (inhibitory interneuron or excitatory cell) receiving an excitatory

connection was proportional to exp[-r/3O] where r was the intercellular separation in

cell diameters, whereas the probability of a cell receiving an inhibitory connection was

proportional to exp[-r/6]. Thus this probabilistic connection scheme also defined a

systematically varying asymmetry between the model neurons. The possibility that

separated cells could give or receive more than one connection was not allowed. Each

pyramidal cell gave on the average 22 synaptic connections, whereas each inhibitory

cell gave, on the average 220 synaptic connections. Thus the total number of excita-

tory connections (synapses) was equal to the total number of inhibitory connections

(synapses) 48.

The kinetics of neurotransmitter action were approximated by simple second order func-

tions. Excitatory postsynaptic poteirtials (EPSP) had an amplitude and time course

dependent on location. For instance EPSPs onto inhibitory cells were restricted to the

soma and had a time to peak conductance of I rns and a peak conductance of 120 nS

(nanosiemens), whereas EPSPs onto excitatory cells were considered more distal and

48This equivalence may be unique to hippocarnpus (archicortex). In ihe neocortices of all mammals

studied t'he percentage of inhibitory synapses, estimated at between s%-20% [30, 166,22,24b, l5], is

far less than the number of excitatory synapses. This point will be returned to in Chapter 3,
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had a time to peak conductance of 3 rns and a peak conductance of 120 n,S. The IpSps

had time courses of activation corresponding to GABAI kinetics (,Tast" inhibition),

the conductance time course rising linearly over 2 ms and then decaying with a time

constant of 7 ms and a peak conductance of 10 n^9, and GABA3 kinetics (,'slow" inhi-

bition) ae with the conductance growing steadily over 40 rns and decaying with a time

constant of 100 rns. The equilibrium potentials a.ssociated with 'Tast" excitation and
*fast' and "slow" inhibition were *60, -15 and -25 mV, respectively, relative to the cell

resting potential.

In this model isolated model pyramidal neurons would burst rhythmically but when

incorporated as part of the network firing would be infrequent and aperiodic. The

corresponding population oscillations , as quantified by the number of cells that were

sufficiently depolarised to fire at each time step and thus representing the synchronous

arrival of EPSPs, were regular and at a frequency of between L8 Hz. These population

oscillations were thus much faster than the firing frequency of any individual cell.

During a typical wave of increa,sed population activity only of the order of TVo of the

pyramidal cells burst whereas about 62Vo of the inhibitory interneurons fire during the

same period of time. Typical mean pyramidal cell firing rates were less than one pulse

per second. This behaviour was remarkably robust to variations in excitatory-excitatory

synaptic strength, excitatory-inhibitory synaptic strength and the magnitude of either

fast or slow inhibition. The simulation of local field potential was not performed. In

order to better assess the validity of their model, model parameters that corresponded

to some form of experimental (generally pharmacological) intervention were varied, and

subsequent model behaviour was analyzed.

For instance decrea,sing the effect of fast inhibition in the model increased the ampli-

tude and decreased the frequency of the corresponding spontaneous ("background',)

population oscillations. The experimental analog of this is to block GABAe-dependent

inhibition with penicillin. Doing so ieduces the frequency and increases the amplitude

of synchronised population bursts in viable hippocampal slices 12271. It is well known

that bathing hippocampal slices in a high I(+ environment increases pyramidal cell

excitability [191] and results in an observable increase in the frequency of synchronised

population oscillations and a decrease in their recorded amplitude. Similarly, when the

{esection 3.4.1 has a more detailed discussion of these receptor kinetics.
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mean excitability of model pyramidal cells is increased (i.e the number of cells capa-

ble of spontaneous bursting is increased) the resulting amplitude of the synchronised

populations is diminished whereas the frequency of population oscillation is increased.

Varying other model parameters did not easily correspond, at present, to any experi-

mental intervention and thus the resulting efiects on model behaviour become predic-

tions to be verified experimentally at some later date. The model makes the following

specific predictions

o the blockade of "slow" IPSPs is expected to result in the absence of synchronised

population oscillations.

r the removal ofrecurrent excitation (excitatory-excitatory connections) should ab
late rhythmic population oscillations such that population activity becomes "dis-

organized".

o phase lags between synaptic potentials between widely separated cells should

diminish when cellular excitability is increased.

o population oscillations and the corresponding temporal patterns of cell firing

should be little affected when the hippocampal slice is bisected, provided the

conesponding recordings are taken in the same half.

We have presented a brief outline of a model of hippocampal population oscillations.

The important result is that increased population activity is associated with increased

firing probabilities of the network pyramidal cells. However it is not clear how such a

model would generalise to the neocortex where the proportion of excitatory synapses

is substantially greater than the number of inhibitory synapses.

Large scale network models of piriform cortex

Piriform cortex, phylogenetically older than neocortex, is the primary olfactory cerebral

cortical region in all mammals. It generates rapid periodic variations in electrical

activity (local field potentials or ECoG) under a variety of stimulus conditions [80,

79, 75,77]. Because it has a well defined input from the olfactory bulb (through the

lateral olfactory tract), it is easily accessible and there is detailed information of much

of it's anatomy and physiolog.v [75, 98]. Piriform cortex has in many ways provided an

ideal cortical substrate in which to study the neurophysiological correlates of cortical
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oscillatory phenomena. For these reasons many models of the electrical dynamics of
piriform cortex have been developed (see also Section 1.2.5). One particularly veracious

computational model has been introduced by Wilson et al l2}g, z4g, 242,241]. This

model is meant to realistically simulate the behaviour of neurons across the full extent

of actual piriform cortex. To make this computationally tractable the network approach

of sparse sampling has been used in which the real cortical network of = 107 neurons

with = 5 - 10 different cell types has been reduced to 1500 simulated cells in each of

3 main categories: excitatory pyramidal cells, feedforward inhibitory interneurons and

feedback inhibitory interneurons. Thus each simulated cell was intended to represent

the activity of p 2000 cells. To take into account the missing cells synaptic weights

were adjusted.

The pyramidal cells were modeled as five compartments: a soma, two basal compart-

ments and three apical compartments. In contrast the inhibitory interneurons were

modeled as a single compartment. Explicit axonal properties were not modeled, in-

stead resulting somal activity gave rise to an action potential spike when the soma

membrane potential exceeded a fixed threshold. These thresholds were normally dis-

tributed within the neural populations with a mean of -45 mV and a variance of b

mV. Once a cell had fired it was prevented from doing so again for 10 rns (absolute

refractory period). Relative refractory periods were not modeled.

Network connections fell into three categories: excitatory, inhibitory and input. Con-

nections between modeled cells were made with by axons with finite conduction veloc-

ities. The propagation of the action potentials was simulated by the use of a simple

delay line. Axonal input to piriform cortex is delivered via the fibre bundle known as

the lateral olfactory tract (LOT). As in real cortex, these input axons were distributed

across the model cortex making excitatory synaptic connections with pyramidal cells,

feedforward interneurons and, to a lesser extent, feedback interneurons. Model pyra-

midal cells made long (onto the apiial compartments) and short (onto the basal com-

partments) range excitatory connections with other pyramidal cells). They also made

short-range excitatory connections with both local feedforward and feedback inhibitory

interneurons. The outputs of these pyramidal cells generated a short-latency (1 ms)

short-duration (3 rns) excitatory postsynaptic potential having an equilibrium potential

of 0 my. All excitatory connections were randomly generated. For each pyramidal cell
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there was a fixed probability that it would make a connection with a given cell type

within some fixed radial distance. Synaptic weights were then exponentially scaled

(arbitrarily) a,u r function of intercellular distance.

Two types of inhibition were modeled. A short-latency (1 rns), moderate-duration (7

rns) inhibitory postsynaptic potential having an equilibrium potential of -6b mV was

generated by feedback interneurons. These interneurons made short range connections

onto the soma of nearby pyramidal cells. The second type of inhibition modeled was

a long-latency (10 rns), long-duration (100 rns) hyperpolarising inhibitory potential

having an equilibrium potential of -90 mV was generated by feedforward interneu-

rons. These interneurons made short-range connections onto the most distal apical

compartment of nearby pyramidal cells. ,4Jl inhibitory interneurons connected with

dll pyramidal cells within some fixed radial distance. As for the excitatory connections

synaptic weights were exponentially scaled as a function of intercellular separation. The

possibility of inhibitory-inhibitory connections appears not to have been considered.

This simulation was designed to generate intracellular potentials, extracellular spike

trains and extracellular field potentials and electroencephalographic-type recordings.

The model was evaluated using a number of different input conditions. Of most interest

was the behaviour of the model when the simulated LOT was subject to a Poisson pulse

train (mean rate 0.5 pulses per millisecond). This produced afferent input with a broad

distribution of spectral energy over the range 0-100 Hz. The simulated EEG (see section

4.2.4 fot further details) was seen to contain both the low-frequency (3-10 Hz) theta-

type activity and the higher frequency 4A Hz activity, characteristic of actual piriform

cortical EEG [75].

Variations in the relative strength of the short-range excitatory-excitatory connections

resulted in changes in the frequency and amplitude of the simulated EEG. Increasing

excitatory-excitatory synaptic efficacy increased spectral energy for frequencies above

50 Hz and increased the simulated amplitude by a factor of almost two. Decreasing

excitatory-excitatory synaptic efficacy resulted in significant reduction of oscillatory

behaviour with the almost complete absence of any spectral energy above 50 .fy'2. In-

creasing the time course of feedback inhibition resulted in a decline of the peak fre-

quency of the simulated EEG and a decrease in EEG amplitude. Reducing the efficacy

of the long time course feedforward inhibition eliminated the low-frequency (< 10 I/z)
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modulation of the simulated EEG.

The simulated EEG produced by this model matched well fil uiuo recordings. However

it is problematic in as much as the model required no less than 184 independent param-

eters to achieve this result. While network connectivity was broadly based on known

anatomy, issues of the number of synapses given and received by each cell type and

the associated weights appear at best to be arbitrary. The relative proportion of cell

types, 33% excitatory and 67% inhibitory is not found in neocortex. Thus it is difficult

to know how such an approach could easily be generalised to the phylogenetically more

advanced neocortex.

Spatiotemporal behaviour in generalised networks of inhibitory and excita-

tory neurons

It is often of interest to investigate the properties of more general networks of inhibitory

and excitatory neurons in order to determine general features of network dynamics and

how they are affected when changes are made in a number of structural parameters

such as the number of neurons, the connectivity and the values of the synaptic weights.

Like most models of network dynamics oscillations arise as a collective property of

the neurons in which the individual units do not display any intrinsic rhythmicity

[68, 239, 243, 238,237]. Such a 'ogeneral" model has been investigated by Destexhe

[52, 53J. This model consisted of an isotropic network of excitatory and inhibitory

neurons and was capable of generating a rich variety of oscillatory and spatiotemporal

phenomena. Each neuron in the network was described by an identical single compart-

ment containing a passive (leak) current with several (depending on the connectivity

scheme chosen) excitatory and inhibitory synapses converging onto it. Inhibitory and

excitatory channel kinetics were nof included and thus the time course of synapse action

was limited to the first-order response of the passive compartment. Neuron output, at

time f , was a continuous function (sigmoid-type) of the cell membrane potential at time

f, and thus axonal output was rate encoded.

All forms of neuronal connectivity (excitatory-excitatory, EE, excitatory-inhibitory, EI,

inhibitory-excitatory, IE, and inhibitory-inhibitory, II) were allowed. The time delays

associated with synaptic transmission were dependent on the intercellular distance of
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connected cells. Two types of network architecture together with two types of connec-

tivity were considered. The first network architecture consisted of equal numbers of
excitatory cells and inhibitory cells as pairs of connected excitatory and inhibitory cells

with excitatory-excitatory connections extending over larger distances. In the second

type of network architecture a different spatial arrangement of cells was used in which

excitatory and inhibitory neurons were in the ratio of 75Vo to 25% and, were equally dis-

tributed onto a two dimensional network. The proportion of excitatory and inhibitory

cells mimics that of cerebral cortex [30]. Only the latter case is capable of incorporating

the full range of EE, EI, IE and II connectivity assumed to exist in neocortex.

The two connection patterns wete nearest-neighbour and secondary-nearest neighbour.

In the first case every cell was connected to its nearest neigbours within one-lattice

Iength. Thus connectivity is limited to EE, EI and IE. For secondary-nearest neighbour

every cell is connected to its nearest neighbours plus the nearest neigbours of these

leading to a more extended pattern of connectivity in which connections extend over

one or two lattice lengths. This latter pattern also allowed the incorporation of II
connections. The magnitude of the synaptic delays was determined using a Hamming

metric on the resulting network, in which the distance between two neurons is counted as

the sum of the difference between their co-ordinates. Thus for a distance of one between

two neurons i and j the synaptic delay was fixed at2 ms, whereas for a distance of two

this synaptic delay was fixed at 4 ms Generalisation to further intercellular separations

follows..

The boundary conditions of the resulting network were chosen such that every cell

received the same total synaptic input as every other cell. Both reflective (toroidal)

and reflective (null-flux) boundary conditions were used. For a given initial network

state (at time t = 0 the cell membrane potential of each cell was uniformly set to 7
rnV above the resting membrane potential) network dynamics were numerically solved.

The dynamical behaviour of these n'etworks was dependent on the number of neurons,

the connectivity pattern (nearest-neighbour or secondary-nearest neighbour) and the

values of the synaptic weights. Numerical simulations revealed that the behaviour of

these networks was remarkably robust to variations in the other model parameters

(synaptic delays, membrane time constant etc).

Numerical simulations revealed that these networks (for both types of network archi-
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tecture) were capable of sustaining six distinct forms of network dynamic. For any

given initial perturbation of the resting membrane potential network dynamics were a

function of the magnitude of the excitatory-excitatory weight, Q. For small values of
fl the network would settle to a stable resting stationary state in which each cell was

at its resting membrane potential. For larger values of O the network would become

unstable with all cells being close to maximal activation. For intermediate values of O

stable complex dynamical solutions existed. lncreasing Q within this range resulted in

progressively more complicated spatiotemporal behaviour. For small neuronal networks

and small intermediate values of O stable spatially coherent oscillations occurred at a

frequency of about 25 Hz. As Q is increased the network dynamics consisted of alter-

nating periods of uniform oscillatory activity and more complex oscillatory behaviour.

Increasing Q further resulted in the appearance ofstable rotating and spiral waves with

a periodicity of about 25 ms but only in networks of less than 100-200 neurons. Finally

as O is increased irregular spatiotemporal network behaviour is seen for all network ar-

chitectures and connectivity patterns. This spatiotemporal activity was characterized

by a multitude of destructively interfering wave fronts propagating in all directions. It
is interesting to note that none of these patterns of complex spatiotemporal behaviour

are observed if the synaptic delay is zero. Only for delays in the range of 1 to 5 rns will

qualitative model behaviour, as outlined above. be retained.

For this latter network dynamic there was shown to be a loss of correlation with distance

and the existence of a positive Lyapunov exponent. Thus this latter dynamic could

be reasonably called spatiotemporal chaos. To investigate the information transport

properties of these networks for values of fl in which spatie.temporal chaos is expected

to dominate a reference neuron was submitted to a non-linear input provided by the

Lorenz model. It was found that if mutual information (representing the "shared"

information between the reference neuron and another sepanated neuron as a function

of lag time) is assumed to obey a normal distribution then mutual information as a

function of lag time could be described by a diffusion equation. It was found that

as the excitability of the system was increased (by increasing Q) the derived diffusion

coefficient increases, becoming maximal when network dynamics were spatio-temporally

chaotic. This latter finding is intriguing and suggests the general hypothesis that the

more excited cortical tissue is the more rapid is information capable of being propagated

through the system. This appears to fit well with cognitive models of information
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processing.

These homogeneous and isotropic models of oscillatory phenomena are not particularly

physiologically realistic. For this model (and other similar models) to have any validity

then one has to assume that its dynamical properties are generic and are thus expected

to be demonstrated in systems with more complex architectures such as the mammalian

neocortex. However this is difficult to assess as practically all model elements will

require substantial modification to be in line with known cortical neurophysiology. For

example the time course of inhibition and excitation are equal wherea^s empirically there

exists well defined 'Tast" excitatory and "fast" and *slow" inhibitory central synaptic

kinetics (see section 4.4.L). Connections between neurons are likely to be probabilistic

and hence a,symmetric. Studies of the dynamics of interconnected onedimensional

chaotic maps have shown that the addition of small amounts of adventitious noise

are capable of ablating any resulting chaotic dynamics [11a]. This may suggest, if we

provisionally assume that asymmetry is akin to the effect of introducing noise at every

step of the dynamics [106], that asymmetry of connection between neurons may be

sufficient to suppress the widespread formation of spatiotemporal chaos in this model.

2.2.3 Summary

The computational models outlined above are representative of the more veracious

approaches being taken to model the dynamics of cortical tissue. Most of these mod-

els deemphasise the efects of intrinsic neuronal rhythmicity in generating widespread

population oscillations, despite the fact that many central neurons display intrinsic

electrophysiological oscillatory behaviour [133, 200, 210]. In practically all major mod-

els of electrocortical rhythmogenesis the most ill-conditioned parameter relates to the

form of interneuronal connectivity. The magnitude of neuronal connectivity has been

shown to be important in determining the frequency and magnitude of the emergent

population oscillations [52,239,242,226J, while coupling symmetry has been shown to

be important in determining network phase coherence [157J and the emergence of com-

plex spatiotemporal phenomena [204, 46]. This highlights the need to develop models

of cortical neuronal connectivity and coupling symmetry that can be firmly constrained

by cortical histology.
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Chapter 3

Cortical Connectivity and

Coupling Symmetry

3.1 Introduction

For the purposes of simulating plausible cortical neural networks it would be desirable

to have general rules in the form of equations describing the density of interaction of

the neurocellular components, at the different scales found in the cerebral cortex. The

reasons for this are manifold. Firstly it is reasonable to expect that the interaction

strengths between cells and the associated neural miuises, will be determined in part

by the degree of anatomical interaction. We have seen in the previous chapter that

there is also going to be a functional or operational gain that will depend on the active

states of the interacting masses. Wilson and Cowan [237,238] and Freeman [25] have

both formulated such a functional relationship. However given that these relationships

in general refer to the statistical properties of an arbitrary ensemble of neurons it is
still neccessary to quantify functionally independant neurocellular interaction - which

is best assessed by both specifying the expected anatomical interaction and the pe.

tential physiological effect of such coupling. The latter will depend on the nature of

transmission between components in terms of synaptic strength, the kinetics of the

post-synaptic potentials and their amplitudes and where about in relationship to the

cell body such synapses or connections are likely to reside. It is known from studying

much simplified nets of neurons in the form of ANNs that their dynamics are influ-
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enced to a great deal by the presence of significant coupling asymmetry [2]. The effect

of asymmetry is not as yet clear as a rigorous description of its effect on the dynamics

of neural nets is not known. Amit states that while symmetry has been essential for

a la,ndscape picture of dynamics (i.e that optimal behaviour in some arbitrary sense is

correlated with convergence to a local or global steady state) the efect of asymmetry

has the potential to undermine the fundamental principles of ANN theory [2]. For the

case of a symmetric neural net every neuron is connected to every other neuron. i.e
each neuron has the potential to have the same effect on its neighbour as the neighbour

does on the neuron in question. Hopfield [106] suggests that the effect of asymmetry

is akin to the efect of a finite temperature and the result is to introduce a stochastic

component at every step of the dynamics. Thus if the noise is not too high (i.e the

degree of asymmetry) then most of the relevant features of a well organised symmet-

ric ANN will persist. On this basis Amit has shown that in simple simulations that

the effect of asymmetry is like the effect of adventitious noise to degrade the retrieval

of stored patterns. But surprisingly such behaviour is reasonably robust over a wide

range of storage levels [2]. The definition of asymmetry depends on what scale we are

looking at. Clearly at the cellular level asymmetry is marked especially for cells that

are separated by more than two dendritic space constants. However once we move to

the case of connected aggregates of neurons we see that any measure of asymmetry

between the populations can (allowing for an infinite sheet or volume of cells) become

vanishingly small.

The other question that quantitative estimates of anatomical connectivity helps to

answer are the minimal conditions for stability to preside in sets of interconnected

neural aggregates as the numbers of excitatory cells has been estimated to significantly

outweigh the number of inhibitory cells.

Given the l0ll neurons in the brain it is hard to imagine how the 1015 connections could

be coded for by the genetic material of the organism. [t must seem reasonable therefore

that there are a complex array of epigenetic mechanisms that serve to promote, organise

and modify connections between neurons in the brain. Is it possible to specify a general

mechanism of architectonic ontogenesis ? There are many considerations that have to

be addressed and drastic assumptions made before we can describe such a mechanism.

we outline some of these difficulties and necessary assumptions below.
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Firstly what components of the neurocellular substrate do we include as significant for
interaction ? Dogma and indeed simplicity suggest we consider as a first approximation

only the various types of neurons. Secondly what type of neurons do we include as the

significant interactive elements ? Modelling dogma suggests we divide our neuronal cell

population into two functional subgroups - inhibitory and excitatory. However as we

are looking at the physical interaction then we cannot discount morphological variants.

Thankfully nature has been kind and at a first glance neocortex seems to consist of two

predominate morphological subtypes that correspond to their functionality - pyramidal

and stellate cells. A caveat is necessary. Anatomists have identified up to 180 mor-

phological subtypes, in fact Cajal himself identified upwards of 30 [256, lg7]. Thirdly

there is prG nounced areal difierences in cellular density, morphology and organisation

- both vertical (the familiar 6 laminae) and horizontal (Brodmanns areas) variation.

Fourthly, interaction between the neural components operates on a number of diferent

scales - short range (intracortical operating across all laminae), medium range (sur-

face parallel conduction in layer I) and long range (cortico.cortical/association fibres).

Fithly, the axonal and dendritic trees are not polarised with respect to connectivity;

we may have axo'dendritic, axo-somatic, axo-axonic, dendredendritic, dendro-somatic

and axo-dendritic. They may be either transmitter mediated connections or ephaptic

[172] However the predominate mode in neocortex appears to be axo.dendritic. Sixthly,

there are undoubtably during development a complex array of factors that will serve

to modify, promote and initiate connections that involve a truely impressive number

of neurotransmitters. Finally any attempt to describe connectivity assumes knowledge

of the mechanisms of synaptogenesis - which may be different depending on the cells

interacting. We thus have many unknown factors. However this should not preclude

developing a theory of cortical connectivity - as long as it is appropriate for empirical

scrutiny.

Naturally any attempt to reproduce the connectivity seen in the mature cortex that

is based on empirical anatomical data will be a posteriorf and much simplified. Also

long available anatomical data suggests that that lawful relationships exist to describe

the structure of dendritic arborisation for pyramidal cell and dendritic cells in the cat

visual cortex 11951. Regrettably there is a deficit in similar data for axonal ramifica-

tion - at both the intracortical and subcortical levels, in part hampered by technical

considerations imposed by the narrow diameter of the axons. This has necessitated at-
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tempts to model axonal branching based on very schematized model for axonal growth

that ignore many features of development. Also assumptions have been made about

sufficient conditions for synaptogenesis - and could be labelled the "proximity" hypoth-

esis, although experimental evidence does exist for this latter assumption [ll0] We first

consider the case of intracortical connectivitv.

For the purposes of this investigation we confine ourselves to the investigation of local

intra-cortical connectivity between pyramidal and stellate cells, developing a simple

"stochastic" method for determining the expected number of synapses between two

cells separated by a distance r. This method was motivated by the work of Uttley

[230]. However Uttley's treatment never dealt with the more general cases, had a fatal

theoretical error and due to the paucity of anatomical data at the time was never

applied to estimating total synaptic numbers nor coupling symmetry.

3.2 A method of calculating connectivity

3.2.1 Basic assumptions

The following assumptions apply throughout. Other specific assumptions and simplifi-

cations are introduced a.s needed.

o the basal dendritic system of a neuron has approximately spherical symmetry.

This implies that the expected distribution of axonal and dendritic branches

crossing any arbitrary concentric sphere about the cell body is uniform.

o The apical dendritic tree can be ignored for calculation of intracortical connec-

tivity as it usually ramifies in the uppermost layers and is believed not to be a

significant recipient of local intracortical axons.

o only axo.dendritic connections need be accounted for.

o as the volume of axonal and dendritic branching per cell is small compared to

the volume in which the fibres distribute themselves the probability of a synapse

forming between any two cells, at any particular point in the field of their overlap,

is small.

o systematic variations in dendritic radius and horizontal and vertical anisotropies

in cortical organization can be ignored for the purposes of simplicity.
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o axonal fibre density for all neurons can be described by a radially homogeneous

exponential distribution of the form ao.e-rlr".

Our approach utilises certain established quantitative anatomical measurements as pri-

mary to our calculations. Their specific values are introduced as needed, while both

primary and derived statistics are presented in tabular form (Table 3.2) at the Conclu-

sion.

3,2.2 Formulatron

We choose to treat each fibre tree as composed of small straight segments. These

segments may correspond physically to the sections between bifurcations or fibre de-

viations. Because the growth of the dendritic and axonal trees is complex, we ignore

correlations between the positions and orientations of these segments. Therefore we are

considering a large number of small straight axonal and dendritic segments, distributed

randomly, but not necessarily uniformly, over space, orientation and length.

Further, we assume that these segments are so short that the probability that a given

axonal segment will intersect the same dendritic tree more than once is negligible.

Additionally we require that the orientations of the fibres are uniformly distributed

over the unit sphere , and that location, orientation and length are independent random

variables.

Let each segment of the axonal or dendritic tree be described by the location in space of

its centre, r, its length I and its orientation (0, /) (the familiar polar angles). Therefore

the number of segments (axonal (A) or dendritic (D)) within dr about r, with length

between / and I * d/ and orientation in (0,0 * d0) x (Q,Q+ dg) is given by

dN6 = pr@fr(l)Y#rdtd|dd where k: A,D (3.1)

where p6 (r) (length -3) and /& (t) (length-l ) are the "distribution" functions for segmenr

position and length respectively.

An axon segment with orientation (d, @) and length /1, will interseci a dendritic seg-
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ment with centre at rp, orientation

a parallelepiped about rp (see 3.1).

formed.

(q,{) and length lp, if its center, ra, lies in

When this happens a synapse is said to have

Figure 3.1: Diagram illustrating the region, Vlog, in which a dendritic and anonel fibre of

given orientation and length will intersect,

Here we have assumed that the diameters of the fibres are small compared to the linear

dimensions of the region. We have also ignored the detailed shape of the sides of the

region. The volume of this region is seen to be

Vnt(|a,1D,0,6,n,{) = 2elalpsin 7(0, 6,n,rh) (3.2)

where € : ru, * rd, (rorrrd arc the average axonal and dendritic radii respectively)

and sinl(0.,6,ry,/) is the angle between an axonal and dendritic segment. If this

region is small enough for the axohal segment density function (i.e the number of

axonal segments per unit volume) to be regarded as constant within this region, then

the number of intersections of axons of this orientation and length with the dendritic

segment is

Pn(ra)Vtnt
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This leads to the fallowing general exp.ression for the expected nurnber of synapses

formingn JV; between two cellrn

itNr = I "' J Zelalpdnl(O,6,r,rh)pe(ro)po(rn)fn(le17e(tol

ein 0 sin n

"## 8,r p dla dJn M di dtt d$

The angula,r integrals can easily be doae by rctating the a*es for (0, f) until the z-a:ris

coincidee lsith the denddtic Eagment dlrection and thus siot(0, il,n,$)= sia0. Thus

our angula,r integrals become

y ainzoo, /"",n,i' 12, t2n n
ro 4n Jo +n''dn Jo d{ Jo d6= i

Defining

-tt* = J lfk(t) dI fot k: A,D

nre are able to defne the axolal and dendritic ffbre length densitig aE

A(*)

D(')

trepe(r)

lnpn'(r)

(8-.4)

(3.7)

(3.5)

(3.6)

Thus the expected lengths of, axonal and dendritic fibre in a volume dV about rr are

Atr\6V aud D(r)dV respectively.

Thus rrsing the expected n,umler of synapses forrnrng between a psesynaptic cell f and

a postsynaptic cell j, can be writien as

Nii= T /r.4;(r)D3(r)da
(3.8i)

ff we define either the axonal or dendritlc fibre density functisn relattve to the pooition

of the respective cell body, ther 3.8 can be rewritten as the convolution
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N;i(s) - (3.e)

where lsl is the distance separating the pre- and post-synaptic cells.

The probability that a single axonal segment selected at random will intersect a dendrite

somewhere in the region of co-arborisation will be small. This can be clearly shown

by considering the relative ratio of the length of a single neurons dendritic tree to

the total length of dendrite in the region of arborisation. For the case of the basal

dendrite of a pyramidal cell this ratio is of the order of 10-3, and can be interpreted

as the probability of a given dendritic segment chosen at random belonging to a given

pyramidal cell whose basal dendrites reach that region [30]. The number of such a:<onal

segments will be large. Therefore the distribution of such connections or synapses will

be reasonably well described by a Poisson distribution [69]. Hence the probability that

a postsynaptic neuron will receive q connections from a presynaptic neuron is

r 
lra{iDi@ - s) a'r

3.2.3 Specifying the axonal and dendritic ftbre densities

The dendritic tree

For the case of a spherically symmetrical dendritic tree the dendritic fibre density at a

distance r from the soma, D, can be determined from anatomical data as [lgb]

p(q, rl- exP[-N;i(r)] Nii(r)q
| \r, , 

ql.

D=&so)

where n is the number of fibres crossing an imaginary concentric

centered on the cell body. This is illustrated in Figure 8.2.

(3.10)

(3.11)

l6

sphere of radius r



ll'A,r

Figure 3J: (a) Sc,hpmatic,ilhrstratioa of the metbod uged by Sholl to ompiricany eetlnate

the.denihitic fbre dengities of etelbte (.top) and pyra,midat cello (bottou). ThiB iE dven by

tbe eqrected nunbcr of dendritic fib,res croodng pcr unit surfaae areq st{ris of eoncentrie

B.dhcr6 of radiua lVdr, Not shown is tbecorrqctiop n€cd€d to take accmrnt the finits t'hislmess

of an srntomical sectlon. (b) Shows horp tha above rnethod is convdrted into a graphicd

reprereurt*tiou of the lengths oJ the br,auetres for a gingle neuron- The numbers m the laft

l,ebel the brandes oiaing dir"ctly ftom 0he perilaryon

Assuming that all dendritic fibreri inters€ct thk irnaginary sphere at -right i!g16, Goe 0 --
t (i,e all fibres in;an unit volume ean be considered to be parallel to each other) then

the length st fi re per unit volume is qual to the number of fibres croesing an unit

&rea multiPlied b$t a unit distance. Thus the D in 3.11 can be seefi to be equivalent to

D(r) in equation 8r.7-

Sholl [195] has, rneasured the number of dendritm c-rossihg concentric spheres of radius

rr eentred on the perikaryon for ,the dendnitic syetems of stellate and pyramidal neurone
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in the stliate and rnotorn aneas of the cat. Spherical syrnmetr;y holde approximately for

the basal dendritic system, and Sholl [105J has shown that D fatls off exponentially

with r. Thus D is given empirically as

D = g14=tl7o (E.lu)

Thevalues of a and r" varylittle between the dendriliic systemoof stdlate and pyra,nidal

cells. Thus,we havc choeen, from Sholl [195J Wpical regresion estiurates of o and ro

as 0.0028,;rm-2' and 31.25 ptm, The rm.lue o.f these patameters, as obtained by Sholl

are detailed tn table 3.1 for,stellate cells and the b*al dendritb eysteme o{ pyra,midal

cells.

\nsual Stdlat€

Mo0or Stellate

,irea .eli t1"u ilog(a) (Ed) r;r
,prn-r

-5.89 0.082

(0.82) (o,oo3)

.6.d6 0"026

(0,8s) (0.q0{)

!4sr,ral Fyra,midal -6,30 0.026

(0,tt7) (01001)

Motor Pyramidal -6.n 0.027

(0.52) 0.m1)

frble S.1: ,Experim,eutal q€-asqr€rle.nts of the paraUreterf of dendritic fitne density, eqn"

[ion $.12, i! cai. Fborn Sholl [19fl

Eleetronmicrographic studies in mririne cortex [30J suggest the following ualues for

arconal and dendritic radius

0.46pm

A.,L. ptn

80

fg:

,6X (3.13)



The axonal tree

Statistical descriptions of axonal systems analogous to those for dendrites appear not

to,exist. For what follows we assume that axonal fibre density for all neurons can be

described by a radially homogeneous exponential distribution of the form

A = gorg-tlro (3.14)

Using anatomical information we can make a tentative attempt at estimatin g ro and, ao,

for pyramidal and stellate cells. These two parameters can be estimated by observing

that

o cell diameter 2r" x 20y,m.

o only one axon emanates from the soma for pyramidal cells and do, is estimated

as,

Iaoc: 
foP" (3.15)

The pattern of axonal ramification for stellate cells is highly variable with dense branch-

ing near the cell body [196, 30]. Thus in the absence of contrary evidence, we insume

that the axonal and dendritic branching near the soma resemble each other. This being

the case we take oo, for stellate cells to be 0.0028 prn-z.

For both stellate and pyramidal cells we have taken the total length of local axon to be

20 mm based on anatomical values obtained from murine cerebral cortex [30]. These

values appear to represent upper bounds.

Thus as oor is known we can calculate ro by integrating 3.14 for a radially symmetric

"exponential" tree,

'":(#)''" (3'16)

Where tr is the total length of local intracortical axon. Solving equation 3.16 we get

ro = 99jpm for pyramidal cells and ro = 66.Tp,m for stellate cells.
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8.2.4 calculation of the nu$rber o_f slrnapges giv.en or neceived

The fibre density distributions of the axonal and basal dendr,itic treps are approximatd
by,equatione $.12 and 3.14. Equation B.g, e:cploiting the eymmetqy inherent in the
problern, can be writteu in polar co-ordinate as

lvii(") #eoon" tw to" 
s' $n(0)enp[-elr,] *4-@ r"l d0 ds

*'ro*o 
lo* 

sexp[-elr,]{ixp[-orga(s - r)(s - r)/r.J(sign(o - r)(c - r) + r.)

- eNp[-(r * r)/r"](e + r a 16)] ds

- r2€,o.,,a,{exp[-nlr"] 
tu" 

*xe?4s](r. - s + r,b)e ds

*exp[r/ro]f *rf-illsJ(s - r* rn)edo

- expl-rlr"l /* *U-ffsJ(r a r + r")s ae) (8,17)

This integra,l is easily solved to yield,

/Vi; (r) - r? (ra + ror)ac"nQ;i?) (3.18)

where

(3.20)

Qt1ft) =i (ffi)u {r"**o[ -r/r"](r(r!-r!1-+,"r]1*r,exp[-r /r (r(r!-r!)+arlr,11

(3.le)

where rc = axonal space constant, G."'ls the 'rdenoity' of the axonal tree at r = 0, with

Qri(o) = ligSQ;y(r) = 4 (-r"%-)g

For the ease of f;,-'= rs we have

,!ig,"Qu\) : * 
exp(-r'fru) (r*no + Snrf a erl'1 (3.2x)



Figures 3.3(a)'(b) shows the connectivity profile between two pyramidal cells and a
presynaptic stellate cell and a postsynaptic pyramidal cell, by substituting equation 3.1g

with the parameter values obtained in section 8.2.3.

(b)

Figure 3.3: The probability of synapses forming between the main two types of cortical

neurons as a fi.rnction ofintercellular separa[ion, in units of the dendritic space constant. (a)

presynaptic pyramidal-postsynaptic pyramidal (b) presynaptic stellate- postsynaptic pyra-

midal

The difficulties in performing a systematic treatment of the effects of random variations

in parameter estimates of axonal and dendritic branching are covered in the discussion

at the end of this chapter.

(a)

Lf
!f'f-{
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3-3 some consequences for cortical connectivity

IVe can Row make estimates o{

'r the total number of synapoes a stellate cell is likely to give and l€ceive.

r the number of lsca,l intra'cortical synapeeo that a py-ramidal cell will recoiye and

project.

r the likely distribution of synapeee within the dendiitic tree.

r cor,rpling e|'rnm€rtry.

3.9.1 Total synaptic number

The total number of synapse that a preeynaptie cell of typ€ e loeated at 16 giv,eo,

JVifulp@o), is

F.n)

where iyfr'(") is the "connectivityt function fo,c the kth prenynaptic cell type and the

Ith postsynaBtie cell typer p1(r) is the lth cell density for the poo-tsynaptic cell of the

pair' ,{ similar expression is written for JV;1ro1,1. The estimators .for the rnea.n and

varia,nee.of the total number of synapeesr br€ r assuming constant cell density,

F = N&ox,h (3.23)

/vr*"r *hu) =4 I^O.r 
ff$(r - rs)pr(r)

oft =|'o4#lta*t
I

(3.aa)

where Nhnt,htib the total number of synapses forming betwee,n a.p1esJnaptic cell type

ft and all other postsynaptic ee,lls of type l-

The above equation allows us to easily derlve ageneral reult for /Vfi"1. From equation

3.9 we see that equation 3,22 may be rewritten as
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(3.25)

Aesuming constant cell density and homogeneoua bronching for a,ll the cell Wpe in the

vicinifi and for the case whore there a,re ody two distinct cell t5peon pyra,nridat (a)

and stellate (i) the total nurnber o-f synapse on a cells locally ra,mifying ar(on, is given

by

Ndr,r*('o) = T+ | t eA*k)nr(" - "n - s)ds3dl'g

It! fuo"t! + ,,,prtt)

f, t! 1e;1p1tf * en; por'!)

2/(rle6piLt)
i

zlkDelio;Ll)
J

SPJ

s!=

(3.2v)

(3.28)

Table 3.2 sunmarides nalues of iVrolot for derived axonal space constants fsr stellate

and Byram'idal cells on the assumption that 85 percent of neuronc ale pyramidal and

15 percent stellate and that cells are rnixed raademty [30].

N$oa, =. [t!1e*p"t! +e"iptL|)

(3.26)

and simllarly for the cefita dendrite G;al in the ease of the pgramidal cell)

N&oqo

NPatat,i

whgre eH = rd,I * tas,6.

For the cape whene L! = L? , L! = ff and e is fixed, the expected number of synapoee,

due to loeal connectlvtty, forming on arcon and dend.ri te is ffpcLA LD

Thue local inter-s5i'naptic dibtance on dendrit. (d.D) and axsn (d{) for an acbitra,ry

number of different types of neurons is givel by



quan0ity description empirical value

radii ofan axonal and

dendritic fibre respectively (pm, pm)

cell density (^^-")
relative pyramidal cell density

relative stellate cell density

stellate cell dendrite length (mm)

total pyramidal cell den&ite length (nrm)

stellate cell axon length (mm)

total local pyramidal axonal length (nrm)

parameters describing branching

of pyramidal basal and stellate

den&ite (p*-',p*)
parameters describing branching of

o local pyramidal cell axon Qt -', p*)
o stellate cell axon (p*-' , p*)
stellate axonal intersynapse spacing (prn)

pyramidal axonal intersynapse spacing (;rrn)

stellate dendritic iniersynapse spacing (prn)

pyramidal dendritic intersynapse spacing (pm)

total number ofsynapses per stellate cell dendrite

total number of synapses per pyramidal cell

basal dendrite

Cotal number of synapses per stellate cell axon 4000 - 16000

total number of synapses per pyramidal cell local axon 4000 - 16000

fex t fd

Pt

Pe

Pi

L?

L!
L!
L!
a, lo

df
d:
d?

d!
NPo,or,,

NPoror,o

N,1,or,i

N,1ro,,.

0.15,0.45

9x10{

0.85

0.15

2.L6

3.08

20

20

0.0028,31.25

r.25 - 5.0

r.25 - 5.0

0.33

0.4

6545

6545

7.95 x 10-', gg.l

2.8 x 10-3,66.3

4.45

6.8r

0.68

0.68

3570

3570

3570

3570

ref

t3l

[3]

I3l

[3]

[3]

t3l

t3l

[3]

[13,14,15]

derived value

[3]

t3l

t3l

t3l

t3l

t3l

t3l

13l

Table 3.2: Summary of empirical data and derived values for connectivity in homotypical

murine cortex

3.3.2 The likely position for synapse formation

Equation 3.L9 provides a natural expression for the probability density distribution

function for the radial distance from the postsynaptic cells soma for synapse forma-

tion. Let F;iG,r)ds be the probability that a synapse forms at a distance s from the

postsynaptic cells body for two cells separated by a distance r we have

p;i4,r)d,s = 
ffiexp(-slr,)(exp[-sign(s - r)(s - r)/r,](sign(s - r)(s - r) + r.)
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Figure 3.4: Expected radial distance from the soma for dendritic synapse formation as a

function of intercellular separation and axonal space constant (all in units of dendritic space

constant, ro).

- exp[-(s * r)/r")(s * r * ro))ds

and which satisfies the normalisation condition

(3.2e)

(3.30)

Figure 3.4 shows the expectation of the above distribution as a function of the space

constant of the axonal tree, whereas figure 3.5 shows the expected radial distance

for synapse formation, on the dendrite, for our chosen values o[ ro, as a function of

intercellular separation.

/l u,", r)d,s: I
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0246810
sopaation (ro)

4246810
eepration (ru)

o)

trlgure 8.& E:rpect€d. fistooce for oyuapoe formation ou pooto.yaaptie aetl den&ita as a
llrncHon of intcr.ccllrrlar dietldcc for (a) FresFepric p.yraoidat cstt (b) feplraptlc sLellate

€ell'.

3.8.S Estimates of couplfur€ sy.mmetry

Figure 3.6 eho.ws some .atirnates for symmetry of connection between n€urona bas€d

on

P;i (n, rij) = pii (n, r i) p ;; (n, r ; i) (8.31)

where Pi; is the prob.abllity that t*ro cetls i and 7, separated -b-y a intercellula,r distaace

r;i w:ill give each oth€r exqctly n synapes. p;5 and pr; ale calculatcd from equatious

3.9 and 3.10,

A8
t-e

B7
g6
E
?5
!le4
E
EJfz

I
lo

ETt:g6
E
?5
Eg4
,H3
@

Ez

(a)
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we define two measures of symmetry. The first we shall call ,,strong,' symmetry. By

this we mean that two cells will give each other exactly n synapses. The second def-

inition we will concern ourselves with will be called *weak" symmetry, this being the

p,robability that two cells sharing a total of z presynaptic contacts will have these

synapses distributed a.s n - rn to one cell and rn to the other, where 0 < rn < n.

*"..r;r;*;

(b)

Figure 3.6: The probability of the various combinations of cortical pyramidal cells giving

each other exactly n presynaptic contacts as a function of intercellular separation, in units

of dendritic space constant. (a) pyramidal-pyramidal. (b) pyramidal stellate. (c) stellate-

stellate.

The expression for "strong" symmetry is a function of intercellular separation and is

given by
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ryibd = f r,:r(o, ry)prr (no ri,J
rr=L

For the case of snreakt oyrnmetry we have t[e discfete, csnvolution

P#("rd = I E pu(*, r;;lp1;@ - rn +l,:r;i)
a=l rn=I,

(&32)

(3.33)

Combining th€se measutes of synrnetry deffnes a qualltity called the eexpected sym-

metrf' on the mnge [0,q, (0 beifg the care where no connectioog are shared, I being

the, case when all sonneqtions are reciprocal) and varies with inter,cellular eeparation

6ur't".) = t-rflffi|)

-AE (' - |HD Pi;(n, r;i:tpvor,'"n) (3,34)

Figure 3-7 shoffs Oii("ir'), fflrtil and $(r;l) ffor a pair of pyramidal cells, a stellate

and pyramldal cell, and a pair of stellate cells.
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Figure 3.7: Derirrcd eatimates of coupfing sylnrnetrt', from equationa 8.32 to 3.34 for

6he tbree distincb combinationg of cortical cell interactioa. (e) pFa,nidsl-pyra,uidat (b)

pyrauridal-stellate (c) stellate-atcllate. Intercellular separation i6 ia unitg of the dendritic

space constaot

3.S,4 A general schema for connectivity in homotlpical cortex

Tab.le 3.3 shows derived estimates for arco-sXrnaptic couplinge in an arbitrarli'vslume of

horlotypical eortex. We define axo-sy..naptic coupling density between the rnarious ce[

groups as the fraction of the total number of synapoee per unit volume involved in thig

interaction. The figures were derived on the foltowing assurnptions

r the basal dendrltic tree and the dendritic tree of the stellate cell are of approx-

imately the same length and the variation of this dendritic fibre density with

respeet to the distanee from the cell body is deecribed by the same relationship

(oizequatlon 3.f2) [rSZ, eO].

o8
4,7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

4.2

0.1

0,0

0.8
0.7

0.6

0.5

, o'4
0,3
o.2

0.1

0.0

P*

0.8

0,7

0.6
0.5

0.4
0:3

0.2

0.1

0.0
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termination of corticecortical afferents are asriumed to be distributed uniformly

over all layers' This has been demonstrated to be so for prefrontal cortico.cortical

eferents in rhesus monkeys [87]. There is however great variability and specificity

in the laminar distribution of such eferents as well as anisotropy of connectivity

of ipsi- and contra-lateral cortico-cortical projections [128].

for a given volume of cortical tissue the number density of incoming cortico-

cortical fibres equals the number of outgoing cortico-cortical fibres l2g, Lg]4 .

non-specific subcortical efierents and afferents have been conservatively calculated

at one percent of the total number of cortical efferents and afierents [2a].

F
c

-t------->

{--------:-

:

i....

Figure 3.8: A schematic representation of homotypical cortex, with the relavant anatomical

connectivity parameters listed. The dotied box represents an arbitrary volume of cortex.

Figure 3.8 illustrates schematically the topology of connectivity we are considering.

Then the fraction of total number of synapses per unit volume involved in the local in-

tracortical interaction between the frlh presynaptic cell group and the lth postsynaptic

cell group is

9n=
phil I d,3r N*t

(3.35)
Nutot

where N1l is defined by equation 3.9, p,t, fi are the respective cell densities and p1,1

are the local intracortical anatomical coupling coefficients between the given neuronal
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groups.

JV1"r4, is the tota,l nurrber of isynapges per unit volume of cortex and is $ven by

N"rst=lnt(lL?r"ry * Nf*ur* * fffnrol,r)
k

(3.36)

where the addende qn the right side of 3"86 are the number of synapeee on dendrites

due to local, cortico-cortical and gubcortical lnteractions respectively.

Simila.rty the fraciion ofthe total nurnber of synapseo involved in long range interactione

between exeitatory cells atrd between excltatory and inhibitory cells is

.nee=w
@ei: #

where Per Pd are thedensities of pyramidal and stellate cells respectivelyo and tVf;n4,o , Nfotot,n

are the number of synapoe per excitatory cel! and inhibitory cell respectively that are

due to long range afferents. Bqcause stellate celle are not believed to give rise to long

ra,nge projeetions oio and o;1 ale n€reeseari\t zero.

The p6, the relative synaptie densities attributable to eubcortical fibres, are determined

in a sirnilar manner as the anatornical eoupling coefrcients in equation 3.3?. Jv#,ral 
"

and /Vf;r4,* can be estiinated by noting that

(3.s7)

(3.38)

N'frout** ff#lor,u

Nfirnr,; * N#tor,i

t6 
- N?ot'tn'

# NP"tot;i

where L! is the total length of pyranridal ccll dendrite, L! is the total length of

stellate eell dendrite and d.?, d? are the anatomically determined intorsynapse spacing

on pyramidal and stellate cell dendrite respectively, and where
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N'four,o = I frHro,,*

Nt*"ri = I ffirruro (3.se)

where the sums are over all afferent subcortical fibre s;rstems, u.

I,f the isotropie cortieo-cortical and subcortical fibre sy,stems can be assumed to eon-

tribute'eortical synapaes in direct proportion to the relative numbers of each ftbre type

entering an arbitrary volume of cortex we can ma,ke progreso towarde deffning w,luee

for the quantities on the left hand side of 3.38. Anatornical erridence,suggests that the

nurnber of fibres eatering c,ortex from subrcortical and diBta4t eortical areas is in the

ratio of 1:100 p58, 28]. Duroting this ratio as n, from 8.38 we have

Nf.t"l,o

N6,o,;

tsNilal,"

rc,iVf;r,r,' (3.40)

and

(3.41)

A putative estiraate of the magnitude of the anatomical coupling coefrcients in hom+

typical murine neocortex is shown in table,3.B.

Nf'",.t,, = #(# tr#,o*)

Nfotot,t - #(rS whr^o)
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qua.ntity deecription derived value

9.. percentage of total number of synapses involved in local gb.l3

excitatory-excitatory axo-synaptic interaction

Fe; percentage of total number of synapses involved in local 6.26

excitatory-in hibi tory axo-synaptic interaction

F;. percentage of total number of synapses involved in local 6,26

inhibitory-exci tatory ax+synaptic interaction

9;; percentage of total number of synapses involved in Iocal L.L2

inhibitory-inhibitory axo-synaptic interaction

c,cc percentage of total number of synapses involved in nonlocal 45.10

excitatory-excitatory axo-synaptic interaction

oci percentage of total number of synapses involved in non-local 5.60

excitatory-inhibitory axo-synaptic interaction

lre percentage of total number of synapses involved in 0.4S

subcortical-excitatory interaction

tt; percentage of total number of synapses involved in 0.06

subcortical-inhibi tory interaction

Table 3.3: Numerical estimates of the relative strength of anatomical interaction between

and within excitatory and inhibitory masses in homotypical murine cortex. Figures represent

the percentage of the total number of synapses involved in a given interaction

3.4 Conclusions

This model is an a poster;ori model. No attempt has been made at incorporating

the effects of growth and development. Nonetheless, this simple formulation is able to

account for the observed pre- and post-synaptic synaptic densities seen in adult murine

cortex' within the limits of experimental uncertainty. We have calculated the mean

total number of synapses (from local fibre distribution only) that the basal dendritic

tree of a pyramidal cell and the dendritic tree of the stellate cell to be - 3200. From

this we deduced that the expected .number of synapses on a pyramidal cell, due to

long range isotropic cortico-cortical fibres and subcortical fibres, to be of the order

of 4500. Thus the total number of synapses a pyramidal cell receives is about 7700.

From this we conclude that the total number of synapses per rnrns to be 7.4x108.

Braitenberg and Schuz [30] have measured, using detailed electron-micrographs, a mean

value of 7 - 9 x 108 synapses per mrn3. Based on this they estimate that, on average,

a pyramidal cell in the murine cortex would expect to form about 8000 synapses.
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Figure 3.9: The ratio of the number of inhibitory synapses to the number of excitatory

synapses forming as a function of distance from the postsynaptic cells soma

Table 3.2 summarises all the empirical data used for determining the theoretical values

outlined above, together with estimates of these values. Figure 3.9 shows the ratio

of inhibitory to excitatory synapse formation as a function of increasing intercellular

separation, corrected for the relative proportions of excitatory and inhibitory cells in

homotypical murine cortex.

Clearly further anatomical data is required to justify the conclusions of this chapter -

particularly better estimates of axonal fibre length density for the two major cell types

considered. It is difficult to follow individual axons through serial sections. Braitenberg

and Schtiz [30] used a combination of Golgi staining and electron-microscopy [21]. The

cells which accept the Golgi stain (around 1%) are treated with light to reduce the

precipitate to fine grains of metallic silver. At this stage there is no impediment to

ultra-thin sectioning with the metallic silver providing a reliable marking of the Golgi-

stained cell on the electron micrographs. Such methods have been used to investigate

intracortical axonal branching. In one study on 39 Golgi-stained pyramidal neurons in

the rat visual cortex it was revealed that many of the axonal collaterals terminated in

a layer slightly below the cell body [165, 99]. Also it was found that the number of

collaterals decreased exponentially with increasing distance away from the cell body.

Thus it is possible to infer from this that axonalfibre density, A(r). is an exponentially

decreasing function thus justifying our chosen form.
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A previous section (Table 3.2 and the begining of section 3.4) showed that, in termsof

the numbers of synapses contributed from "non-local" and local fibre systems, the efiect

of short range pyramidal axons is about as strong as that due to long range afferents,

in the case of the mouse.

This formulation can be generalised to take into account any arbitrary distribution

of axonal or dendritic fibre density. For instance the distribution of pyramidal cell

axon may be better described by a functional form other than a radially homogeneous

exponential axonal field.

In this treatment we have not accounted for the axo-somatic synapses formed exclu-

sively by stellate cells on pyramidal cells [30]. For a stochastic mechanism to describe

the formation of these synapses, it would require axonal growth and synaptogenesis in

stellate cells to precede axonal and dendritic development in pyramidal cells. Alterna-

tively, or in addition, cheme.affinic mechanisms may need to be considered [88].

It has been assumed that a synapse forms only when an axonal fibre and a dendritic

fibre are in direct physical contact. However, the effect, as yet incompletely verified, of

soluble trophic metabolic gradients in initiating and facilitating synapse formation has

not been included. The effect of this may be to modify e such that two fibres do not

need to be in physical apposition for a synapse to form. In principle such a mechanism

can be easily incorporated in our formulation, as can areal variations in cell density

and branching. It is possible that these non-random trophic factors may be reflected

in the variance of axonal fibre density distributions. As we have very little quantitative

anatomical information regarding intracortical axonal branching of cortical neurons, the

importance of directed synapse formation and its mechanisms can only be speculative.

We have ignored, for the present, the role spines may have in promoting and modifying

connectivity. Spines are thought to have a role in increasing the surface area of a den-

drite such that a greater number of synaptic contacts can be accommodated [a1]. The

latter assertion is difficult to demonstrate due to the difficulty in obtaining quantitative

anatomical evidence. Despite this certain general conclusions can be arrived at. If the

number of synapses per unit length of smooth dendrite is compared to the number of

synapses per unit length of spiny dendrite, thefigures areessentially equivalent - about

3 synapses per micrometer. [30]. Also it is rare to find a case in which a spine does
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not have an associated synapse. A simple calculation, which we will omit, shows that

if spine development preceded synapse formation, then for the case of adult murine

cortex, one would expect only 13 percent of all spines in the cortex to have an associ-

atgd synapse. Thus the role of spines in facilitating the formation of connections in the

cortex remains doubtful.

For the determination of anatomical coupling in homo-typical cortex we lumped all

subcortical afferents into the same category. However as has been repeatedly demon-

strated afferent input to the cortex or cortex like layered neural structures is geomet-

rically highly ordered (eg. [131, ].62,233]). For instance the main target of sensory

aferents in the cortex are the layer IV "spiny" stellate cellsr. It is generally regarded

that the basis of the anatomical concept of a cortical column corresponds to the ter-

minations of individual association and callosal fibres and to the spaces of convergence

of the numetous cortico-cortical afferents [217]. For this reason our treatment casts no

light at all on the development of such putative modularity.

As we have attempted to define general principles by which local connections between

neurons are formed and organised we have ignored, to first approximation, the relatively

high degree of specificity of connections that can be found to prevail in cortex [218]. In

particular

o a number of specific interneuron types appear to be highly selective about which

cells they form synapses with and whereabout on the cell such synapses are

formed. However there is a great degree of areal and species variation. tn adult

cat visual cortex large basket cells appear to establish synapses with the so-

mata of all pyramidal cells within the domain of axonal ramification [139]. In

contrast detailed electron-microscopic examination of slices of human neocortex

show a scarcity of axosomatic synapses on pyramidal and large non-pyramidal

cells [44, 161].

o there is a systematic geometric 6rder of local interneuron and pyramidal cell axons

and dendrites. Our treatment has taken full advantage of this feature of cortical

architectonic organization in particular through the use of quantitative data of

rsome pyramidal cells have hardly any apical dendrite or have the apical dendrite confused with

the basal dendrites as can happen rvhen the cell body is located in the uppermost laminae of cortex.

For ihis reason they are called by some authors "spiny stellate cells "buL are putatively believed to be

excitatory because of the presence of spines
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dendrite ramification provided by Sholl [192, t9S].

It seems that specific sensory afferents do not terminate directly upon inhibitory in-

terneurons. This has been shown for Golgi stained preparations as well as been sug-

gested by physiological measurements. For instance Singer [201] has shown that sensory

deprivation has a smaller influence on cortical inhibition than the corresponding ex-

citation. Thus it is probably fair to surmise that there are a continuum of processes

determining neuronal connectivity ranging from the specific to (in our case) the quasi-

random.

We have purposefully avoided a systematic treatment of the efiects of random variations

in the parameter estimates of axonal and dendritic branching for two main reasonsl

o the integral of an expectation does not necessarily converge, uiz equation 3.9

However taking the expectation of the solution to this integral, equation 3.19,

results in non-invertable probability density distribution functions, making an

analytical solution unlikely. The effects of random variation in these branching

parameters may better be assessed using numerical stochastic methods eg. Monte-

Carlo.

o In general the coefficients of variance associated with the parameters of branching

are small ( see table 3.1). This, and the fact that other random and non-random

factors are likely to contribute to cortical synaptogenesis, implies that attempts

to formulate a systematic treatment will probably go unrewarded.

Developmental evidence also casts doubts on the role that spines may have in promoting

connections between neurons. When spine and synapse numbers are measured postna-

tally in the developing visual cortices of rats, the temporal trends (i.e an increase) are

so closely matched it is impossible to determine which comes first - synapse or spine

formation. Schweizer ll92] set out to experimentally determine the precise temporal

relationship. Several dendrites in the developing cortex of a twelve day old rat were

examined by serial electron-micrographs and compared with those obtained from a 21

day old animal. In the twelve day old rat there were very few spines with most of

the synapses residing on the dendritic shafts. In the older animal many more dendritic

spines were observed and had reached the numbers seen in the mature animal. However

interestingly, the number of shaft synapses were reduced, implying that synapses that

were previously located on the dendrite shaft could now be found associated with a
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spine. A possible interpretation of these results is that spines forming on the shaft of

a dendrite are through the process of development pushed or drawn out to reside on

a spine, rather than a spine reaching out to contact the nearby neuropil and then a

synapse forming. It is for these reasons that we did not explicitly include the efects of

spines in our calculations.

Autoexcitatory and autoinhibitory synapse (autapse) formation appeaffi to be signifi-

cant, in contrast to some expectation [75]. Autoinhibitory synapses are more likely as

the stellate cell axon arborises within the volume of distribution of dendritic ramifica-

tion. Referring to Figure 3.3 at r - 0, and as the branching of the pyramidal cell basal

dendritic tree is approximately the same as that of the dendritic tree of the stellate

cell, we see that I to 3 autoinhibitory synapses per stellate cell are likely to form.

An important aspect of our conclusions is the high asymmetry of cortical neuronal

connections which our calculations imply. We discuss this in more detail elsewhere [250].

Amit [2] has investigated the case for networks in which asymmetry has been introduced

into a symmetric network having N2 synapses, by deleting a fraction 7 (typically defined

on 0 ( 7 < 1) of lNz synapses. For the case of 100 percent dilution this implies that

every pair of neurons has a probability of 0.25 of being reciprocally connected (i.e

12/4- ?+ 1). Although the analogy to our calculations of asymmetry is incomplete,

from our estimates, for strong asymmetry, the likelihood of reciprocally connected

pyramidal cells is 0.16, for weak asymmetry this rises to 0.44 (for two pyramidal cells

separated by one dendritic space constant). Thus a real neural network, by analogy to a

spin glass, is 120 percent diluted for the case of strong symmetry and 67 percent diluted

for the case of weak symmetry. At 100 percent asymmetric dilution spin glass effects

are totally absent. However, Derrida, Gardener and Zippelius [50] have shown for the

case of extreme asymmetric dilution, that such networks may perform as well as their

symmetric counterparts. In fact, the storage capacity per synapse is higher than that

for a fully connected network. At this extreme dilution almost all feedback loops are

eliminated, i.e. the network forms a branched graph. Despite what may seem apparent

i.e that neurons are likely to form highly asymmetric connections, Szentagothai, as late

as 1978, suggested that the organisation of pyramidal cell collaterals is sufficient for

symmetric and reciprocal local inter- neuronal connections within a distance of Srnm

l2r7).
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This simple treatment also has some implications for the neuronal sub.population re-

sponse functions first elucidated by Wilson and Cowan [238]. These response functions

amount to a simple cumulative Gaussian and can for the case of a single population

thrpshold with variations in the total number of afferent synapses per cell. Following

their treatment if C(7) is the synaptic distribution function and c(t) the average excita-

tion per synapse then all cells with at least 0lt(t) synapses will be expected to receive

sufficient excitation to fire. The sub-population response function is

5;(r) = ct(ddrt (3.42)

where j : e,i.

From equations 3.23 and 3.24 we have that

[,o,

(3.43)

A simple test for the veracity of the underlying assumptions of this formulation would

be to see if thick axonal and dendritic fibres had more synapses per unit length that thin

fibres. Thus if our general hypothesis is correct we should expect to see a systematic

trend for fibre diameter versus intersynaptic distance. While precise data for this is

lacking available data [39] suggests that such a relationship might be found.

Additional tests for the plausibility of this model of cortical connectivity might be found

in experiments in which spike triggered averaging of post-synaptic potentials is used to

identify local circuit connections between neurons [22I,222].

As a partial test of the approximate validity of these results - in particular the schema for

connectivity in homotypical connectivity - the following chapter introduces our calcula-

tions of relative synaptic density into a model for the origin of the electrocorticogram,

in the form of coupling coefficients among nets of multi-compartmental neurons.

The use of these anatomical coupling coefficients has already been used in model of

the electrogenesis of the mammalian EEG in the form of coupling coefficients among

lumped aggregates of excitatory and inhibitory cells [252].

ci(,r) = &"*pr-l 7't 

- !E:"'t)' t
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3.4.L Comparisons with previous work

Uttley's [230] original treatment while resembling our work made an unjustifiable as-

supption concerning the estimation of the average length of opposed axonal and den-

dritic fibre. He supposed that the average number of connections could be determined

by dividing the total length of opposed axon and dendrite by the average segment

length of fibre apposition. However he implicitly assumed that the two interacting den-

dritic and axonal fibres were of infinite length, and that if each fibre is equally likely to

intersect each other at any angle that the result would be finite. This is clearly untrue.

Uttley obtained an integration constant of 4ef r whereas our result was zre/2. Thus

Uttley's case would have underestimated total synaptic numbers by a factor of # f 8 or

about 1.23.

Braitenberg and Lauria [29] similarly estimated anatomical coupling coefffcients of the

type displayed in Figure 3.8. However their treatment was confined to the case of local

connections, our B;i. They proposed anatomical coupling coefficients, hjr9), between

individual neurons could be estimated as

hu,= #f (3.44)

where VrD ,,Vf are the volumes of arborisation of the dendritic field of neuron i and the

axonal ffeld of neuron j respectively and V$D is the volume of the intersection between

the dendritic field of f and the axonal field of j. There a many problems with this

admittedly simple treatment.

o the h$) ut" not interpretable in terms of the number of synapses given or received

between two neurons.

e the anatomical coupling between neurons is proportional to the products of axonal

and dendritic fibre radii not the sum. This is at odds with Sholl's conception of

a connective zone [tg7].

o Synapse formation appears as a deterministic process, and thus no natural mea-

sure of asymmetry appears.

These results also admit of an interpretation of the 0;;, though they are not inter-

pretable in terms of the fraction of synapses involved in a particular local interaction.
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fr;i : p;pirfrlt'? t'f (3.45)

Because the hjr9) are not interpretable in terms of the number of synapses given or

received no estimate of the cij can be made.

Braitenberg and Schiiz [30, 28] estimated the probability of a synapses forming between

the axon ofone pyramidal cell and the dendrites ofanother neuron situated at a certain

distance from the first. They based their treatment on the relative dendritic and axonal

densities. These relative densities are merely the ratios between the fibre length of one

neuron and the total length of all fibre of a given type in the region of fibre ramification.

Thus, according to their treatment the relative axonal density (for all cells) is of the

order of 3x10-a and the relative dendritic density is of the order of 1x10-3. They

further assume that proto-synapses exist on the presynaptic cells axon and that each

fibre when entering the zone of ramification of the postsynaptic cells dendrite, each

proto-synapse has a probability of 0.001 of making contact with the dendrite. Thus

given n proto-synapses on an axon collateral entering the zone of dendritic ramification

of the postsynaptic cell the probability of & synapses forming is given by

wp(n,p): (3.46)

From this simplistic treatment they estimate that two pyramidal cells separated by

O.Lmm will share no synapses with probability 0.9, 1 synapse with probability 0.09

and two synapses with probabitity 0.004. Comparison with our treatment gives 0.7,

0.25 and 0.05 respectively, a significant difference. There are two main problems with

Braitenberg and Schiiz's treatment.

o the treatment is predicated on the assumption of proto-synapses existing on the

presynaptic cells axon.

o the variation of fibre length density (their relative axonal and dendritic densities)

with respect to the cell body origin is neglected.

( ; ) 
pk('\-p)n-k
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3.5 Directions for further work

The treatment given here is probably not the only way to calculate the number of

synapses forming between cortical cells. However it does get over the problem as-

sociated with Uttley's original treatment, namely determining the average length of

apposition between a dendritic and axonal fibre. In the treatment preented here, like

its predecessor, we sidestepped the issue of growth and development. While much em-

pirical data is required before these can be adequately dealt with a partial step towards

greater generality would be achieved by a modification to deal with the effects of a fill-

ing up dendritic and axonal tree. In the case we have considered here we have assumed

that the number of synapses forming does not alter appreciably the available eurface

area for ongoing synapse formation. For the case of local axon only a small percentage

of the surface area of the axon is taken up with synaptic boutons. This percentage

rises when we consider the densely packed dendritic trees visible under the electron

microscope. Thus we might expect synapse formation as a function of distance to tail

of more rapidly.

The mechanisms of synaptogenesis are at best putative. We have used the most general

assumption, and assumed because of the densely packed cortical neuropil that two fibres

rnust touch before a synapse forms. Further empirical work is required to establish the

validity of this assumption before a more full acceptance of this treatment can occur.
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Chapter 4

A simple simulation of

homotypical cortex

4.L Introduction

In Chapter 2 we have attempted to explain the motivation for developing models of elec-

trocortical behaviour. In Chapter 3 we described some of the "architectonic" features of

homotypical cortex from the standpoint that the majority of intracortical connections

are formed randomly. In this chapter we attempt to marry these ideas computation-

ally and hopefully show ways in which global or macroscopic behaviour arise from and

depend upon microscopic structure and function.

Most models of electro-rhythmogenesis attempt an explanation from a time and/or

space coarse grained perspective in which much of the random cellular behaviour is

smoothed out. This is so for Freeman's work on the olfactory bulb in which the impor-

tant temporal phenomena of the EEG are attributable to mass action or the behaviour

of ensembles of neurons. Because of this questions of cellular connection asymmetry

and quantitative interactedness are de-emphasised in favour of tractable (albeit non-

linear) dynamical equations. This is also true of the early models of Beurle [17], Wilson

and Cowan [237, 238], Grossberg [96] and Rotterdam and Lopes da Silva [t86].

For this reason many of these models can not be efectively reconciled with local cellular
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behaviour. Two options make themselves available at this stage experiment and simu-

lation. Experiment has the advantage in that we are studying a system on which the

questions are based. However because of the intimate structure and due to technical

dificulties many of the state variables of interest are not accessible.

Here we consider a simple computational model of a small patch of homotypical cere

bral cortex. For simplicity we consider only two cell types, excitatory pyramidal and

inhibitory stellate, coupled together by local (intracortical) connections. The features

that we hope the model will elicit are temporal and spatial behaviour not unlike that of

a small portion of association neocortex. Specifically we are interested in the existence

of limit cycle behaviour, stable periodic oscillation in response to "subcortical input"

and the formation of distinct patterns of behaviour in response to novel stimuli.

The first few sections of this chapter will concentrate on the method used to construct

such a model. The method can be essentially divided into two stagesl biological justi-

fication of the parameters and mathematical and computational implementation.

4.2 Computational implementation

This simulation has benefited greatly from having available a general purpose neural

net simulator known as GENESIS1242,240, 18,25]. This has been developed at Cal

Tech ovdr the past five years and represents a sophisticated approach at deflning models

with a high degree of neurobiological veracity. It is essentially object oriented in its

approach allowing the user to specify sophisticated multi compartment models and

then integrating them to form "functional" nets. As the simulator is sophisticated it

incumbent on us to outline the method by which such generality has been achieved as

this reflects on what constitutes plausible neurobiological assumptions. We also outline

specific issues of model implementation.

4.2.L Compartment models

Multi-compartmental models of neurons have been used for a number of reasons. Multi-

compartmental neurons can accommodate for spatial variation in input. The efect of
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Layer 5 pyramid Layer 2 pyramid

Length Diameter Length Diameter

(pm) (s-) (prn) (pm)

Soma 23 17 2L 15,3

A'pical trunk 60 6 35 2.5

Obliques 150 3 200 2.3

Apical I 400 4.4 180 2.4

Apical II 400 2.9

Apical tuft 250 2 l4O 2

Basal trnnk 50 4 60 2.5

Basd I 150 5 150 1.6

Basal II 150 5 150 1.6

Table 4.1: The dimensions of reduced models of cat visual cortex pyramidal cells. Note the

similarity of che basal component for each model. See Figure 4.1 for the topolory of each

neurou model. A model level 5 pyramid was used in all simulations. From [35]

the resistive-capacitive properties of neurons is to differentially attenuate and delay

spatially distinct synaptic input. The number of compartments chosen depends on

the accuracy required. However given that even for an extended dendritic tree the

cable delay even for the most distal synaptic input will only be of the order of 2

rns which is significantly less than the membrane time constant of most neurons, we

choose initially to ignore this as a relatively unimportant variable affecting the dynamics

of aggregates of neurons. With respect to the effects of attenuation with distance

models of neurons containing as little as 8 compartments have been shown to reproduce

accurately the somal membrane potential due to distal synaptic input when compared

to compartmental models of neurons containing as many as 50 or 60 compartments [35].

We have used such reduced compartment models in our simulations. Figure 4.1 and

Table 4.1 outline the geometries and dimensions of reduced models of typical pyramidal

cells from the visual cortex of the cat. When we have confined ourselves to intracortical

connectivity we have lumped the effects of the apical compartments. Because of the

similarity in the branching of basal pyramidal dendrite and stellate cell dendritel we

have considered the resulting model geometries equivalent and have thus approximated

both cells by the basal components of a layer V pyramidal cell.

pointlsee Chapter 3 for a discussion on this
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obliques

apical tr

apical I

"/ 

apical tuft 
\

apical trunk

basal trunk

Layer V pyramid Layer tI pyramid

Figure 4.1: The geometries of reduced pyramidal cell models. derived from camera lucida

tracings of layer V and layer II pyramidal cells from the visual cortex of the cat. Table 4.1

lists bhe lengths and diameters of each compartment. Model neurons a.re not drawn to scale.

From [ss].
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Each compartment in the model neuron is assumed to be described by the following

first order diferential equation.

'"ofl".'[u*_V^,i$)|9lr(t)+ry*I"(j)*I;nicct(i|(4.1)
,k=l

V*,i is the transmembrane potential for the 1th compartment. E* ls the resting mem-

brane potential and is assumed to be equal for all compartments. E* is the equilibrium

potential for the ftth ionic species. .Io1;; is the total axial current entering compart-

ment j from adjacent connected compartments, and l;ni""11;; is any explicit current

injection into compartment j. The total membrane capacitance c-,;; and the total

membrane 'oleakage" resistance r-1i; will depend on the physical dimensions of the

modeled compartments and are given by

R*
f--'^ - rld,

(4.2)

c^: C^nId, (4.3)

.E,,, is the membrane resistivity (in units of say &Q crnz) and C- is the membrane

capacitance per unit area (in units of say p,Ff crnz) with I and, d. being the length and

diameter respectively of the compartment j.

The total current entering compartment 1 from other adjacent compartments is given

by the term .Io1r.;. For the case where the compartments are symmetric (i.e the to'

tal axial resistance per compartment is divided into two and placed on either side of

the compartment), and any number of compartments can be joined at either end of

compartment j, we have

Ddattalr/-/
d=l

fLprotimolt
P=L

(4.4)

""i,][t 
* 

""''ri,] 
'
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Elgure 4.2: Circuit repleEer$a6isa of a dugle asy4m€bh compartn{lut u6€d in a[ sinuh"

tione iovolving GENESIS,p42l. 'S;r"nboli irre defined ia ths rtext.

Gomputationally it is more efrcient to use an aaJrnmetric compartment (see Figure

4.2) and thus axial current flowing fiom other compartments is given by

r . .. _ fTS", ua - u*,i1 
*vprooimot - v.m,iro(.r)=lk-*r, 

I ro(i)
(4.5)

4,2.2 Postsynaptic merrrbrane response

The total membrane conductance at t'irne t for the rbth ionic species in the jth com-

partrnent iq fur (C) and is made up of the conhibutions of all cells and all fibres of thme

cells conneting with channels in compartrnent i., it is thus given by [242]

ng*11, Pf iDirr

ifri*(l)= t E si;tc(t)
|=l q=!

(4.6)

The rnembrane conductance per fiibre per cell g;; o is approximated as the convolu-

tion of the presynaptie action potential, ,51(t), with the postsynaptic chaanel reeponset
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Gip(T)12a2) i.e

The efects of a finite propagation delay and a synaptic delay are represented by the

term tu1;lpoy which is the total efferent conduction delay for fibre g of cell i for channel

k and compartment j. In general te(jkq) : t.Uil, Because the effect of each action

potential on the postsynaptic membrane will be variable, depending on past history of

activity of the pre and postsynaptic cells and on the initial conditions of the synapse a

weighting term can be included i.e

,b;1rq4l - w"joli"6dun"^ " (4.8)

For the purposes of our simulation we have not investigated the effects of temporal

modification of synaptic weight and thus the second term on the right is one.

Because S;(t) is not known a priori, equation 4.7 has to be solved numerically. There

are a number of ways to do this. Physiological evidence suggests that the post-synaptic

transmitter response is well described by a transfer function having two real roots [75]

i.e

s ii kq(t) - lo'-' 
o" r^ 

c;r ("),s;( t - T)6;i po(t - T) dr

,. T.lT2 ( rt
tllll 

- 

I 

-

,t1rz Tt - rz \rrs * 1

T2\
,r"+I)

-2tl

6TT
I

@iffi ++ texP[-tlrr]

(4.7)

/
G(s)= rrr2 ( "-\ / Tt-r2 \r1s*1 #) ++ G(r) = #@xpl-t/r1)-exp[-tlr2]) 

(a.e)

where r17 12. The coefficient r1r2f (r1- 12) is chosen such that,

(4.10)

The inverse transform of this latter equation giving the well known "alpha" function

[109] apparently first introduced by Rall [173]. The inverse Laplace transform of equa-
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tion 4.9 give a dua,l exponential function in the time doma,in, and is a more ge.neral

fonnn of the second order alpha funetion. If it is,asffimed that the postsyaaptic response

ia li.near 2 and that the form of our poeteynaptlc impulse response is well deacribed by

an a,lpha sr dual exponential function 3 then the sonvolutlon in equation 4.7, ignor-

tng the werght term, ca.n be written as the following s€cond order non-homogeneous

ordi.nary differenti.al quation

g(r)= ffiovl

W*"iW+ph(t)=.e(r-t )

(4.11)

(4"12)

(4.13)

with h(0) :0 and

a = 
rt*tl

TtTzp:#
The peak synaptic conductaace is g-"" and G'-oa is the peak nalue of either equation

4,9 ot 4.10 and is given resp'eetively by

G^n =

G** =

re-r
rrrz I lrz\# /a\#l\-rrl\"/ -\A/ I

Equation 4.12 can be solved by writing as a coupled pair of first order ordinary dif-

ferential equations (o,.d.*J and numerically solving using any nariety of nuurerical o.d.e

sslver$. \I.tIe have restricted ourselv,es to using an exponential Euler [242] and a fourth

order Runge-Kutta, both of which arc knowo to be numerically stable.

2only v,alid fsr low fuirg rates

sthe dtoice of these firnctions cao be juitiffed on empirical and theqetical kirctic grounds [58
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4.2.3 Action potential generation

At the soma the net effect of dendritic input is converted into action potential genera-

tion. It has been shown that explicit solution of the Hodgkin-Huxley equations is not

necessary to generate a rich variety of dynamical behaviour f242,52, 56]. Because of

the increased computational burden and the unclear relationship between distributed

thresholds within a neural population we propose to use the following prescription for

action potential generation

5;(t) = ?l(t - t,,; - to5")1t[vr(4 - or(t)] (4.14)

where 7l is the Heaviside step function, Si(t) is the all-or-none action potential, to6" is

the absolute refractory period and f, is the time of the last action potential. 0;(t) is

the time dependent threshold and is composed of two parts - the static threshold and

a history dependent component which amounts to a relative refractory period. This

term is given by

0(t) : e,n + (0o - g*)e('-tl/"e (4.15)

doo is a deviate from a Gaussian distribution with mean rn and variance s2 and repre.

sents a fixed invariant threshold for each cell.

4.2.4 Simulated local field potential

In these simulations three state variables are of interest. The somal membrane po'

tential, the simulated pulse density'and the simulated local field potential. For the

simulated LFP, €(t), we make no distinction between closed and open cunrent source'

sink configurations, though clearly this will depend on neuton geometry and synaptic

input. Instead we assume that our experimental preparation is situated in a linear

non-capacitive homogeneous medium and that each of our compartments can be repre-

sented by a point current source. Making these assumptions our simulated LFP, {(f),
is given by [158, 2a2]
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(4.16)

8o'is the extracellular resietance in &Ocm-r, I-(rr) is the membrane current for the

jth eornpartrnent of the ith cell, and r1i11 fu the dtstanee between a compa,rtnent aad

the sirnulated reeording electrode.

4.2.6 Cortical conneativiff and synapee location

Ftorn Chapter I (section 3.2.2) we derived a simple ecpreeeion for rynapse location that

is a fune-tion of intetcellular digtance and the relerrant sPace constants of the axonal

and the dendritie tree. I'or the case we consider here, in which we have approximated

our basal dendritic tre€ as thr.ee compartrnents, one proNinal and two distal, we set

the position of our synepos probabalbtically according to

pp(r) : 
Iu':*^" 

p(s, r)ds

pa(rl = (t-p)/z (4.r.7)

where p, is the probability of a synapae reiding ia a proximal co,mpartment ald pa

is the pmbability of a syn4pse residing in one of the distal conPartnents; Ev"aluating

thie orpression we getn

Pprctqdnat = ;61ft1;dtr-''l'"7tblb3/dt - 1l +2+r.b- b3[roa -A/s'J

1.a-' l o n (rb[rob * L - bz (r ua - t) I "1 * r oh + 2 - 6s[roa - zJ1 
"ol

az,r be-b:t (btr * 1) cosh (r/ro)

-ze-bl (robz'l a r"b + bttz + 2 + 2bt) sinh(r/ro) )

for r J lproaimol

Tne-rlt"
p.prwimat = ffit?-otl-razl - rrazl - r@ + uslz + 2 *Zat- r'aal - 2 + ra + rua)las

€(r)=*,_E_:,Eq#
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(4.18)

with

fofr
ro*re

fo|n.t

where I ig, the,length of the proxirnarl conpartme.nt ,and Q;5 is defined in equation 3.19.

The number of oynapses forrning betwcen our model ngurons was ealculated using

quatio,n 3,8 of Chapter 3, on the ba$is of 1570 iohibitory cells and 8570 excitatory

cells. This gave rise to a systematic asymrnetry between neurons that depe-nded on

lntercellula.r seperation.

4,2.6 Netwnrk o'oundary conditions and synaptic weight normalisa-

tion

Todeal wlth theefecte of finite net size wri,considered tiwotypes of boundaty conditions

: toroidal (evanesreat or periodic) and refleetive (or nrlll flux)- Toroidal bounds were

implemented by eonnectiag opposite edges of our squa,re a,rray to each other. Reflecting

eonnections that would have otherwise formed with neurons outeide the amay reeulted

in reflective bounds. Ftgure 4.3 illustrates these eonditions"

Because the n,urrber of synapses each of our model neuroils give or receive ie I€€s than

would be expeeted in real cortex synaptic wcights of type &, ur$, *ere scaled according

to

"[=ffi
where.Nj-,, b the number of synapees o type & received

(4.1e)

by a cell j in the sirnrllation
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Figure 4.3: Diagrammatic representation of the boundary condit'iotts used in the simulation

assuming a square anay of evenly spaced neurorui. (a) periodic boundary conditions which

is topologically equivalent to a toroid. (b) reflective or null flux boundary conditions.

and Nj,j is the estimated number of synapses of type /c received by cell j in cortex.

Nj,, is based on the results of section 3.3.1.

4.2.7 Experimental wave-pulse relationships

As outlined in Chapter 1 we are interested in the relationship between neural activity

at the microscopic or cellular level and the activity of aggregates of neurons at the

columnar or macroscopic level. To this end we need an empirical indice that allows

us to bridge events at these difierent levels. We have mentioned two - the simulated

local field potential and average pulse rates. However we need further to show that the

relationship between these two macroscopic variables generated by a discrete model

is capable of generating similar relationships as seen in empirical EEG. A convenient

way of assessing this relationship, which makes no assumption about the form of the

relationship, is by way of determining a conditional pulse probability surface. From

this we can empirically derive pulse probability sigmoid curves and pulse probability

waves as defined by Freeman [75, 76]. The method of determining such a relationship

from total pulse rate and EEG (or mean soma membrane potential) time series is now

outlined.

We take two time series. One representing the total excitatory pulse rate in a neural
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aggregate aod the otlrer repreenting the tFP potential generated by thee excitatory

cells (or ev€rage membrane potential). Each reeord consists of /V measurements. For

convenienee the IFP ib norma,lisd to unit standard dev,iation and zero- mean. The

probability density for EEG amplitude is thue calculated

P(u) - n,P,llN

Next a jolnt pulee-ar.rplltude probabiliff deneity is calculated,

the nurnber of pulse occurrences in each amplitude bin u.

q(tt)

I*o(")
.a

Pft; u) :

(4.a0)

P(pi4, where nr(o) is

(4.21)

(4.22)

(4.23)

The proba,bility density of p conditional on u can now be calculated as

PHd:H

At preent this only gtves a conditional density for simultaneoue neural evente. However

beeause real neu.ral rnasses and our mode-l have signiffcarit delays attributable to trams.

mitter r€$poog€s' sinaptic delaye and passive dendritic factors, we need a time"lagged

and lead form of equatlon 4.22. Thus we need to define a joint pulseamplitude-ttme

probablllty density, thus.

P(p; u;t) = o:(urt)

f,no(u, t)
Eiu

where ao{on t) is the number of pulse occuilences in e:ich amplitude bin lead or lagged

b,y time E.

Thua, usirrg Bay-es th-eorem, we can define a pube probability density conditional on

amplitude ,cnd time; i,e
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normalised pulse
probability

1.0

Figure 4.4: Experimental normalised conditional probability density for a single mitral-

tufted cell in the olfactory bulb of the rabbit, P(plu; t). Flom Freeman [?5]'

P(plr; q=W (4.24)

The range of lead and lag times generally depends on the dominant frequency in the

local field potential oscillations. Freeman used a range of t that varied from *25 rns

to -25 rns because of the dominance of 40 Hz oscillations in olfactory bulb local field

potentials [75, 76]. Figure 4.4 shows an empirical example of a surface arising from

equation 4.24. In this example shown P(plr;t) has been normalised by the mean pulse

probability, and the resulting surface is called a normalised conditional pulse probability

surface.
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4.2.8 Simulations

All simulations with written in the script language of GENESIS vl.x and were run using

a rirodified version of GENESIS 1.4 running on a 486 DX2/66 under BSDI v1.2. The

maximum number of cells simulated was 1600. The simulation time step was 0.1 ms,

however smaller time steps were tried to assure numerical convergence and stability.

Each simulation was run for between one and ten seconds using the various boundary

conditions outlined. Initial conditions were always set to the unperturbed resting state.

Input wasi an impulse at time t = 0 to between LTo and L\Vo of. the pyramidal cells to

the most proximal basal compartment (basat trunk). These values were chosen as being

representative of the magnitude of specific and non-specific subcortical input. Table

4.2 outlines the model parameters used in the simulation.

Table 4.2: Model parameters for homotypical cortex

symbol

R^

c^
Ro

R"

,ex ci t ot org, te 
t cat acor 9

,intribirory r rinhibit orv

E^

Eer"atatav

Einh;b;t-y

G-o" (excitatorY)

G-"" (inhibitory)

tabt

Te

(o-)
(0i)
t.
0o

definition

membra,ne resistivity

membrane capaci[ance per unit area

intracellular (axial) resistivity

extracellular resistivity per unit length

excitatory conductance time cons[antg

inhibitory conductance time consta.nts

resting membrane potential

excitatory equilibrium potential

inhibitory equilibrium potential

peak excitatory conductance

peak inhibitory conductance

absolute refractory Period

relative refractory period time constant

mean cell chreshqld

threshold variance

combined conduction and synaptic delays

maximum absolute refractory period threshold

value

7.04 k0cmz

0.7 pFlcmz

0.05 lc0cm

0.05 &O/crn

3,3 rns

10,10 rns

-70 mV

45 mV

-82 mV

4.0 x 10-8 mS/synaPse

8.0 x L0-8 rrrS/synapse

2ms

2O ms

-45 mV

5 mVz

0.75 rns

-20 mV
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4.3 Results

We examined the dynamics of network activity for twodistinct model types of pyramidal

cell The first is where we have used a reduced pyramidal cell model in which the

apical dendritic tree is omitted. [n this case the dendritic trees of both excitatory and

pyramidal cells are identical. The second case is where a complete pyramidal cell model

is used in which the apical dendritic compartment is as for the model layer 5 pyramidal

cell outlined in Figure 4.1 and Table 4.1.

4.3.1 Reduced pyramidal cell model

Figure 4.5 shows the mean soma membrane potential across all excitatory cells (Figure

4.5 a) and inhibitory cells (Figure 4.5 b) in response to a brief stimulating impulse, at

time t : 0, to a randomly chosen fraction (5%) of the excitatory cells. The notable

features are a dominant 13-14 Iy'z oscillation and a zero'phase delay between inhibitory

and excitatory cell population oscillations. This population dynamic was essentially

unchanged (Figure not shown) when reflective (or null flux) boundary conditions were

used. However increases in the mean excitatory threshold or decreases in the mean

inhibitory cell threshold by as little as 2 mV resulted in no oscillatory behaviour with

the network settling to a mean soma membrane potential resting state of -70 rnV

(resting membrane potential). Figure 4.6 shows the spatial pattern of activation for

one cycle of this oscillation, in which there appears to be a region of highly activated

celts from which a wave of activation spreads from left to right diagonally across the

cell array.

Figure 4.7 displays the time series of soma membrane potential for ten randomly cho-

sen neurons from the neuronal network. There is seen a variable phase relationship of

soma depolarisation between different cells. For instance the top two records are aP

proximately a quarter cycle out of phase. This is more clearly illustrated in Figure 4.8

where three randomly chosen cells soma and pulse firing time series are shown together

with the mean population soma membrane potential. The vertical dotted lines are an

attempt to show the phase relationship between population activity and the individual

cells soma membrane potential and spike output. The uppermost cell has simulated
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Figrrre 4.8: The averqBe gsma nembraqe potentiail for 1600 simuLaibed neutgris; 85% cxcita'

tory and 157o inhibitory cells, in reepoirse to a brief etimulating ieptise on a raodom 57o of

excitatory cells at tirne aem. N.etpork bqundary sendifioDs were toreidal. .AIl nodd neurons

were at tbeir rerting membrtme potential at time t = 0. Model pyramidat ceUg Uaa ao apical

dendrite, (a) meao ooma membrane for all excitotory cells @) mean soraa rnembrane for all

inhibitory ce[s.
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-81.3 mV

37.3 mV t=400 t=410 t= 42O

t=430 t= M0 t=450

t=460 t= 470 t=480

t=490 t=500

Figure 4.6: Spatio-temporal aciivity in a network of 1600 simuJated neurons' 85% excitatory

and 15% inhibitory cells, in response to a brief stimulating impulse on a random 5% of

excitator.y cells at time zero. Network boundary conditions were toroidal. All model neurons

were at their resting membrane potential at time t = 0. Model pyramidal cells had no apical

<lcnclrltc. Successive frames represenb snapshots of activity of the system taken at 10 ms

(ime intervals. For each frame the soma rnenrbrane potential of all participating excitatory

ancl inhibitory cclls is represented a.s a two dirnensional array of shaded squares. The value

of lhe nrernbrane polential for each neuron is shown i$ a gray scale ranging from -81.3 ntV

(light gra.y) to 37.'l mV (black). Botrndar.v condilions were toroidal.
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action potential firing 180 degrees out of phase with respect to the mean population

soma membrane potential, whereas the bottom two are approximately in phase with

respect to the mean population soma membrane potential. The pattern of cell firing is

a train of pulse bursts of varying length.

Figure 4.9 shows the correlation between widely spaced cells. The two cells shown are

separated by the maximum distance allowed by the network geometry when toroidal

boundary conditions are used. The maximum phase diference between these widely

spaced cells is much less than a quarter cycle.

4.3.2 F\rll pyramidal cell model

In this section we present the results for electrical network dynamics when a full pyra-

midal cell multicompartment model is used. In this model the pyramidal cell has a

"complete" apical dendritic tree, and thus it now makes sense to simulate the local

field potential (LFP). All connections were still local onto the basal compartments of

excitatory and inhibitory cells.

Figures 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12 show the population dynamics in response to a brief stimu-

lating impulse at t : 0 to a randomly chosen fraction (5%) of the excitatory cells. The

important feature to note is the appearance of two dominant frequencies of oscillation.

The simulated LFP and the respective mean population soma membrane potentials

consists of a fast oscillatory component (13-14 /12) modulated by a slower (x LH z)

component. As was seen for the reduced pyramidal cell model of section 3.3.1., exci-

tatory (Figure 4.11) and inhibitory (Figure 4.12) population activity is in phase with

each other. The use of reflective (null flux) boundary conditions had no effect on the

essential network dynamics. As for the reduced pyramidal cell model, increases in the

mean excitatory threshold or decreases in the mean inhibitory cell threshold by as little

as2 mV resulted in no oscillatory behaviour with the network settling to a mean goma

membrane potential resting state of -70 mV (resting membrane potential).

Figure 4.13 shows the spatial pattern of activation in response to a short excitatory

impulse to a randomly chosen fraction (5%) of the excitatory cells. As was seen for

network dynamics involving a reduced pyramidal cell dendritic model, activity propa-
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mean soma membrane potential

| | [ | l] ll lll lll lll ll ll ll
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100 mV

200 ms

Figure 4.8: Records of soma membrane potential and neuron state (spike output) for

three cells chosen at random from a network of 1600 simulated neurons (see Figure 4.6). The

top most graph is ihe mean soma membrane potential for sll cells in the simulation. The

dotted vertical lines are a diagramatic attempt to show the phase relationship between the

average cell membrane potential of the ensemble and individual neurons state and membrane

potential within bhe ensemble.
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Figure 4.9: Time series of the soma membrane potential of two cells separated by the

maximal distance allowed by bhe geometry of the two dimensional cellular array of Figure

4.6.

gates from left to right auoss the array. Other than this there is no apparent structure

to cell activation.

Figure 4.14 displays the time series of soma membrane potential for ten randomly chosen

neurons from the cell array. A variable phase relationship is of soma depolarisation

between different cells is found. This variable phase relationship is is illustrated more

clearly in Figure 4.15 where soma membrane potential and the associated axonal state

are displayed for three randomly chosen cells. This figure illustrates the finding that

cell firing (axonal state) may lead, lag or be in phase with soma depolarisation. It also

shows that the soma membrane potential may have a variable phase relationship with

respect to the associated local field potential.

Figure 4.16 shows a conditional probability surface for Ffulu; t) as a function of lead/lag

time and normalised local field potential, u, over all simulated pyramidal cells. Similar

results were obtained for inhibitory (stellate) cells (results not shown). P(plu;t), for

constant u, is an oscillatory function of the concomitant simulated LFP. The probabil-

ity of a cell firing will lead or lag the LFP because of time delays, due to transmission,
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Figure 4.10: The duulated local freld potartial from a'squqrG aqay of 1600 cells, 85%

ef,ci0atory and 1990 inbibitory celle, i+ reapooee to a brief ettmulating impulse on a,ftlndorn

5% of excitai,ory cells af time i;ero. Netw.ort bouadarJ condi'tiom were toroidal AII modd

neutoru were at iheir restiqg mqmbrane potential ab tinc t = O. Model cells lUd

aa apical dendritc. The simulaied dectnode was ffxed at a dblaace of l'8 mn absve the

centir of the square arra&
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Figure 4.1tr: The averagi sornE membrrane potential for rhe X365 gimulated ercltatory

Eeia.ons from a total atray of 1600 excita0ory and inhibitory neluttns! in rccponse to a blnief

stimqlating impulrc'- on a ra[dom 5% of excitatory cellg a[ tibe zerc. All nodcl nelrorrl]

urer€ at their rertfng membrane poiartial at time t = 0. Netrort bouudary conditions were

tsroidal (cee Figure 4.3).
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dendrite. Network boundary conditions were torcidal (see F'igtuB 4.3).
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-81.1mV

31.2 mV t = 15l0 t = 1520 t = 1530

t = 1540 t = 1550 t = 1560

Figure 4.13: Spatio-temporal ac[ivity in a network of 1600 simulated neurons' 85% exci-

tatory and 15% inhibitory cells, in response to a brief stimulating impulse on a random 5%

of excitatory cells at time zero. All model neurons were at, their resting membrane potential

ai time t : 0. Model pyramidal cells had an apical dendrite. Frames represent snapshots of

activity of the system taken at l0 ms time intervals. For each frame the soma membrane po'

tential of all participaling excitatory and inhibitory cells is represented as a two dimensional

array of shaded squares. The value of lhe membrane potential lor each neuron is shown as

a gray scale ranging from -81.1 rnV (light gray) to 31.2 rnV (black). Botrnclary conditions

rvere Loroidal.

t= 1570 t = 1580 t = 1590
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100 mV 500 ms

Figure 4.14: Activity of 10 neurons chosen at random from a simulaied network of 1600

neurons (Figure 4.13. Letters down the right side of the 6gure represen[ whether the time

series of soma membrane potential was from an excitatory (e) or an inhibitory (i) neuron.
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Figure 4.15: Records of soma membrane potential and neuron state (spike output) for

three cells chosen at random from a network of 1600 simulated neurons (Figure 4.f3). The

top most graph is the simulated local field poteniial.
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within our model network. Thus P(plu;t) for positive values of t gives the probabil-

ity of a cell firing conditional on the value of the local field potential being u, t ms

beforehand. Conversly P(plu;t) for negative values of t gives the probability that a

cell fired conditional on the value of the local field potential being a t ms later. Thus

Figure 4.16, for constant u, shows how the population activity as measured by the

LFP and the aggregate firing state are correlated in when separated in time. This

correlation is best represented by a pulse probability wauef7l]. The pulse probabil-

ity wave is constructed by averaging F'@lu;t) across the upper third of the range for

u > 0 (o 1u ( 3o), P+(t) (Figure4.18), and thelowerthirdof therangeforu ( 0

(-3o < u ( -o), P-(t)4(Figure 4.18. Figure 4.17 shows the pulse probability wave

P1t1 - {P+(r) - P-1t1112 derived from Figure 4.16. As we are also interested in

the relationship between LFP and aggregate pulse generation we also generate a pulse

probability curue (as defined by Freeman [75]) for our network. This is estimated by

averaging P@lu;t) over a selected number of lag times where Pa(r) is maximal and

where P-(t) is minimal. These averages are given respectively by P.,.(u) and P-(u).

Figure 4.19 shows such a curve, P1r; : {P+ (r) + P- (-u;}/2, generated from the data

of our simulation. Because there were not enough data points to adequately define

normalised values of LFP less than -2.5 or greater than 2 our curve has been truncated.

The result is a near linear relationship between LFP amplitude and pulse probability.

Figures 4.20 and 4.21 show calculated pulse probability waaes and pulse prcbabili'ty

affueE for two diferent values of network bias. Bias was varied by applying a static

excitatory input to the same randomly chosen fraction that was stimulated at time

t :0. The maximum excitatory bias (50) was equivalent a cell receiving 2.5 excitatory

synaptic events per millsecond. Figure 4.20 shows that the modulation amplitude

of pulse probability with respect to time lag increases with excitatory bias. Figure

4.21 illustrates the observation that excitatory bias increases the range of "measured"

Iocal field potential. The derived relationship between local field potential and pulse

probability is near linear for both cases of bias considered. In neither case is an upper

asymptote seen.

nP-(t) is assumed to be a mirror image of P+(t)[75].
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Figure 4.16: The conditional probability, P(plu; t), as a function of lag time t and z nor-

malised wave amplitude u for all 1365 excitatory cells in a 2 second 1600 cell simulation, in

response to a brief stimulating impulse on a random 5% of excitatory cells at time zero. Net-

work boundary conditions were toroidal. All model neurons were at their resting membrane

potential at time t = 0. Model pyramidal cells had an apical dendrite. Refer to section 4.2.7

for further details.
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dm&lE (mr)

Figure 4.17: Thic flgure illustrates the depeodence of the conditional probabili$ Fblo; t)

(deffued in section 4.2.7) tw dl sinulated pyramidal cellg on lae time (tine delaf) t. The

plotted conditisual probability w,as qbtaincd by avcraging acroqE the upper thiqd of [he rqnge

for z,norraalised u (Figure 4,16. Ttn reoulting a,urve ie callcd, in Fleenran's terminology, a

pulce p.rcMbilitg uroue. Flrther detailb can be found in the moqogrsPh bv'Fboenen t75l' A

fu[ pyrarnidal cell model was used, Eoundary'conditions were toroidal.
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Flgu-re 4,18: This figure illustrates the dependeaee of F+(c) tud F-(t) (defned in sectiou

a3.2) for all simulated cells on lag time (iine daay.) t for the conditionEl probabil-

ity. surface of Figure 4.16, The plotted conditiensl probabilltien werc obtained by avtrragiag

aeoes the qpp€r tbird o"d lower thirds r€sp€ctively of the rangg for z-normalised u.
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Flgure 4.19r This figrge ilhrotrates the depmdcnce of the conditional probability FHqt)
(defined ih wtion 4.2.7) for all eimulated pyraoidal cells on local field potentisl amplitude'

u. The plotted conditional probability was obtain-ed by aveagiug F(pfu;t) orrer the four

rralue of thc la,g time (time delay), 4014448 qnd 52 me ftoIu the conditioual proba'bility

snrfsc€ of Figure 4.16. The rcnrltin6 crirve ie callod, in Fbenqran's termiuolosr, t gube

prcbabiltil,41. olgmoid curoa hrrther detolls e611 be fsrrnd in the moaograph by Fleenan p5J.

A ftrll pyraqidal ccll model was used. Boundary conditions were toroidal.
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Figure 4.2o; ThiE ffgrrrc illwtratea the dependence of thc:conditisnal probability, P(plu; t)

(d€rffn€d in scciion 4.2.?) fot all linuldcd pyramidal celb on lag time (time delay) f for two

vahres of, excitatory bias in respoEse !o a brief scirrnrlo0ing irryrrlse olrto a raudomly choeea

57o of all excitatory cdlg. Excitatory bias wae applied to a randomly dooen fraction (5%)

of all excitatory cells. The maximun bias was equivalent to the excita0ed cell rcceiving 2.5

excita8ory qyaaptic events per millieecond. Ttre plottcd conditional pmbability was obtained

by averaging acnsss the upp€r ;thfud of the rauge for anormalised u. The,rcarilting ari'rc ig

callcd, in Flcemahls terminolog4 a pitk, prubabrUry urcue. F\,rrther details eao be fqrsd itr

6he monograph by Fbeernan F4. Modot pyranidal celk had an apical dendritc. Boundary

coudltions were toroldal. All msdel ncuroirs weFe at their resting membraFg potential at

time t:0.
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S'igure 4.2X: This ffgure illustrates the dependenee, of [,he condi'ti,ona,l probabili$ FHu;4
(defilad in section 4.!.7) for all simulated py,ranidal ceils sn tocal field potenbial a'mp[fude"

u f,or two vatueo of orcitatory bias in terpoiue to a brief stimulating impube olto a randouly

chooea 57o of all otcitatory cells. Exeitatory biall wasryplied to arandorly choseD ftattion

(O/") * at excitatory eelle. The rnarimun biiu* wiu eqniralent to the excibated cell r€cciving

2.5 €rccitdtory Eynaptic everrts per uillisecond. The plotted condtional p.robabtli-i'y wac

obtained by aspragbg Fbl";{ ovs the foui valueg of the lag Line (time deby)' 4O-'44,4t

and 52 ns fiom [he condi[ionel probatiility gurfirce of Flgure 4,X6. The reoulttng arrve is

cale4 iE Fbeeman's t€rminole$ a pulse probahiilitv aigmoid curue. Flrrther details can be

found in the uouoglaph by F}eeman p5J. Model pyr.amidat celle bad an apical dcndrite.

Boundary coniliJions were toroidal. ,Nl modeJ n€ulons were at their reeting mcmbrane

potcntial at, Einie, I = O
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4.4 Discussion

Below we discuss some of the major features of our neurocomputional model of he'

motypical cortex. We have investigated the case of a piece of cortex in which only

local (intra-cortical) connections are present based on the anatomical considerations of

Chapter 3.

4.4.1 Model channel kinetics

Our computational model of homotypical cortex considered only two distinct neural

subpopulations: excitatory pyramidal cells and inhibitory stellate cells. Both excitatory

and inhibitory synaptic actions were characterised by a relatively rapid time to peak.

This corresponds biologically to "fast" synaptic transmission in which the receptor and

channel are part of the same transmembrane protein complex [57]. In these so called

ionotropic rcceptors the ligand is a neurotransmitter and its binding to the receptor

leads to the opening of the associated ionophore. Our model excitatory synapses had a

time course of action corresponding to glutamate AMPA/kainate type receptor kinetics.

AMPA/kainate 5 glutamate receptors are among the most prominent receptors found

in central synapses, mediating fast excitatory transmission with a time course of action

of between 3 and l0 nzs [57, 56]. The AMPA/kainate receptor has been identified as

an ionophore for both Na+ and Caz+ l+zl.

There exists a second type of glutamate-mediated ionotropic channel found in central

synapses having a time course significantly slower than than the AMPA/kainate type.

This is the NMDAU typ" glutamate receptor. Patch clamp studies in the hippocampus

reveal a time course of action of the order of 100 to 200 rns [i30, 111]. This chan-

nel type was omitted from consideration in our simulation on the basis of insufficient

physiological and anatomical data f<ir its distribution in neocortex.

Our modeled inhibitory post-synaptic potentials had a time constant of 10 rns and a

reversal potential of -82 rnV (see table 4.2). Biologically this corresponds to the channel

5AMPR (o-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methylisoxazole-4- proprionic acid) and kainic acid are potenb amino

acid agonists selective for a particular receptor subtype that binds Lglutamate [175, 103, 42,255]
6NMDA (N-methyl-D-aspartic acid) is another potent conformationally restricted agonist of L

gluLamic acid
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kinetics of the ionotropic GABA,I receptor in response to presynaptic GABA (gamma

amino butyric acid) release. GABAzT receptors are primary mediators of inhibitory

currents in the central nervous system [58, 6, 126] and have a relatively fast time course

wiih a time constant of between 5 and 20 ms [16a]. The reversal potential associated

with the GABA,a synaptic current (mediated by a well documented Cl- conductance

[58, 6]-, 112, 150, 220,242,137]) has been estimated to be between -94 mV [54] and -65

mV l2|2l depending on the cortical area studied.

In piriform cortex 1239, 2421and hippocampus [181, 182, 180J GABA/ receptors are

thought to be activated by the release of GABA from the presynaptic terminals of local

interneurons receiving input primarily from local pyramidal intracortical axonal fibres.

Because the synapses are generally located on proximal dendrite or the cell body, the

resulting inhibition is said to have a shunting etrect [174].

In our model we have only considered inhibitory synapses having the kinetics of GABA,I

receptors. However another receptor type, GABA6, has also been identified as a

postsynaptic target for central GABA release [163, 169, 105, 126]. In the case of

GABAa receptors a K* channel is gated through the action of a G protein cascade

[4, 105, 32, 33, 19, 95]. In this case the channel is independent of the receptor and chan-

nel gating occurs through the production of an intracellular second messenger. Such

receptors are called metabotropfc [56, 57]. In contrast to GABA1 receptors, GABAg

receptor mediated channel kinetics are characterised by a much slower time course of

activation giving rise to IPSPs having time constants of the order of 150 to 200 ms

[150, 220, 170, 163,32,33]7

GABAB receptors have been shown to have a differential distribution within the cor-

tical layers. In area CA3 of the hippocampus GABA3 receptors were found to be

preferentially located on the apical dendrites of pyramidal cells [181, 182, 180]. These

GABAa were found to be presynapiic to interneurons (sfratum oriens interneurons)

lying in the deeper layers of CA3 cortex and to more superficial interneurons (stratum

radiatum interneurons). GABAg receptors have also been identified in the upper most

7oth.r receptors such as cholinergic muscarinic (M2), noradrenergic (o?), serotonergic (5HT-1),

dopaminergic (D2), adenosinergic (Al) and histaminergic are likely to act through the same G-protein

based mechanisms as GABAg [32, 33]. Because of their long time course and the frequently observed

lack of spatial specificity such neurotransmitters are often referred to as neuromodulators[146].
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layers of rat frontal agranular cortex [127], rat primary visual cortex [1a] and cat pri-

mary auditory cortex [171] both on the apical dendritic trees of pyramidal cells and in

association with sparse numbers of putatively identified interneurons.

If local inhibitory interneurons (stellate cells) are assumed to be dominantly presynap

tic to GABA/ receptors, what cell type or types, in homotypical neocortex, are presy-

naptic to GABA3 receptors ? A possible contender is the morphologically identified

Martinotti cell of Braitenberg [30, 28, 27, 26). Martinotti cells, according to Braiten-

berg's classification, are one of the three major types of neurons found in neocortex

[30], the other two being pyramidal and stellate neurons (see section 2.1). Martinotti

cells have a number of features of interest. Firstly, the axon of the Martinotti cell leaves

the cell body travelling upwards in a vertical direction, opposite to that of pyramidal

cells. In the majority of cases studied this axon reaches the uppermost layer of cortex.

The Martinotti cell axon is thought to branch diffusely in layer I of neocortex and to

contribute to the surface parallel conduction system. Secondly, there appear to be two

types of Martinotti cells defined by their location, upper (or short axon) Martinotti

cells in the middle layers and lower (or long axon) Martinotti cells in the deeper layers

of cortex [30]. Third and final, Martinotti cells are presynaptic to type II synapses

as identified by electroni-micrography, implying that these neurons are putatively in-

hibitory. The distinction of two types of central synapses, type I and type II, ba,sed on

the morphology as determined by electron-micrography was due to Gray [94] with later

refinements by Colinnier [41]. The interpretation of type I synapses being excitatory

and type II synaspes being inhibitory was largely due to Uchizono [229] on the basis of

studies of the anatomy and physiology of the cerebellum.

Figure 4.22 shows a diagram of the major inhibitory local circuit connections hypothe-

sised to exist in homotypical neocortex on the basis of the previous discussion and the

anatomical arguments and evidence of Chapter 3. We have not included the effects

of Martinotti cells in our simulation as presently there is little or no anatomical data

on which to base or derive estimates of synaptic connectivity between Martinotti cells

and the other two types of o[ neurons. It is interesting to note that a similar schema

of local inhibitory connectivity has been proposed for piriform cortex [242, 239] and'

hippocampus [181].
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4.4.2 Model stability and limit cycle behaviour

Small decreases in the mean threshold of the inhibitory cell population or small increases

in the mean threshold of the excitatory cell population by as little as 2 mV switched

network dynamics from sustained limit cycle oscillation to a sustained non-oscillatory

dynamic (always the resting state), in response to a short duration excitatory stimulus.

The limit cycle oscillations of local field potential were at about LB Hz, comparable

to the frequencies found in mammalian EEG [158, 160]. Whether this bistability is a

genuine feature of neural networks incorporating a systematic asymmetry of connection

or is due to limitations in network size will have to await larger more detailed models.

In simulations where the pyramidal cell model had apical compartments (see Figure

4.1), the simulated LFP consisted of a fast oscillatory component (= 13 ,IIz) modulated

by aslower component (x L Hz). While we have no direct cortical electrophysiology on

which to base comparisons it is notable that similar oscillations are found in piriform

cortex [73, 75] where a dominant 4A Hz frequency is modulated by slower, 3-8 Hz,

component. Computational models of piriform cortex dynamics have indicated that this

slow component coincides with the activation of a long duration feed-forward inhibitory

process 1239,242). As we have only included *fast' synaptic transmission in our model

the basis for our slow component may instead be due to network topology and thus

connectivity.

Interestingly no phase difference was found between the population oscillations (as de'

termined by the mean soma membrane potential) of simulated excitatory or inhibitory

cells. This is in contrast to expectation in which it has been hypothesised [75, 78, 8t', 82]

that inhibitory and excitatory population oscillations should be a quarter cycle out of

phase. However such a hypothesis, based on models of olfactory bulb dynamics, de'

emphasised the effects of excitatory-excitatory and inhibitory-inhibitory synapses, and

concluded that the addition of these connections would complicate this simple picture

[81].

The pulse densities (pulse rates) associated with the network dynamics ranged from

10 pulses per second per cell up to 120 pulses per second per cell during sustained

network limit cycle oscillation. However it is well known that recordings from cortex

indicate that background cortical activity gives rise to pulse rates of the order of 1-
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10 s-l 175,, 76,16, 177]. Such low rates may be yielded from our model if the mean

threshold of either the excitatory or inhibitory populations can be modified. It is

expected that the mean threshold of a population could be modified by providing the

mernbers of the neural ensemble with an excitatory or inhibitory bias that varies on

a time scale slower than that of the integration times of the individual neurons. For

instance providing inhibitory cells with an excitatory bias of the order of 2 mV would

allow network mean soma membrane potential to decay to a resting state of -70 rnV.

Providing the pyramidal cells with a mean inhibitory bias of 2 mV may also result

in network dynamics transiting from sustained limit cycle oscillation to a stable point

attractor. Such an inhibitory bias could be provided by GABA6 mediated feedback

inhibition from putative Martinotti cells (see Figure 4.22). GABAB mediated inhibition

has a time course of action of between 100 to 200 ms much longer than the integration

times of either local inhibitory or excitatory cells (see previous section)' Such inhibition'

known to exist in the hippocampus, has been successfully incorporated into a model of

the origin of the hippocampal theta rhythm [226,2241.

4.4.3 Ensemble properties of the model

Despite the highly non-linear character of each neuron the aggregate properties of the

mass were found to be near linear over the range of simulated local field potential as

determi4ed by calculating conditionol probability surfaces. Often it is assumed that

the relationship between local field potential and pulse probability (or pulse density)

is sigmoid in shape 175, 237, 238] and is a reflection of the distribution of neuronal

thresholds within the relevant neural populations (see Section 2.1.1). The distribution

of thresholds in our model was Gaussian with a mean at -45 mV. However apart from

an identifiable lower asymptote in the pulse probability curves there is no suggestion

that the relationship between local field potential and pulse probability is sigmoid.

These curves appear more to be J-shaped. J-shaped pulse probability curves, as well as

U- or V- shaped distributions, are found for many olfactory bulb and piriform cortex

neurons [76]. Our simulated conditional probability surfaces should be compared with

those experimentally obtained from the olfactory bulb (Figure 4.4). The difference in

the time scale is attributable to the differences between the dominant oscillation found

in the olfacbory bulb (a0 ff:) and the dominant frequency of oscillation found in our
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simulation (= I3 Hz).

Thus as a first approximation this model putatively justifies the assumption of consid-

ering pulse probability (or inferred pulse density) of either the excitatory or inhibitory

subpopulations as linearly related to the local field potential (or infered mean soma

membrane potential) of the respective neural ma,ss. The implications of this are that

the linear approximations frequently used in continuum models of electrocortical dy-

namics may be justifiable. However we have only investigated model behaviour over a

limited range of inputs and bias.

lncreasing the excitatory tone to a small fraction of excitatory cells increased the modu-

lation amplitude of the calculated pulse probability waue. This implies that subsequent

model dynamics are more strongly influenced by action potential events that happened

in the past. Thus one effect of an exogenous (excitatory) bias is to increase the corre'

lation time scale for distributed neural events in time.

For two differing values of excitatory bias the resultin g pulse probability c?rue.s wete

near linear. Both cases had identifiable lower asymptotes (Figure 4'21) but no clear

upper asymptotes other than those that could be ascribed to the limits of the simulated

local field potential range. One thing was clear however, changes in bias increased the

range of the simulated local field potential. Further simulations with bias applied to

a larger fraction of neurons is required to ascertain the existence of upper asymptotes

and whether they are clearly related to the extant tone applied to the network.

4.5 Directions for F\rrther Work

In addition to incorporating the effects of GABAa mediated inhibition into our model,

it would also be desirable to compute synaptic conductances based on kinetic models

of receptor binding. We have computed the time course of synaptic events using a

stereotyped time-varying conductance waveform. The principle drawback with this

approach is there is no natural provision for the saturation of synaptic conductance.

There exist computationally efficient methods for calculating synaptic conductance

based on kinetic models of receptor binding [55].
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Our networks have been limited to a maximum size of 1600 simulated neurons. Each

participating neuron connects, on the average, with 150 to 250 other neurons. This is

still at least an order of magnitude less than what one finds anatomically [30]. Thus it

is yital to increase network szie to better study the efects of network asymmetry and

to confirm the findings made to date.

We have only considered the dynamics of networks which have local (intracortical)

connections only. To incorporate the effects of longer range fibres, the isotropic and

anisotropic cortico-cortical fibres, will mean either larger networks or the construction

of sparsely sampled networks. In sparsely sampled networks the properties of single

modeled cells are retained but the synaptic strengths are adusted to compensate for

the missing neurons and interneuronal conduction delays are increased to reflect the

scale over which the long range connections operate [242].

Our model network has only been considered with two types of input. Firstly a excita-

tory bias term representing the effects of non-specific subcortical input. Secondly the

network is driven by an impulse of short duration representing a component of specific,

say thalamic, input. Other forms of input such as pink-noise and oscillatory inputs of

various frequency and waveform representing more accurately the form of subcortical

input need to be tried. For instance a small fraction of cortical excitatory neurons (say

l-lVo) could be submitted to an oscillatory input that mimics thalamic activity [53].

For instance such oscillatory activity could be generated by a phenomenological model

of the thalamic oscillations. Such a model was introduced by Rose and Hindmarsh [185]

and is capable of accounting qualitatively for some of the electrophysiological properties

of thalamic neurons such as the coexistence between resting and oscillatory activity.

We also need to consider issues relating to the veracity of our model neurons. The two

most important concerns that will need to be addressed are those of synaptic plasticity

and the possibility of the existence of active dendrites.

Evidence exists for both somatic and dendritic action potential initiation in hippocam-

pal CA1 pyramidal neurons [207, 138]. Following action potential initiation the effects

of anterograde and retrograde dendritic propagation could influence neuronal function

in a number of ways. Firstly action potentials could summate with excitatory post-

synaptic potentials or act to shunt dendritic membrane thus having localised effects on
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dendritic membrane functioning. It has also been found that action potentials propar

gating in a retrograde fashion are capable of directly opening Ca2* channels and thus

may modify synaptic strength over either localised or wider areas of dendrite [138].

We have purposefully avoided arbitrarily modifying synaptic weights in our model as

currently there is no quantitative data on which to base such modifications. However it

has been found in other similar computational models of electrocortical behaviour that

increasing excitatory-excitatory strength increases the dominant frequencies ofpopula.

tion oscillation [239, 226]. In a computational model of rhythmic population oscillations

in area CA3 of the hippocampus reducing the effmt of 'fast" inhibition (corresponding

to GABAI kinetics) resulted in a decrease in the frequency of (synchronised) popu-

lation oscillations [226]. Biologically such modifications may be due to the effects of

changes in cellular excitability of inhibitory and excitatory neural populations. Such

changes in neural excitability may be effected by the widespread activation of neuro-

modulators. For instance at the level of individual neurons catecholamine (noradrenalin

and dopamine) release increases the responsivity of cells to excitatory and inhibitory

inputs [194, 72, 40, 246]. As with many other neuromodulators the release of nora-

drenalin and dopamine occur over wide areas of cortex and the postsynaptic effects of

the release of these catecholamines are long lasting [136]. Thus it may be reasonable to

make arbitrary widespread changes in synaptic weight in order to assess the putative

effects that such neuromodulation may have on model dynamics.
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Chapter 5

A continuum model of

electrocortical activity

5.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2 we critiqued continuum models of electrocortical activity. In this chapter

we extend the model of Lopes da Silva to take into account the full complement of local

feedforward and feedback interactions and also include the efects of long range isotropic

fibres. The topology of the connectivity is id.entical to that of Figure 3,8. The state

variable which will be of interest is the mean soma membrane potential of excitatory

cells in a small volume of cortex. Based on reasoning given in Chapter 2 we expect the

temporal and spatial dynamics of the soma membrane potential to be a reflection of the

associated local field potentials (LFP). Rather than repeating technical details we will

write an integral form of the equations describing local and global cortical dynamics

without comment, referring the reader to Chapter 2 for exact derivations.

The local model is formulated under the following assumptions

. our model cortex is an infinite one dimensional chain of excitatory and inhibitory

neurons.

o long rangefibres (cortico'cortical) synapseon both excitatory andinhibitory cells.

o delays attributable to local axonal conduction delays are considered negligible.

o our model cortex consists of two well defined populations of neurons ( excitatory
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and inhibitory).

o the postsynaptic response is linear and time invariant.

o all synaptic couplings are additivel

,r synaptic and dendritic delays are considered fixed.

. as a first approximation refractory periods are ignored.

o modulation of external input occurs only as excitatory on excitatory cells.

5.2 Technical formulation

The membrane potentials at the soma of excitatorY, h"(t,t), and inhibitory, h;(c,t),

cells as a function of time and space are given by

1t ( rt' .. f foo
h"(r,t * r) : 

Jo 
G^(t - t')dt' 

Uo 
,"t' - t")dt" 

V" J_*E(x,t")p""(lx - xl)d,x

* o" 
Io* 

f @)au l]*rr",r" -l' -xl)cr*(lc - xl)dx + p"(*,t'1]

fo" 
c,{r' - t")d,t"V, l:I(X,t")B;"(lx - xl)d'x* o,(', r")]}

1t ( rt' -.r f6
h;(x,t { r) = Jo 

G^(t - t')dt 
\Jo 

G"(t' - t")dt" 
V" J_*E(x,t")B"i(ln - xl)dx

+ o" 
Io* 

f @)du I]*ur*,r" -l' 
-:xl)ou;(lc - xl)dx + q"(', t")]

ttt f

J, G;(t' - t")dt't 
lr, I:I(x,t")B;"(la - xl)d,x* si(r, t"l])ts'rl

where p,q represent local input to each neural subpopulation. .E(c,t)rI(x,t) are the

number of excitatory and inhibitory cells becoming active per unit time at time f at

r, respectively. G",Gi are the time invariant postsynaptic transmitter impulse r+

sponses, and r is a fixed delay representing the effects of fixed synaptic and dendritic

delays. The conduction delay associated with the long range fibres is lz - Xllu,, and

the Bii,(r),a;;,(c) are functions describing the expected number of synapses given by

one cell to another separated by a distance c for short and long range connectivity

respectively. These functions are considered spatially homogeneous and "stationary".

I Chapter 2 provides a discussion on this point
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The effrct ofpasoive mernbrane time cons,tant is reBrsentd by the norma,lised f.unctlon

G^(t). All other symbols have ben previouely detnd in Chapter 2. As E and f, will

in gene.ral be nonlinear functions of h",h; we need to linearis€ equations 5.1 ao*out some

homogeneous steady state (not n€a€Fsarjly,stable) in order for then to be solv"able. To

see thie given (.8s,I") we can find inhomogeneoue terms p.(art)rp;(srt)rq.(xrt), ft(t,t)
euch that (h.,hi) is an homogeneous steady state. Thus the following linear assumption

ig made

Fh / OE\5E = \fi) ,=u.tu"
= QuH"

8I=

The posteynaptic traosmitter impuhe reponse is described, for simplieity, by a second

order impulse reponse with two equal rea,l poles, the eo called *al.pha" funetion. Thue

G.(t) : AatexP[L-ot] for f )0

= 0 for t<0

Gi({ = Ebtexp[l- bt] for t > 0

- 0 for C<0

where A and B a,re the respetive peak amplitudes of the postsynaptic potentials in

say mV, and a and 6 are the respective rate constants in say o-1. The nalues chosen

for thc postsynaptic tlme eonstants eorrespond to 'Tast' exeitatory (AMPAlkain:ate

kinetics) and (fast" inhibitory (GA.BAA kinetics)r (see section 4"4.1 fos'futher details),.

The efect of a passive membrane time constant is given sinnply by

G--(t) = ercp[-e4 for t)0
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and for simplicity is normalised to unit

The form of the short (intracortical)

functions are given respectively by

9ii'@)

aii'@)

f@ f6
P" I 0""dx * P" I

.t -6 J -OO

o" l*

= 0 for t<0

"amplitude", and will have units of say s-l 2

and long range (corticecortical) connectivity

and are subject to the following normalisation conditions

bl,, expl-\y,xl

6i;, exp[-A;;,r]

fr;"dc =

0;;dx =

N!+N:

ruf+ru;

(5.2)

-/%

- Nr (5.3)

a""dx + p, I:
a";d,t ! O, l:B.;ita * o" I*

where N" and N; are the total number o[ synapses on the dendrites of excitatory and

inhibitory cells 3

The conduction speeds in myelinated axonal fibres are almost linearly related to axon

diametei[234], with a gradient of about 5.5 ms-rptr,-I. Humans studies of the dis-

tribution of axonal fibre diameter reveal a sharp peak at about I-1.5 p,m for callosal

fibres[223]. Thus we would expect conduction velocities in myelinated cortico-cortical

fibres to be sharply peaked around 5.5 - 8.25 rn s-I. Direct measurements of propaga-

tion velocities in callosal fibres of Rhesus monkeys have confirmed conduction velocities

in the range of 6 - Orns-l[2f6]. For.this reason we have ignored the dispersive effects

hp".tfi""Jly G,(t) -td^G"(r) r"p.. the postsynaptic curent generated in response to one presy-

naptic action potential. This convolved with the passive membrane impulse response gives lhe soma

membrane potential at time f. However to simplify notation and to reduce the number of free parame-

ters in this treatment we have "folded" the amplitude of an EPSP or IPSP measured at the soma into

our definitions of G,(t) and G.(t), and separated out the effects of the passive membrane time constani

as a normalised impulse response,G-(t).
3This i" assuming that synapses from subcortical locations make up a negligible fraction of all

synapses. Chapter 3 contains a discussion on this point as well as derived forms for the prr,.
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of variatlons in ttre conduction velocitie in myeligated axond fibres and thug have

asumed that the couductioo velocitiee ane:shatply peaked around a mean rralue i.e

f'(ul:d(u-a)

Deftning the Fourier transforrnn F(&,arl, of a functioq /(c, t) as

te roo k{ptii,a (8.4)F(ft,t,r) - J_* J-* I@,t) exp[-j(art * i

5.1 give in tte frequency and wavenum,ber domains the following olpression

fon eNcltatory activity {

E,(k,d): ffi"(&,r) (5.5)

where P(k,u\ is the modulation of elteitatory input to enccitatory cells, and

tv(,b,ar) : (jw+zfflgw+")($.+ks){fut.,+b)?(fd+lsz)fftr +z/r\(iu+c)+ Itl\;;bgi;$w-z/r)I

x {(A,i + i u /vI2 + /c2}{ (4"" + it, / u)' + etX}3" + e') (A} + fr?) (5.6)

D(k,w\.= (rn?"*&2X"\3r+fts1:ffCI+$)'(.\1+&2)blr+ ulr)(iu+o)+ K;Xatfilu-u/rilx

{6"; + iw/u)2 + ftz}[{ (ilea+ i'u/u)2 + t}1'r1+ k2)(xr" {alr)Qw + cl -
K,(ju - zlr\(hi"(Ao" * iw/u)(x?*+ &2) + r""d"t(A* 11u/vl2 + k2))l+

K 
"K;\;,&Uu - z /r\2 (x!r+ k2xr3" + ft'X (A'" + i, /r)z + &21 x

(bFdA* + i{.rl{,) (}3 + *2) + A"i4, { (noi + iu / ula + Icr })

where

Re : ZePrAoQo

/{,i = ZeUtsbQ;

{As we are dealing with a causal systcm it is msre corr,eet to vicry the ForuiO trangfiorm rritb r,especf

bo time as a Laplace tmlrsforrn with $.r = c.

(5.7)
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where a rational (Pad6) approximation has been used for the exponential term in the

frequency domain resulting from the fixed synaptic and dendritic delay and e = 2.718....

5.3 Numerical results

While it can be shown that the inverse transform of N(ft,ar)/D(k,u) exists, performing

the inverse transform involves the extraction of high order polynomial roots which is

not practical analytically. However all the important properties may be obtained by

considering perturbations that are spatially and temporally periodic i.e the input term

has a well defined Fourier series expansion in space and time. Thus we are able to

analyse the transfer function in the following complementary ways.

o Phase magnitude (Bode) plots for fixed Qo,Q; as a function of real k and ar

o 20log1s lI/"(k,r)l - power.

r Arg(H"(k,r.l)) - phase.

o phase difference, Arg(//"(&,c^.,))-Arg(Hi(&,u)), between excitatory and in-

hibitory populations.

o Solutions to D(&,o) :0
r Solutions in k. This is equivalent to

P(k,ar) = d(ar - wo) e P(a,t) - d(c) exp[-jo't] (5.8)

i.e sinusoidal driving of frequency uo at c = 0, for

o varying c.ro, fixed Qu,Q; (dispersion relationship)

e fixed c.ro, varying Q.,Q; (root-loci plot)

o Solutions in r^.'. This is equivalent to

P(k,w) = d(k - ko) Q P(x,t) - 6(t)exp[-jlc'c] (5'9)

i.e a impulse at f = 0 with fixed spatial frequency ko, for

o varying /co, fixed Qr,Q; (dispersion relationship)

o fixed &o, varying Q",Q; (root-loci plot)

We analyse the transfer function for the following physiologically realistic cases

o intracortical connections are present only and 1"" = ,\";, l;; : Ai"
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pararneter

Ni, total cortico-cortical connections per inhibitory cell

Nf , total corticecortical connections per excitatory cell

Nf , totd intracortical connections per inhibitory cell

Nf ,total intracortical conneciions per excitatory cell

Ac", corticocoriical e + e leng&h scale

A.a, cortice.cortical e -+ i length scale

1., intracortical e -l e, d length scale

I;, intracortical i -r e,i length scale

p", excitatory cell ttdensitY"

pi, inhibiiory cell "density'

E, mean cortico'cortical conduction velocity

A, EPSP peak amplitude

B, IPSP peak amplitude

a, EPSP rate constanl

b, IPSP rate constant

c, passive membrane rate constant

r, combined synaptic/dendritic delay

value units

2000

4000

3570

3570

0.4 cm-r

0.65 cm-l

10.0 mm-l

20.0 mm-I

38.1 mm-l

6.7 mm-r

7.O ms-l

0.18 mV

0.37 mV

3OO s-r

65 s-r

100 s-r

lms

Table 5.1: Anatomical and physiological parameters used in the numerical solutions of

equations 5.6 and 5.7

. as above but with cortico'cortical fibres included

Table 5.1 summarises anatomical and physiological parameter values used in subsequent

numerical calculations.

Roots to D(,t,@) :0 were calculated using the Jenkins-Traub method as implemented

by Maple. Convergence for each complex root was confirmed by resubstitution of the

resulting solution.

5.3.1 Intracortical (short-range) connectivity

Because of the similarity of the branching statistics of basal pyramidal and stellate cell

clendrite it is not unreasonable to expect that Ao" : )ci = )",.1;; = ,\;o : ); 5' The

ssee Table 3.1 for quantitative data
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resulting transfer function for the local case was determined by setting truu = 0 and

A"i :0, and cancelling out respective terms in N(k,o) and D(k'ar)-

Mignitude and phase plots as a function of real & and ar

If it is assumed that input to our model one'dimensional cortex can be decomposed

into a Fourier series in ,t and u;, then the magnitude plots would be the expected

spectrum of our output variable, H",if the input is spatio-temporal white noise. This

interpretation is predicated on the assumption that our model cortex is stable for all

real values of ar and ,t. Unstable values of ar and k will complicate, but not invalidate

the interpretation, of these bode plots [140]. Thus our model cortex may still be viewed

as a bandpass filter that selects out particular temporal and spatial frequencies form

the subcortical input.

The four magnitude plots in Figure 5.1 summarise the effects of varying Q" and Q;- Q"

and Q; represent linearisations of E(hu(o, t)) and I(h;(u,t)). If .E and / are assumed to

be monotonically increasing with soma membrane potential, and bounded above and

below by either fixed or variable asymptotes, then Qo and Q; represent the slope of

these functions for some value of h! and hi. Thus fixed Q, and Q; may be interpreted

as implying some extent (excitatory or inhibitory) bias to the respective populations

of excitatory and inhibitory neurons. In addition variable Q" and Qi maY represent

parametrically the non-linear functions E(h"(x,t)) and I(h"(c,t))' Also as Ku and I(i

covary with Q" and Q; variations in .I(o and /(; may also be due to variations in the

peak amplitudes of the postsynaptic potentials (A,B) and the respective transmitter

time constants (a,b).

The magnitude plots show that increasing Qi has a dominant effect in determining

whereabouts a peak lies with respect to real values of a.r. Increasing Q; increases

this value of a.,. Varying Qi from 3 s-rmV-| (pulses per second per millivolt) to

\b s-LmV-l changes the peak in the powerspectrum from 0 rads-r to 50-60 rads-r.

The effect of increasing Q" is to change the relative amplitude of this peak 6. Q" is also

6Thus, using a circuit analogy, this is equivalenl to a change in the quality factor of the neural

circuib resonance
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dominant in determining the phase difference between the excitatory input, P(k,u),

and the excitatory cells soma membrane potential, H"(k,u) (Figure 5.2). For input

frequencies from 0-100 rad,s-r the output lags the input. Q;, for this locally connected

ca,se has no efiect in determining this phase. However as we would expect, the effect of

varying Q; in determining the phase difference between the excitatory and inhibitory

subpopulations is more significant (Figure 5.3). Increasing 8t has the efect of causing

a phase reversal between excitatory and inhibitory neural ma.sses such that the phase

of the excitatory activity lags that of inhibitory activity for real frequencies less than 40

rad, s-L . It is interesting at this stage to note that nowhere in frequency is a r /2 phase

difference (excitatory leading) seen between the different cell populations as has been

hypothesised [75, 81]. For example the phase difference at 60 rad,s-l (about human

alpha) is closer to rf 4.

Solutions to D(ku): 0 for real ar

The numerical dispersion relationships as a function of real c.r are shown in Figure 5.4

for three different pairs of Q" and Qi. The existence of any appreciable travelling wave

phenomena requires that the ratio of wavenumber, Re(k), and spatial decay llm(k)l
is much greater than 2r. For ar = 80 rad,s-r and Q" = 15.0 this ratio is about 0.4

for the mosts weakly damped branch. This is similar to that found by Lopes da Silva

and co-workers for cortically recorded alpha in the dog [186] 
7. For other frequencies

this ratio is much less. Thus we can conclude that there is no appreciable propagating

wave-like phenomena as all branches are aerg heavily spatially damped. It is possible

that extreme values of Q" and/or Q; will produce some wave-like phenomena.

Solutions to D(k,u) = 0 for real h

The numerical dispersion relationships as a function of real & are shown in Figure 5.5

for three different pairs of Q" and Q1. Of the two branches only one is sufficiently

weakly damped to warrant our attention. However even this branch is heavily damped,

TSee section 2.1.3 for further details
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and only for small values of & (long wavelength delta'impulse in time excitation) is

there any appreciable oscillatory phenomena.

Solutions to D(k,u) = 0 in complex k for fixed real r.r as a function of narying

Q" and, Q;

Figure 5.6 shows root-loci plot for two fixed values of o as functions of varying Q"

and Q;. These root-loci plot confirm the high spatial damping seen in the dispersion

relationships. However they also illustrate some pseudo-orthogonality between the

effects of varying Q, and Q;. Q; weakly affects spatial damping. Increasing Q; reduces

spatial damping. In contrast Qo afects wavenumber (spatial frequency). Increasing Q"

increases the wavenumber in response to a fixed sinusoidal input.

Solutions to D(&,u) :0 in complex c,; for fixed real k as a function of rrarying

Qu and. Q;

Figure 5.7 shows root-loci plot for two fixed values of k as a function of Q" and Q;.

These root-loci plot show that only for small k, large Q, and large Q; does significant

oscillatory phenomena emerge. They also show more clearly the pseudo-orthogonal

effects of Q" and 8i. Q, dominantly affects temporal damping 8. Increasing Q" de-

creases temporal damping. Varying Q; principally affects the frequency of oscillation in

response to a delta impulse in time of fixed spatial frequency. Increasing Q; increases

this frequency of oscillation.

Summary

Examination of the numerical solutions of equation 5.7 has shown that our locally con-

nected one-dimensional model cortex produces little propagating oscillatory phenom-

ena. Our state variable of interest has been the mean somatic membrane potential.

Thus we expect little propagating oscillatory phenomena in E or I or in any measured

Ewhere positive values of damping are defined as uns[able
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Figure 5.?: Root-loci plot in conplex k' ixt e firnction of varying Qo and Qi for tte casc in
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local field potential. Thus models incorporating local delays and short-range connec-

tivity only appear not to be sufrcient to account for the oscillatory phenomena seen in

the mammalian electro-encephalogram.

5.3.2 Intracortical (short-range) and cortico-cortical (long-range) con-

nectivity

Mammalian neocortex is notable for the existence of more than one scale over which

connections between neurons are formed. In the last section we considered a cortex in

which short-range or intra-cortical connections were the only means by which neurons

communicated with each other. In this section we consider the more realistic case in

which long-range or cortico-cortical connections are included. Because the axons which

mediate these connections span relatively large distances (the order of centimetres)

they are difrcult to trace precisely. For this reason much less is known about the

types of cells they synapse with, their statistics of branching and the distribution of

terminations within the various cortical layers [30, 160]. Here we assume only three

broad features of the long-range fibres. Firstly that they are exclusively excitatory and

terminate on both excitatory ond inhibitory cells. Secondly, the spatial distribution

of isotropic (as opposed to the regionally specific long range connections) long range

fibres from an arbitrary volume of cortex can be well described mathematically. Thirdly

conduction delays are proportional to distance and inversely proportional to mean

axonal conduction velocity.

Magnitude and phase plots as a function of real k and ar

The phase-magnitude plots for the case of short-range (intra-cortical) and long-range

(cortico-cortical) connectivity are notable for the presence of distinct resonant peaks.

These are shown in Figure 5.8. As for the case of local connectivity the apparent

effects of variations in Q" and Q; are similar but more marked. Again Q; is dominant

in determining, with respect to cu the location of the resonant peak, whereas Q" is

dominant in determining the relative amplitude of this peak. However an extra effect

seems to emerge. Q" also appears important in determining whereabouts, with respect

to ,t, the resonant peak lies. For large values of Q" and Q; (Figure 5.8 (d)) we have a
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resonant peak at ur:60 rad,s-L and k : l0 raddm,-L. This resonance corresponds

to about I0 Hz, or about human alpha. At this resonance phase velocity (w/k),ls

estimated as 0.6 ms-t. This corresponds to phase velocity measurements of 0.3 -
LZ rn s-L in EEG recorded from dogs [tAO]. for low values of Q" (Figure 5.8 (c)), a weak

resonant peak at c.r = 60 rad, s-L gives a phase velocity of 4 - 6 rn s-I. Measurements of

these phase velocities have been observed in human EEG under a number of different

recording conditions [158, 34]. Examples of some experimental values are summarised

in Table 5.2.

As for the local case, variations in Q" arc principle in determining the phase relationship

between P(k,w) and H"(k,w). However unlike the exclusively locally connected case

for large values of of Q", phase lead or lag is strongly dependent on the frequency of

excitation (Figure 5.9). Phase differences between excitatory and inhibitory neuronal

masses are predicted to be small for low frequencies of modulated excitatory input, and

again are principally determined by Qi. At frequencies of human alpha (60 rads-l),

phase differences are small, with excitatory activity leading inhibitory activity by less

than r /4 radians (Figure 5.10).

It was previously mentioned that the interpretation of phase-magnitude plots is depen-

dent on whether the describing system equation is stable for all real values of c.r and k.

The numerical dispersion relationships and root-loci that follow allow us to assess the

veracity of this assumption.

Solutions to D(ku) = 0 for real c^r

The numerical dispersion relationships for real ar are dramatic. Figure 5.11 shows the

two most weakly spatially damped branches of this dispersion relationship. Appreciable

travelling wave-like activity arises out of one branch only. For some values of t^., spatial

damping is zero (Figures 5.11 (a) and 4.11 (c)). This spatially undamped oscillation

corresponds to the resonant peaks seen in the magnitude plots (Figure 5.10) and to

temporally undamped oscillations when the model cortex is stimulated with a delta

impulse of a fixed corresponding wavenumber. For example in Figure 5.11 (a) we have
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spatially undamped oscillations at ar ac 60 rad,s-l at a wavenumber of x l0 rad dm-|.

This corresponds to the resonant peak seen in Figure 5.8(d), and will give rise to

temporally undamped oscillations at a frequency of about 60 rods-l for numerical

dispersion relationships as a function of real /c (Figure 5.12).

Variations in Q" are principle in determining spatial decay. The corresponding plots

of wavenumber versus real ar indicate that at this value of c.r for which the resulting

travelling wave is spatially undamped, fr lttre group velocity) tends towards infinity.

Group velocity is often referred to as the "velocity of energy travel"[176]. However this

identity does nof usually apply to systems having anomalous dispersion [214, 31, 176].

In systems with anomalous dispersion the rate of change of phase velocity (uo) with

frequency,f , is greater than zero [176]. This implies

du, -I-up#&,, - f(u)
(5.10)

where k - f (u) is the dispersion relationship. Thus in Figure 5.11 there are regions

in which * ,0 which corresponds rc # < 0' This is seen for the most weakly

damped branches of the dispersion relationship in Figures 5.11(a) and 5.11(c). Thus

the interpretation of a group velocity is poorly defined.

Solutions to D(ko) = 0 for real ft

Only one branch of the numerical dispersion relationship is suffEciently weakly damped

to be considered as a global oscillatory phenomenon in response to a delta impulse with

fixed spatial frequency. As can be seen in Figure 5.12, this branch is only stable for large

k (small wavelength) excitation. The temporally undamped case corresponds to the

spatially undamped case in Figure 5.11. As was seen for the case of local connectivity

Q" is principle in determining temporal damping and Q; is dominant in determining

temporal frequency.
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Solutions to D(k,u) : 0 in complex ar for fixed real c.,r as a function of rrarying

Q" and, Q;

In general the root-loci plot for fixed real t.l are more complex in the case of full connec-

tivity when compared to the case of exclusive short-range connectivity (Figure 5.13).

As implied by the previous dispersion relationships (Figure 5.11), Q" primarily afects

spatial damping. Large values of Q" increase the "global" spatial damping. However

this will depend from which point in the Q" - Q; plane excursions are made. Similar

considerations apply to Qi, which dominantly affects spatial frequency (wavenumber)'

The effects of variations in 8" and Q; will also depend on the value of real a;. Figure

b.l3(b) illustrates this point. At ar: 100 rads-l. Q" only weakly influences spatial

damping and Q; only weakly influences spatial frequency (wavenumber).

solutions to D(&,@) = 0 in complex ar for fixed real /c as a function of varying

Qu and, Q;

Figure 5.14 shows the efiects of variations in Q. and Q; for two values of k' The general

effects of variations in Q, and Q 1 are identical to that found in the local case (Figure

5.2). Increasing Q" decreases temporaldamping while increases in Q; increase temporal

frequency. These plots also illustrate the pseudo'orthogonal effects of Qu and Q; on

the real and imaginary components of the roots in ar.

Summary

The inclusion of long-range (cortico-cortical) connections gives rise to spatially and

temporally weakly damped rvave-like phenomena, and is capable of reproducing ex-

perimentally observed frequencies and wavenumbers seen in the mammalian electroen-

cephalogram. Thus we putatively conclude that the alpha rhythm, at the very least, is

a plrenomena associated with both \ong andshort range connectivity in the mammalian

neocortex.
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5.4 Conclusions

This simple theoretical model seems to support the general conclusion that the mam-

mdlian EEG (in particular the alpha rhythm) is a global phenomenon arising from the

long range fibre connectivity. This is in contrast to the earlier models of Lopes da Silva

et af [186] which suggested that alpha was a local circuit phenomenon, and in agree

ment with Nunez [158, 159, 160] which suggested that the human alpha rhythm wa^s a

global phenomenon. However in contrast to the latter our theory does not require the

existence of periodic (evanescent) boundary conditions to explain the existence of low

wavenumber oscillatory electrocortical phenomena'

The magnitude plots of Figure 5.8show that sharp resonant peaks at about 60 rods-l

(* 10 Hz) arefound for moderate values of Qu and Qr (= L5 s-rmV-l). This is consis-

tent with recordings of spontaneous human EEG in which sharp peaks in periodogram

estimates of spectral density are found. An example is shown in Figure 5'L5'

Further our fully connected model shows the existence of both low (0 - I raddm-r)

and high (= 10 rad d,m-L) wavenumbers associated with this resonant peak. This is

consistent with empirical wavenumber estimates of mammalian EEG. Table 5.2 shows

data recorded from humans in which wavenumbers associated with the alpha rhythm

are of the order of 0.5 - L.5 rad, d,m-r . Derived phase velocities of ECoG recorded from

dogs at 60 - 80 rad,d,m-L is consistent with the larger wavenumbers predicted by our

model [186].

5.4.L The effects of boundary conditions

Dispersion relationships for waves (if they exist) described by integral equations of the

form b.1 will in general be boundary condition dependent [153' 143]. In our model the

effects of boundaries have been ignored by considering the case of a one dimensional

infinite cortex. For the case of waves of wavelength much less than the circumference

of the boundary we may be able to apply the numerical results of our equations in a

semi-quantitative manner to the case of periodic (evanescent) boundary conditions. The

boundary conditions will be important if there is no spatial damping in an homogeneous
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measurement method corrected (mean * sd) uncorrected (mean * sd)

phase velocity (-s-1)
EEG monopolar

EEG bipolar

MEG

14.9 * 3.9

8.7 * 1.4

5.2 + L.7

6.8 + 1.8

4.0 * 0.6

2.4 + 0.8

wavenumber (rad/dn)

EEG monopolar 0.4 + 0'14

EEG bipolar 0.8 + 0.14

MEG 1.4 f 0.4

0.9 + 0.3

r.7 + 0.3

3.1 + 0.9

Table 5.2: Experimental estimates of the phase velocity and wavenumber of EEG (electro-

encephalogram) and MEG (magneto-encephalogram) from 18 human subjects uaing a sieady

state visual evoked response. The steady state probe consisted ofa visual flicker or a checker-

board stumulus oscillating at the subjects alpha frequency, during which EEG or MEG was

recorded. The alpha frequency was determined previously from eyes closed spontaneous

EEG recording with offiine Fourier analysis. Raw EEG and MEG data was bandpaes fil-

tered (low pass -3db at 40 hz, high pass -3db at 0.f hz), sampled at 16 samplee per stimulus

cycle (generally about 160 samples per second) and digitised to 12 bits resoluiion' EEG

was.recorded using 10 midline electrodes each seperated by 3 cm' extending from the inion

forward. Monopolar recordings were referenced to linked earlobes. Phase gradients were

determined at the alpha frequency, this being made possible because EEG/MEG sampling

was synchronised to the positive zero crossing of the alpha modulated visual stimulus. Re'

gression tines describing phase, at the stimulating frequency, as a function of distance were

used to assess the contributions of adventitious noise and the possibility of more than one

source from which wave-like phenomena were emanating. All data was subjected to such

regression estimates, only data having correlation coefficients ) 0'9 were wed. This data

was kindly made available by G.Burkitt [34]
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finite system. Thus if our one.dimensional cortex is viewed as a closed loop, then it

is possible that our model could support standing wave phenomena. Thus the effect

of the periodic boundary conditions would be to restrict the wavenumbers associated

with this zero damped mode, and ultimately affect the form of the resulting dispersion

relationship. However based on the numerical form of our dispersion relationship (

Figures b.1l(a) and 5.11(c) ), we would expect only a narrow band of frequencies about

some aro to support such standing wave phenomena. For example in Figure 5'11(a) we

would expect aro t 60 rad, s-L.

Nunez [1b8, 160] has outlined in detail the predicted effects of boundary conditions on

mammalian EEG. In short, in the one dimensional homogeneous case at steady state,

the wavenumbers will be restricted to the discrete values

k^:2+ n: r,2,3,... (5.11)

where .L is the circumference of the one dimensional cortical loop. This implies that

/r" and d,h"lita be continuous, and is astatement of thefact that 't,, be singled valued'

Thus for the general case, with a.r determined by the dispersion relationship ar : /(k)'

the steady state frequencies of our system will be restricted toe

f-'(r,) - Znr lL n : L,2,3,... (5'12)

For the case of waves travelling along the midline, around the frontal pole, inside

the temporal pole, direct measurement [158] yields a mean circumference in the adult

human brain of about 45 cm. Taking into account the effects of cortical folding, we

multiply this figure by about 2.2 [158] to give

L = L0 d,m or frr - 0'6 radd'm-L (5.13)

The most obvious effect of these boundary conditions would be to discretise the form

of our phase.magnitude plots. Assuming the resonant peaks in our magnitude plots

eFor the non-dispersive c:rs€ krn -ZnrclL, where c is the phase (group velocity)
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are not too sharp, the addition of this constraint on wavenumbers is not likely to alter

the general features of the infinite one dimensional case, as A& -0.6rad'd'm-r.

5.4.2 Stability and the interpretation of the phase-magnitude plots

As we have repeatedly emphasised the interpretation of the phase'magnitude plots is

predicated on the assumption that the describing system function is stable for all values

of & and aor over which the plot is drawn. However from our dispersion relationships

(Figure b.t2) and root-loci plots (Figure 5.14) for the case of full connectivity (short and

long range) our model cortex is unstable for small wavenumber (long wavelength) input.

This may preclude a simple interpretation of the resulting spectrum of mammalian EEG

arising as a resonant phenomena from a diffuse white noise driving process.

However it is possible that low wavenumber phenomena may be prove to be stable for

the following reasons

o non-linearities in the conversion of dendritic current to pulse action density and

the conversion of this pulse action density to dendritic current.

o the linearised gain becomes smaller as pulse action output saturates.

o the neglected effects of absolute and relative neuronal refractory periods.

o inhomogeneities in the linearised gains Q" and Q;, which may reflect inhomo-

geneities in subcortical biasing of cortex.

o uncertainties (and inhomogeneities) in model physiological and anatomical pa-

rameters.

If real cortex does prove to be stable then the features seen in the bode plots may

survive.

5.4.3 Mode scanning and the halothane rhythm

An important preliminary finding of this linear model is the dominant effect of the

parameter Qi (and by inlerence /(;) in determining the peak resonant frequency. This

is best illustrated in the root-loci plots of Figures 5.7 and 5.14. This is in contrast to

a linear model of the alpha rhythm r0[186] in which the total neuronal aggregate gain

tosee section 2.1.3 for a full discussion
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determined both the peak resonant frequency and the relative peak resonant height.

In this model the peak resonant frequency varied from about 5 Hz to t2 Hz when the

feedback constant (coupling between inhibitory and excitatory cells), Q"Q;, increased

by,at least an order of magnitude.

Thus variations in Q; ma1 offer a plausible explanation for the mode scanning seen

in humans and dogs under halothane anaethesia. Opportunistic recordings of EEG

from halothane anaethetised subjects undergoing various surgical procedures have been

recorded [160, 213]. The following general features of the recorded EEG were noted

[160].

o large amplitude (100-250 pV) oscillations are recorded over all scalp locations 11.

Dominant frequencies depend on the inspired halothane concentration and vary

from 4 Hz(a% inspired halothane) to16 Hz(0.5% inspired halothane). There is a

great deal of inter-subject variation. However lower EEG frequencies are alwags

associated with higher inspired halothane concentrations.

o multiple "global" modes were reported in all subjects with the power spectra

containing a number of spectral components (modes). The appearance ond dis-

appearance of these modes ocurred simultaneously at all recored scalp locations 12

as halothane concentration was varied.

o as halothane concentration is increased low frequency modes emerge in a pr+'

dictable manner. For instance at inspired halothane concentrations greater than

about I %, the power spectrum is dominated by two peaks, one at 0-1 .I/z and

another at 5-6 Hz.

The magnitude plots in Figure 5.8 illustrates the effects of varying Qu and Q;. For low

values of Q; and high values of Q" (Figure 5.8 (b)), two resonant peaks emerge one

at about 0 Hzand, another at about 3.f/2. Figure 5.16 shows magnitude plots for our

transfer function, equation 5.5, when (Qu,Q; = 18.0,a.0). The important features to

note are the existence of two distinci resonant peaks at 0 Hz and 5 Hz, and the large

relative amplitude of these peaks. This may correspond to the low frequency modes

seen to emerge when inspired halothane concentration exceeds about 1%. Figures 5'17

and b.18 show the corresponding dispersion relationships. Like previous numerical dis-

rrTypical waking spontaneous EEG amplitudes are of the order of 30-60 py [132]

l2hence referring to them as "global" modes
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persion relationships (for the case of full connectivity) they contain apparent anomalies

in that du/dk -| m for point driving by real frequencies (Figure 5.17(b)). Our model

is unstable for wavenumbers less than about 7 rad,drn-l (Figure 5.1S(a)). Note from

the root-loci plots of Figure 5.14 our model cortex ccn be made stable for low Qo. This

may correspond to less epileptic phenomena being observed for low concentrations of

inspired halothane [213].

The values of Q" and Q; chosen for Figures 5.16 - 5.L8 are broadly consistent with

the known diferential physiological effects of lipid soluble inhaled anaesthetics such

as halothane [160]. Studies of the effects of these anaesthetics show that they can

produce depression and excltation of various neural structures in the brainstem, limbic

system and neocortex, either simultaneously or in sequence [213' 160]' The exact

mechanisms of halothanes action are still however unclear [158, 160]. Variations in

eu and e; with inspired halothane may be reflections of these subcortical/cortical

physiological changes. A" Q" and Q; determine /(" and K; respectively, it is possible

that halothane may alos have an effect on the amplitudes of the postsynaptic potentials.

For e; - 18.0 and, Q": 4.0 this suggests reduction in EPSP amplitude and increase in

IPSP amplitude may also be contributory to the effects seen when Q" and Q; a're varied'

Nunez [t6O] concluded that moderate halothane concentrations have a net excitatory

effect on cortex. Associated with this is that most inhaled general anaesthetics can

produce electrocerebral seizure activity [213]. As our model cortex is unstable for small

,t when Q" is large, electrocerbral seizure activity may be associated with the existence

of low wavenumber diffuse subcortical activity.

Higher concentrations of inspired halothane produce non-sinusoidal EEG of lower am-

plitude and a flat EEG trace at maximal concentrations [213]. Thus high concentrations

of halotha.ne are expected to produce "global" depression of neuronal activity. Figure

5.8 (a) shows that at low values of Qu and Q; we have low amplitude low frequency

activity consistent with the depressive effects of halothane.
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5.4.4 Phase differences between excitatory and inhibitory neural pop-

ulations

A principle prediction made for neocortex by Freeman based on his study of the mam-

malian olfactory bulb [75, 76,77,81] is that a deflnite pha.se relationship between

connected excitatory and inhibitory neural populations will be found. He states

*The analysis and modelling of cortical systems of coupled excitatory

and inhibitory neurons show that the outputs of the two kinds of neurons

should have a characteristic pattern, in which they both oscillate at the

same instantaneous frequency, but with the inhibitory output lagging the

excitatory output by approximately a quarter cycle" [81] (empha^sis added)

In contrast Nunez [tSS] because of the form of his defining integral equations required

that inhibitory and excitatory neural populations will oscillate in phase 13'

Our results suggest that for both cases of isotropic connectivity considered (Figures

5.8 and S.10) this phase difference will be in general small and dependent on the fre'

quency of excitatory modulation to the excitatory neurons. Thus at low frequencies

we expect a minimal phase difference as required by Nunez' and at higher frequencies

(> 100 rods-l) we approach a r12 phase diference as predicted by Freeman.

5.4.5 Semi-orthogonality of the effects of Q" and Q;

A notable feature of our preliminary model is the pseudo-orthogonal effects of Q" and

Q; on the real and imaginary components of u; and ft (Figures 5.6,5.7,5.13' 5.14). It is

unlikely that Q" and Q; will be independent and it may be the case that anatomically

(and physiologically) non-specific subcortical input is organised such that new variables

are defined

Qr(Q",Q;)

Qz(Q",Qi)

Q,,

Qz

l3see section 2.1.2
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such that orthogonality of control is achieved between the real and imaginary compe

nents of ur and &. Thus Qr may determine spatial decay and temporal damping and Q2

may determine wavenumber and frequency (independent of the boundary conditions).

This may offer a powerful way to control global versus local phenomena in neocortex.

Specifically increases in Qu and Q; may be biophysically related to some tonic level

of neuronal depolarisation resulting from long time course neuromodulatory actions

arising from brain-stem regulatory systems. The best understood of these subcorti-

cal systems are the acetylcholinergic and nomdrendeqgic pathways' The actions of

both acetylcholine and noradrenaline on neocortical neurons has been shown to consist

largely of a slow depolarisation due to blockage of a resting potassium conductance

[146, 148, 14?]. These ascending fibre systems have been shown to have a great deal

of areal and laminar specificity [faO, ZfO]. Considerably less is known about the cellu-

lar targets of these fibre systems and thus any discussion of them must remain purely

speculative. However in the absence of any information to the contrary it would be

reasonable to assume that these fibres are presynaptic to bothexcitatory and inhibitory

cortical neurons. The activation of these fibre systems is thought to conespond electro-

encephalographically to low amplitude high (alpha) frequency oscillations [36, 212] and

cognitively to increased arousal [179]. Thus the effects of brain-stem modulation might

be understood as combined variations in Q" and Q;'

5.5 Directions for F\rrther Work

Semi-quantitative results have been obtained for the solutions of equations 5.1 by lin-

earisation. It would be desirable to confirm the putative properties to the linear equa'

tion by performing direct numerical solutions to equation 5.1 for finite strips of cortex

under a variety of boundary conditions. Extensions of equation 5't to more realis-

tic geometries, for example an infinite two'dimensional sheet, is relatively easily, with

numerical solutions to the resulting linear and non-linear cases being done with meth-

ods identical to those used for the one.dimensional case. It is also possible to extend

equations b.l to the case of a multi-layered infinite one or two dimensional cortex ra

l{A preliminary ?-dimensional non-linear model of cortex'

5.1, incorporating isotropic short and long connecbions has

based on but not identical to equation

already been simulaled [2sa, 252, 253].
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This has been done for the original model of thalamo-cortical tissue of Wilson and

Cowan [238], where an infinite one.dimensional two layered cortex has been studied

[120, 123, r22, L2L, r24).

We have implicitly assumed that the effects of our various neurotransmitters are purely

additive. Our expression for this additivity of the postsynaptic effect was first intro-

duced by Beurle [17], and later modified by Wilson and Cowan [237,238]. Dirsisiae

or shunting inhibition can be included as has been done to model retinal interactions

1206, 24Zl and is done in neurocomputational models of neuronal aggregates in which

the neurons have a distributed dendritic tree. Generally the inclusion of this effect

requires additional details of the ionic currents mediating this inhibition. and compli-

cates the defining equations (eg equation 5.1) by introducing further non-linearities.

In a similar manner it may be possible to use comparable methods to incorporate the

multiplicative effects of variously identified neuromodulators [198]. In order to pre-

serve mathematical simplicity and because of unclear experimental evidence, we have

excluded such multiplicative effects from our preliminary model.

We have not fully explored the effects of parameter variation on the form of the nu-

merical dispersion, root-loci and phase'magnitude relationships. As, even in the simple

linearised case, the transfer function is extremely complicated, rather than attempt an

exhaustive parameter space search it is probably more fruitful to be guided by empirical

parameter estimates in determining the form of the solutions to equation 5.1.

A general feature of both the short-range and fully connected cases is that a particular

relationship between the phase of excitatory modulation and mean membrane potential

(and hence by inference the local field potential) exists (Figures 5'2 and 5'9)' It is

possible that this relationship may be assessed empirically by recording EEG (or in

animal preparations ECoG) in response to an oscillating visual stimulus, as is done in

steady state evoked activity recordings [199, 198, 34, 132].

Early results suggest

response [o cortical

"lumped" simulation.

that the frequency contenl, wave velocities, frequency-wavenumber spectra and

activation of the real mammalian electrocorticogram can be produced by this
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Summary

6.1 Overview

In chapters 4 and 5 two different models of electrocortical dynamics were presented.

The computational model of chapter 4 was confined to short-range (local) connections

within some small area of cortex, whereas the linear neuronal field model of chapter 5

considered the case of both short and long-range neuronal connectivity. Both models

were capable of producing oscillatory activity at frequencies between I to L4 Hz. Con-

trary to recent empirical expectation [81], neither model generated high frequency (eg

20-70 Ez) activity. Such high frequency oscillations, which have been identified in the

visual cortex of the cat, appear to be stimulus related a^s when a stimulus passes through

the cortical receptive field the frequency spectra, of the concomitantly recorded local

field potential (LFP) and multiunit activity (MUA), shows peaks in the range of 30 to

T0 Hz [62, gg, g2]. This is often in marked contrast to the low frequency background

activity (< A0 f/e) [g3, 92]. Oscillating neural responses of widely separated neurons'

of up to 8 mm, can show phase coherence (synchronization). This phase coherence

has been shown to depend on the global properties of the stimulus [92]. tt has been

suggested that these coherent oscillatory responses may provide a temporal mechanism

for ,,binding" spatially separate features of an object into a single perceptual token

[93, 92, 215].

Horvever the existence of high frequency (20-70 1/:) background or stimulus related
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electrocortical activity appears not to generalise across species [257]. For instance

little high frequency background or stimulus related activity has been found in the

visual cortex (Vl, inferotemporal and middletemporal) of the Macaque monkey [257].

Stimulus related MUA autocorrelogram (ACG) oscillations were found at only about

L1To of recording sites in Vl and middletemporal areas, at a frequency in the alpha

range (8-13 ffz). The majority of the electrocortical (LFP) spectral power was found

to be concentrated at low frequencies and took a form similar to llf noise. In addition

there were significant spectral peaks at or near to alpha (8-13 I/z) [257]. Thus a general

solution to the problem of binding distributed perceptual and cognitive events into a

coherent representation may, in the primate cortex, be based on spatially synchronised

oscillations at or near the alpha frequency rather than at 40 Hz,

6.2 Comparisons between computational and continuum

models of electrocortical activity

The two models of electrocortical behaviour have some similarities. Both models are

well defined in the sense that they contain no arbitrary parameterisation. Both models

rely on the derived neuronal connectivities of chapter 3 and both incorporate only fast

inhibitory and excitatory transmitter kinetics.

The coniputational model is capable of taking into account issues of neuronal connection

asymmetry, correlations between refractory periods and the suprathreshold behaviour

of individual neurons and the intrinsic non-linearity of neurons. Additionally such mod-

els are able to illustrate the relationship of individual neuron behaviour to ensemble (or

population) dynamics. However limitations in available computer resources constrain

the scale and complexity of such discrete networks.

Linearised continuum models are able toovercomethis limitation of scale but in doing

so sacrifice much neurobiological veracity. Nevertheless the macroscopic model has pro-

vided important insight into possible mechanisms for establishing parametric control

of cortical dynamics. Specifically it has been shown that the control parameter Q" is

dominant in determining spatial and temporal damping of electrocortical activity (see

secrion b.3.2 and Figures 5.13 and 5.14). In contrast Q; tus found to be principle
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in determining the spatial and temporal frequencies of such activity (see section 5.3.2

and Figures 5.13 and 5.14). Preliminary support for such a notion is found in experi-

ments involving hippocampal slices (explants). Exposing viable hippocampal slices to

penicillin reduces the frequency and increases the amplitude of population (local field)

oscillations 12271. Penicillin is known to block GABAa-dependent inhibition 12271and,

is thus equivalent to a reduction in Q;. The linear continuum model predicts that

decreasing Q; will result in large amplitude, low frequency population oscillations (Fig-

ures 5.L and 5.8). Bathing hippocampal slices in a high K+ environment results in an

observable increase in population oscillations with a decrea.se in their recorded ampli-

tude [226, 191]. Placing neurons in a high Kt environment is sufrcient to depolarise

the cell membrane [208, 236] and thus to increase the excitability of both inhibitory

and excitatory cells. The linear continuum model shows that the combined effects of

increases in Q, and Q; arc capable of increasing the frequency and magnitude of popu-

lation oscillations (see Figures 5.1 and 5.8). Similar behaviour, as outlined above, has

also been demonstrated in a model of the hippocampal theta rhythm [226]. However

similar experimental data appears not to be available for the phylogenetically more

advanced neocortex (on which both linear and computational models are based) and

thus our conclusions as to the biological effects of variations in Q" and Q; must remain

speculative.

Both electro.dynamical models of cortex predict that oscillations of excitatory and

inhibitory populations will be nearly in phase (see Figures 4.IL,,4.L2,5.2 and 5.9) for

frequencies less than 10 to 15I/2. This is in contrasttotheexpectationsof Freeman (see

section 5.4.4) based on experimental evidence derived from studies of the mammalian

olfactory bulb and cortex (prepyriform cortex) [81, 80, 75]. The analysis of coupled sets

of excitatory and inhibitory cells, KII sets (see section 2.1.5 for a definition), in olfactory

bulb (mitral tufted and granule cells) and prepyriform cortex (pyramidal and feedback

inhibitory cells) demonstrated that etcitatory cell activity leods inhibitory cell activity

by approximatety a quarter cycle for 40 Hz EEG activity. As a result of this work it

was predicted that a similar phase relationship would be found in neocortex. However

this conclusion was predicated on the assumption that 40 ffzoscillatory activity would

be found in neocortical EEG and ECoG. High frequency electrocortical activity has

only relatively recently been identified in local field potential (LFP) recordings from

neocortex (visual cortex in particular)[93, 92]. The continuum model of chapter 5 did
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not give rise to a resonance at 40 Hz in response to a diffuse white noise drive. However

it does predict that if the excitatory cells of the model cortex are driven at 40 IIz the

resulting inhibitory cell activity will lag excitatory activity by approximately r/2.

Unlike previous neurG.computational models of electrocortical activity (eg. 1242,243,

2gg,,226,227,225) ) the computational model of chapter 4 incorporated a natural

measure of neuronal connective asymmetry based on known cortical histology (chapter

3). Fixed phase relationships (phase-locking) between a cells soma membrane potential

and the concurrent ensemble average developed quickly. For instance, for two cells

separated by the maximal distance allowed by the geometry of the two dimensional

array (see Figure 4.9), a fixed phase relationship between the cells oscillating soma

membrane potential and the mean soma membrane potential occurred within 500 ms

in response to a short excitatory stimulus. While we have no homogeneously connected

network with which to compare these results the work of others suggests that connection

asymmetry is remarkably powerful at synchronising activity in large networks [157' 113].

Clearly further work is needed to clarify this putative phase'locking.

6.3 state transitions, cortical stability and subcortical neu-

romodulatorY effects

The behaviour of the computational and linearised continuum models of electrocortical

dynamics suggest a role for some additional form of endogenous or exogenous cortical

control. [n the continuum model the control parameters, Qu and 8i represent effective

linearisations of two separate, but presumably similar, non-linear functions. If we as-

sume that these non-linear functions are approximately sigmoidal I then variations in

e" and Q; will correspond to the gradient of this sigmoidal non-linearity evaluated at

some fixed level of soma membrane tlepolarisation. Thus increases or decreases in Qu

or e; might correspond to either tonic excitation or inhibition. Such tonic excitation

or inhibition might be provided by the widespread effects of the ascending neuromod-

ulatory fibre systems [1a6]. Reciprocal connections between cortex and brainstem may

be important in maintaining neocortex in a stable low-firing rate condition through

\- tl*."**p."di"g "."1J""* 
f"""ion is monotonic increasing with soma membrane depolarisa-

tion and is bounded above and below by fixed asympfotes (see section 2.1.1).
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continual, though not necessarily isotropic, variations in Qu and Q;.

Initial results of the computational model of electro.cortical dynamics suggested that

small decreases in the mean threshold of the inhibitory cell population or small increases

in the mean threshold of the excitatory cell population by as little as 2 mV switched

network dynamics from sustained 10-14 IIz limit cycle oscillation to a dynamic that

rapidly decayed towards the network resting state (i.e all cells at their resting membrane

potential), in response to ashort duration excitatory stimulus (see sections 4.3.L and

4.3.2). Increasing the strength of the short duration excitatory stimulus or increasing

the stimulated fraction had no discernable effects on this general model behaviour. It

was suggested that transitions from one "state' to another may be controlled by a

inhibitory feedback loop (mediated by the putatively identified Martinotti cell) having

a time constant large compared to both the integration time constants of the model

neurons and the time scales of "fast" synaptic kinetics. However such an inhibitory

feedback loop may not be the only means of regulating this bistability. In fact any form

of feedback (excitatory or inhibitory) having a sufficiently large transmission delay

or time constant may be involved in this regulation. This may include long range

cortico.cortical loops (mediated by isotropic or anisotropic cortico-cortical fibres) and

subcortical-cortical loops (cortex-brainstem-cortex,thalamus-cortex-thalamus) having

distributed polysynaptic, conduction or transmitter delays.

Many neocortically active neurotransmitters, having long-time course kinetics, are pu-

tatively presynaptic to fibre systems arising from subcortical structures. The two most

well known such systems, that widely project to neocortex, are the monoatninergic

pathways arising from the reticular formation of the brain stem [183] and the central

cholinergic pathways arising from the basal forebrain [149].

Formaldehyde-induced fluorescence techniques have revealed three major monoamin-

ergic cell groups in the brainstem that are distinguished by the neurotransmitter that

they produce: noradrenaline (norepinephrine), dopamine and serotonin. The noradren-

ergic system originates in two main brainstem nuclei, the locus cercleus and the lateral

tegmental nucleus. Both cell groups give rise to axons that project diffusely to neocor-

tex as well as to other other areas of the brain (diencephalon, cerebellum and the basal

forebrain) [152]. The dopaminergic neurons are broadly classified into two groups: the

mesostriatalsystem, arising from the substantia nigraand the ventral tegmentum, and
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Xhe mesoli,rnbfc and mesocortical systems, arising from the ventral tegmentum. Both

systems give efferent projections to cortex [20]. The most extensive monoaminergic sys-

tem in the brain stem is the serotinergic system. Efferent reticulo.cortical serotinergic

fibres arise from the raphe nuclei of the midbrain and the upper pons [151]. The cortical

actions of these monoamine transmitters is still largely unknown and depending on the

postsynaptic target may be either inhibitory or excitatory. For instance noradrenaline

increases the excitability of hippocampal neurons through the action of a B-adrenergic

receptor [f5O] whereas the spontaneous activity of other cortical neurons is depressed

in response to noradrenaline application [71].

Cholinergic neurons of the nucleus basalis of Meynert provide the major cholinergic

input to neocortex in the primate brain [210, 149]. All regions of cortex receive some

form of cholinergic input, though there is substantial regional variation. As is the case

with the monoaminergic systems, the cortical actions of acetylcholine are incompletely

characterised. Cortical cholinergic receptors appear to be either Ml muscarinic type

or M2 muscarinic type [141]. Acetylcholines action on neocortical neurons appears to

be excitatory [la6]. However the fact that acetylcholine hyperpolarises RE thalamic

neurons in uitrosuggests that there may be other cortical actions of acetylcholine [f+Z]'

We have suggested that subcortical neuromodulation may be important in determining

cortical stability. Partial support for such a hypothesis is found in the recently identified

epileptic disorder Autosomel Dominant Nocturnol Frontal Lobe Epilepsy (ADNFLE)

[18g, 1g0]. This is an autosomal dominant, partial epilepsy characterized by clusters of

brief motor seizures. Seizures occur almost exclusively in sleep, usually as the affected

individual dozed or in the few hours before awakening (stage 2 non-REM sleep). The

predominant ictal EEG finding was of bilateral frontal sharp and slow wave activity-

The gene for ADNFLE has been localised to chromosome 20q13.2 [168]. The gene

CHRNA4, which codes for a neuronal nicotinic acetylcholine receptor a4 subunit also

maps to this region [168]. Thus it is'possible that a mutation in CHRNA/ is involved

in ADNFLE. This is particularly interesting as cortical and thalamic projecting ba^sal

forebrain cholinergic systems have been shown to become more active in the transition

from from waking to sleep [211].

The possible role of neuromodulators in determining cortical stability has been illus-

trated in a recent two-layer simulation of elec[rocorticogram [251]. This model included
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the differential distribution of excitatory and inhibitory actions of dopamine and nora-

drenaline according to cortical depth. This simulation was capable of reproducing the

typical features of the mammalian electrocorticogram. The simulated neuromodulator

actions were shown to regulate simulated electrocorticographic spectral densities along

the arousal continuum. By inhibition of the superficial layers and excitation of the

deep layers, the simulated cortex could enter a condition in which neurons in the deep

layers could be raised to a degree of excitation which, if generalised would be capable of

leading to runaway excitation. At critical levels of neuromodulator tone the deep cells

were capable of propagating excitatory activity widely. However because the modeled

cortico.cortical fibres projected more heavily to the superficial layers, the tonic inhi-

bition of the superficial layers was able to provide long-range inhibitory stabilisation.

Thus cells in the deeper layers are able to undergo larger perturbations of both action

potential firing and local field potential without loss of overall low-firing rate stability.

Hence the differential lamina effects of the neuromodulators may confer overall global

stability. Experimental work is required to confirm such a role for neuromodulators in

controlling electrocortical stability.

Finally we turn to some other possible functional roles that ascending neuromodula-

tory systems may have on cortical dynamics. During the past decade researchers have

found that adventitious noise can improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of many non-

linear systems [lbb]. Such a phenomenon has been labeled stochastic reson&nce.In one

particular experiment researchers studied the electrical behaviour of the mechanore-

ceptor in the tail fan of the ordinary crayfish. Small regular movements of the tail

fan induce periodic action potential firings in the afferent tract of the mechanoreceP

tor. Computing the power spectra of these action potential firings reveals a narrow

peak, representing the periodic motion, on a broad background of noise' From this the

SNR of the mechanoreceptor can be determined. When adventitious noise was added'

by applying irregular movements to. the tail fan, it was found that the SNR of the

mechanoreceptor, in response to some barely detectable periodic motion, was maximal

for some mean amplitude of this applied noise. Thus showing that adding the right

amount of noise could amplify a weak signal [60]. Similar phenomena appear to be

widespread in nature [235]. Thus the effect of activating reticulo'cortical monoaminer-

gic and acetylcholinergic systems might be to add background noise such that the SNR

of cortical cells is enhanced. One important effect of the catecholamines in the central
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nervous system is to enhance the response of target cells to afferent input, inhibitory as

well as excitatory [72]. The effects of such enhancement have been shown to increase

the SNR of neurons in a network of neural-like elements [19a].

6.4 Intrinsic oscillations in neocortex and subcortical pace-

maker effects

Both the computational and continuum models concluded that oscillatory electrocorti-

cal activity was an emergent property of coupled networks of excitatory and inhibitory

cells. As a simplifying assumption we ignored the intrinsic electrophysiological prop

erties of neurons in thalamus, cortex and related brain-stem nuclei. However neurons

at the thalamic and cortical levels are endowed with many electroresponsive ionic con-

ductances [lBJ]. In fact there is a large body of evidence demonstrating that, under

imposed experimental conditions, isolated cortical and thalamic neurons can display

oscillations within the frequency bands (I-20 Hz) of mammalian EEG [200, 211, 43].

Thus it is possible that cortical or subcortical neurons with intrinsic oscillatory prop

erties may be involved in "driving" coupled networks of inhibitory and excitatory cells

in neocortexl24,167,23I,3]. However the role such cellular mechanisms may play in

the generation of the major mammalian cerebral rhythms is still unclear [210].

Only one type of mammalian cerebral rhythm, spindle oscillations (or sleep spindles),

is probably due to the effects of intrinsic oscillatory properties of thalamo-cortical neu-

rons. Spindles oscillations occur during the early stages of sleep and under barbiturate

anaesthesia [210, 211]. They are characterized by synchronised electroencephalographic

oscillations of between 7-14 Hz, grouped in sequences that last for between 1.5 and 2

seconds and that recur periodically with a slow rhythm of 0.1-0.2 Hzlzl}). Substantial

experimental evidence exists to substantiate the hypothesis that the intrinsic bursting

properties of RE n€urons (GABAergic neurons of the reticular thalamic nucleus) are

the cellular generators of spindle oscillations [54,210,211,209]. The intrinsic bursting

properties of inhibitory RE neurons induce rhythmic tong-lasting (100-150 msec) hyper-

polarisations in target thalamocortical neurons. These hyperpolarisations occasionally

de-inactivate a rebound spike burst. This burst, an intrinsic property of thalamocortical

neurons due to a low-threshold Ca2+ current [108], is transferred along thalamocortical
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axons and triggers excitatory postsynaptic potentials and spikes, within the frequency

range of spindle oscillations, in neocortical neurons [2t0]. Because of the apparent simi-

larity between recorded sequences of alpha activity (S-13 //z) and spindle activity under

barbiturate anaesthesia, it has been suggested tha,t that parts ofthe neuronal elements

and networks responsible for the generation of spindles also account for the genesis of

the alpha rhythm [210]. However differences between both types of phenomena, per-

taining mainly to the dynamics and topographic distribution of recorded activity [1,35],

makes such a hypothesis unlikely.

6.5 Speculations on the significance of the alpha rhythm

in cortical information processing

In section 6.1 we suggested, based on experimental evidence, that cortical oscillations

at or near the alpha frequency may be involved in the coordination of distributed

neural activity. We now suggest further reasons, based on the results of the linearised

continuum model of chapter 5, why the alpha rhythm may be important in cortical

information processing.

Numerical solutions of the dispersion relationship, D(k,c.r) (equation 5.7), implied that

cortical oscillations around the frequency of alpha (= 60 rad,s-t) would be weakly

spatially, damped. This type of behaviour appeared to be a property of globally coupled

cortex, as omitting long-range (isotropic) cortice.cortical fibres only gave rise to highly

spatially damped travelling wave solutions (see Figure 5.4). Correspondingly it was also

inferred that the group and phase velocities associated with these "travelling" alpha

waves was at the maximum value allowed given the effects of finite transmission delays.

Studies in humans suggest a range of phase velocities of 7-16 msec-r [34, 2t9] and

group velocities of 4-20 msec-L [158] for the alpha rhythm. Both these values match

reasonably wellestimated propagation velocities in the myelinated cortico.cortical fibres

of 6-9 msec-t [158] and the values obtained in the linearised continuum model. Further

it is has been demonstrated that cortically recorded alpha activity in the dog shows

high point-to-point coherences [13a] (eg for electrode separations of 2 mmthe squared

coherence is greater than 0.81). Thus weakly damped rapidly spreading alpha travelling

waves may be able to provide some form of global neuronal synchronisation. As it
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appears that the combined effects of Q" and Q; able able to regulate the spatiotemporal

properties of the emergent rhythms such synchronisation would be amenable to some

ar: t subcortical control.

6.6 Overview of directions for further work

The results described herein are best described as prelirninary. Both models have

suggested experimental tests, the results of which will determine the biological relevance

of the theory outlined. Chapters 3, 4 and 5 detail specific directions for further work.

The most significant addition that needs to be made is the inclusion of long-acting

neurotransmitter kinetics, particularly that of cortically endogenous GABAa, and the

extension of both computational and continuum models to more realistic topologies.
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